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Manganites have been studied intensively due to their extraordinary properties: colossal
magnetoresistance and ferroelectricity. The inhomogeneities present in certain regions
of the phase diagram are believed to be responsible for these novel properties. The na-
ture of these inhomogeneities that critically depends on the interaction between charge,
atomic and spin degrees of freedom are yet poorly understood. Furthermore, there still
remains a significant scope to theoretically investigate the characteristics of the long-
living metastable states experimentally found in manganites. We propose a microscopic
model of manganites to study the overall electronic, atomic and magnetic microstructure
of the three-dimensional Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite series.
Firstly, we investigate the phase diagram of a hypothetical one-dimensional system to find
out the relevant length scales. The study of relaxation dynamics in the one-dimensional
system under external light pulse give us the relevant timescales of the response from
the charge, lattice and spin subsystem. The length and time scales extracted from our
one-dimensional study assist us to investigate the three-dimensional real systems.
Secondly, we carried out a comprehensive study of the low-temperature phase diagram
of the three-dimensional Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite series with the proposed model. The
model predicts several distinct phases with characteristic charge and orbital ordering
together with an associated magnetic structure. The structures at x=0.125, 0.25, 0.66
and 0.25 are different from the one obtained by earlier theoretical studies. With the
large system size, our study reveals the presence of inhomogeneous phases in certain
doping regions. The nature of the inhomogeneous states are capable of demonstrating
several experimental findings in manganites. The model also allowed us to study the
non-collinear spin structures. The charge and orbital order at x=0.125 and x=0.66 are
associated with canted and a spiral spin-structure. The defect-induced local disorders in
the CE-type phase leads to formation of the metastable structures close to x=0.5.
Finally, we studied the dynamics of the three-dimensional manganites under external light
pulse to investigate the role of spin and lattice degrees of freedom in their relaxation
mechanisms. The system subjected to the high-and low-intensity light pulse undergo
different relaxation pathways. In the low-intensity case at x=0.5, a long-lived carrier
state characterised by no charge and orbital ordering is observed due to emergence of
ferromagnetism in the system. On the other hand, the electronic subsystem relaxes
through conical interactions and form single site JT polarons in the high-intensity case.
The conical intersection is lattice and spin assisted. The longer timescale relaxation
process is dominated by thermally activated polaron hopping. [1]
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1Chapter 1
Manganites: A short review
1.1 Introduction
The study of strongly correlated electron systems that involve 3d or 4f elements is among
the most challenging branches of solid state physics. The interaction between electrons,
or between electrons and phonons, or electrons and spins, in these materials leads to a
correlated state, which results in several novel physical phenomena ranging from high-
Tc superconductivity in layered cuprates, metal-insulator transition (Mott insulator) in
nickel oxides, to colossal magnetoresistance and multiferroicity in manganites [2–5]
The theoretical progress in the field of manganites is greatly curiosity driven due to
the involvement of the fundamental physical aspects. The CMR effect was theoretically
tried to understand in the framework of double-exchange (DE) mechanism by Zener [6],
which explains the coupling between magnetic and charge degree of freedom. There-
after, Anderson and Hasegawa [7] and de Gennes followed the work by detailed study.
Later, Millis recognised that the double-exchange mechanism and theories related are
not enough to explain the quantitative changes in the resistivity and the low transi-
tion temperature [8–10]. Millis et al. emphasised on the participation of phonons by
polaron formation to explain the quantitative agreement with the experiments. Subse-
quently several other mechanism like charge and orbital ordering together with polaron
formation were proposed to understand the physics behind the subtle properties found
in these system. Nowadays, the sophisticated models that involve the important effects,
such as Jahn-Teller (JT), super-exchange interaction, and Coulomb (Hubbard U) inter-
actions are capable of predicting most of the part of the phase diagram of manganites.
But the inadequacy of the presents models to elucidate the nature of inhomogeneities in
the phase-separation region of the phase diagram gives a wide scope to new theoretical
models to fill.
More recently, the attention towards manganites has been extended due to their inter-
action with light, i.e., the photovoltaic properties [11, 12]. This further adds an extra
external coupling possibility to these materials due to the photo-induced effect, mak-
ing them one of the promising candidates for future energy devices. In the work of
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Ichikawa et al. [13, 14], it is shown that when the Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 shone by visible light,
a new macroscopic excited state is achieved that exhibits completely different structural,
electronic and magnetic orders, when compared to its ground state. This is knows as
"photo-induced phase transition". It may lead to a long-lived metastable state that
could have a slow relaxation process. On theoretical side, one of the major challenges
is to understand the nature of the metastable state in which the system may remain
trapped leading to long-lived excited states. Exploring the nature of charge-carrier, and
their creation and separation mechanisms are the other additional aspects of the relax-
ation dynamics which still need to be answered. On the one hand, there is a need to
have a information about the band structure and the electronic-lattice structural state
with the local magnetic moments to govern the probing of the material externally. On
the other hand, a great interest has arisen to understand the relaxation dynamics partic-
ularly through non-adiabatic process which a strong effect on the dynamics of a system
and the recombination rates on femtosecond timescale.
1.2 Outline of the thesis
In the present thesis, we will primarily focus on the electronic, lattice and magnetic order
in the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series where the modulation of these orders with doping is analysed
carefully. Later we study the role of spin as well as lattice degrees of freedom in relax-
ation mechanism in the perovskite manganites. Broadly, we divide our studies into two
categories: one-dimensional chain and three-dimensional systems. Chapter 1 is devoted
to a brief literature study to summarise the experimental and theoretical work conducted
in the context of perovskite manganites, especially Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series. Chapter 2 in-
troduces the microscopic model extracted from the ab-initio calculations, which we use
in later Chapters. In Chapter 3, we study the phase diagram in the one-dimensional
system and propose a coarse grained polaron model. In Chapter 4, we investigate the
low temperature electronic, atomic and magnetic microstructure as a function of dop-
ing. A complete low-temperature phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 is put forward. The
following two Chapters 5 and 6 are devoted to the relaxation dynamics under external
light pulse for the one-dimensional and three-dimensional systems, respectively, and the
role of lattice and spin degrees of freedom in relaxation mechanism is investigated. The
possibilities to manipulate the physical properties of the system goes beyond these few
examples given above. Lastly, the work presented in the thesis is summarised and an
outlook into future research possibility is given in Chapter 7.
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In the present chapter, we briefly review the literature on the mixed-valence perovskite
manganite systems, especially Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series. Furthermore, issues like the ex-
change interactions, the metal-insulator transition, the electronic transport mechanisms,
the polaron formation and the Jahn-Teller effect are discussed in the context of the well
established theoretical and experimental understanding of these materials.
1.3 Perovskite-type oxides
Originally, the ’perovskite’ name was given to the mineral calcium titanate CaTiO3.
Nowadays, this name is used for the class of materials that has the crystal structure of
CaTiO3. By and large, two types of manganite perovskites have played a crucial role
in the field of CMR oxides: the conventional perovskite structured and the Ruddlesden-
Popper structured oxides. The perovskite structure has a ABX3-type chemical formula
where B is a 3d transition metal element (e.g., Cr, Mn, Fe, Co ) and X is a non metallic
anion. In the case of oxides, X is an oxygen (O) atom. The common examples of these
oxide classes are titanates and manganites where Ti (titanium) is the B-type central
cation ion in the former and the later has Mn ion. We focus on perovskite manganites in
this thesis.
1.3.1 Mn based oxides: Manganites
The perovskite manganite is one of the most fascinating class of transition metal ox-
ides where the states near the Fermi level are mainly composed of the d-orbitals of
B-type cations (B = Mn3+/Mn4+) and dictate the transport properties of the system.
A prototypical example is the undoped antiferromagnetic insulator PrMnO3 (PMO).
The perovskite manganites show very rich phase diagram as their properties can be
changed by altering the composition of the elements. For example, the bandwidth of
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 can be reduced by replacing Nd atom by La atom. Similarly, the un-
doped low-temperature insulating system can be changed to a metallic system by an
optimal hole doping via the divalent ions, such as Ca and Sr.
1.4 Crystal structure
Figure 1.1 shows a typical ABO3 perovskite structure with the corresponding isolated
unit cell. The B-type ions (Mn3+/Mn4+) fill the voids at the centres of the octahedral
cages created by O atoms while the A-type ions (Ca2+, Sr2+, La3+, Pr3+, etc.) occupy







Figure 1.1: Structure of ABO3 type perovskite manganite system. (a) Three dimensional cubic crystal
structure of ABO3 type perovskite oxides. (b) single unit cell of perovskite-manganite with O ligands
and Mn cation, in the presence of A-type cation (Figure credit: Quantum Mechanics of the Chemical
Bond by P.E. Blöchl)
the interstitial spaces surrounded by the O-octahedra. In the centro-symmetrical cubic
perovskite systems, the B-type ions sit at the centre, the O-type ions at the face-centre
and the A-type ions at the corners of the cube.
Various interesting functionalities of manganites originate directly from the characteristic
perovskite crystal structure due to the crystal field splitting in the presence of the O
ligands. In an octahedral ligand field of O atoms, the fivefold 3d orbitals of the central
Mn cation split into the subset of the eg (d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2) and t2g (dxy, dyz and dzx)
orbitals (Figure 2.1). As the lobes of the eg orbitals directly point towards the ligands,
they lie higher in energy than the corresponding t2g orbitals where the lobes are pointing
in between the O ligands. This separation between the eg and t2g states is given by the
crystal field energy ∆CF, which is around 2 eV [15]. If one of the eg state of a Mn ion is
occupied, the degeneracy of the eg subset further lifts up due to simultaneous distortion
of the O-octahedra surrounding the Mn ion. This lattice distortion due to the occupied
eg state is know as the Jahn-Teller (JT) effect (discussed in Section 2.2.1).
The observed steric distortions in the system of an ideal cubic structure are driven by
the Jahn-Teller effect and the bending of the Mn-O-Mn bridge, due to tilting, of the
connected octahedra due to the misfit of a A-type cation. The JT effect and the tilting
have direct influence on the structural, magnetic and electrical properties of the system.
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Figure 1.2: Crystal field splitting in the presence of O ligands: the d-states of Mn ion split into
two groups: the low-lying localised t2g states, which has three electrons and the high-lying localised eg
states which has either one (Mn3+) or no electron (Mn4+)
1.4.1 Jahn-Teller effect
In manganite systems with Mn3+ or Mn4+ ions, the Mn-d states are not purely d-type but
anti-bonding in nature. The Mn-d states are formed due to hybridisation of nearby O-p
states (see Figure 2.1). Out of these five anti-bonding d-states, the majority t2g states are
occupied. If any of the two remaining anti-bonding eg states is occupied, the octahedron
surrounding the Mn3+ ion distorts. When an octahedron distorts, an additional crystal
field is produced at the central Mn3+ site, and the symmetry of this additional crystal
field reflects the symmetry of the distortion. Now, the two eg orbitals of the Mn3+ ion
interact and hybridise differently with the O-p states of the nearby oxygen anions in the
presence of this additional potential. Therefore, a local octahedral distortion induces a
splitting of the local Mn eg anti-bonding states with the low lying occupied state having
the symmetry of the corresponding O-octahedral distortion. For an octahedral distortion
of an isolated Mn3+ site, the total energy of the system does not depend on the type of the
occupied anti-bonding eg state as long as it is accompanied by an octahedron distortion
of appropriate symmetry. This distortion of the O-octahedra that breaks the degeneracy
of the eg states ultimately lowering the energy of the eg electron is known as Jahn-Teller
effect and is an example of a strong electron-phonon coupling.
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1.4.2 Orbital and lattice ordering
As discussed above, we often meet a situation in manganites where the eg orbital degen-
eracy is lifted at the Mn3+ ion site due to the Jahn-Teller distortion. The occupied eg
state can be described in the basis set of |z2〉 and |x2 − y2〉 state as follows,




|x2 − y2〉 (1.1)
Figure 1.3 represent the occupied state |γ〉 in the γ plane as shown in .
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Figure 1.3: γ plane to describe the possible orbital states of Equation 1.1.
This kind of representation for the occupied state |γ〉 is convenient to understand several
kind of orbital orderings experimentally observed in manganites (discussed in Section
1.5.3 and 1.6).
Due to the coupling between the eg electron and the Jahn-Teller octahedral modes (Fig-
ure 2.3), the octahedron surrounding a Mn3+ ion with a given orbital ordering distorts
simultaneously defining a specific octahedral/lattice ordering for the Mn3+ site. The
electrons are trapped in the local lattice distortion in the form of polarons. Since the
O-octahedra are connected to each other, the Jahn-Teller effect can be cooperative that
may influence the long-range orbital as well as octahedral/lattice ordering of the system.
The cooperative effect is important in the undoped or low-doped system with high con-
centration of Mn3+ ions. For example, an undoped LaMnO3 system has a long-range
staggered orbital ordering (see Section 2.3.2 and 2.4).
In the optimally doped systems, the local distortion patterns form small polarons. The
large magnetoresistance effect in the optimally doped system may be seen as the collapsing
of the polaronic state into a ferromagnetic state [16–19]. The experimental studies by
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Alexandrov et al. [16], Zhao et al. [17], Doloc et al. [18] and Dai et al. [19] etc.
demonstrate the strong interlinking of various degrees of freedom, such as charge, spin and
lattice in the manganite. In Section 1.4.3, 1.5.2 and 1.6, these coupling between various
degrees of freedom and their effects on the phase diagram of the system is discussed in
more details.
1.4.3 Effect of cation size and disorder on properties
The prototypical cubic structure (i.e., space group-Pm3m) of the ABO3 perovskite man-
ganite can undergo distortion if the average size of the A-type cation varies converting
the structure into a orthorhombic(i.e., Pbnm). This lowering of the symmetry from cu-
bic to orthorhombic is due to tilting of the MnO6 octahedra because of the size misfit
between Mn and A-type ions. The octahedra tilting in a perovskite leads to Mn-O-Mn
bond bending.
The physical quantities which are relevant and reflect these symmetry lowering effects
are the tolerance factor Tf [20] and the bandwidth Bwidth. The tolerance factor and
bandwidth are defined as:





Bwdth ∝ cos(pi − θMn−O−Mn)
dMn−O
. (1.3)
rA, rO and rMn in the above Equation (1.2) are the radius of the A-type, O and Mn
ions, respectively. dA−O and dMn−O are the A-O and Mn-O bond length. θMn−O−Mn in
Equation (1.3) is the Mn-O-Mn bond angle. The angle θMn−O−Mn itself depends on the
radii rA and rO.
The perovskite manganite has the tendency to be cubic for Tf∼1 where Mn-O-Mn bonds
are almost straight (θMn−O−Mn=180o). The lower value of Tf suggests a higher degree
of strain due to smaller A-type ion that does not fill the space between MnO6 octahedra
giving rise to other low symmetric structures.
The role of the tolerance factor Tf is studied experimentally with samples having different
kinds of A-type ions keeping the electronic doping fixed [21]. Such kinds of experimental
studies were motivated by the idea that the one-electron bandwidth Bwdth of the system
was a strongly varying function of θMn−O−Mn which in turn could be controlled by varying
Tf on introducing an appropriate A-type ion. Thus, the smaller the value of rA, the
smaller would be the bandwidth Bwdth. Later, the structural studies of various manganite
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systems suggested that the variation in Bwdth due to Tf alone is smaller than expected
indicating towards additional effects which are supposed to be due to the local Jahn-Teller
effects in the optimally doped systems [22].
The tilting and Jahn-Teller effects significantly modify the overlap integrals between inter-
atomic d-orbitals and hence, affect the stability of various phases in the phase diagram of
manganites. For example, there are ferromagnetic metallic regions in the phase diagram
(see Figure 1.8) of systems with large-sized A-type ions. These ferromagnetic metallic
regions are missing for the system with A-type ions of comparably smaller size. The angle
θMn−O−Mn decreases for smaller Tf leading to a decrease in the overlap between the d-
orbitals of nearby Mn ions. With the same B-type (.i.e., Mn ion) transition metal ion,
the perovskite manganites with smaller A-type ions with Tf<1 have smaller bandwidth
Bwdth. The decrease in the overlap integral decreases the delocalisation of the eg electrons
near the Fermi level giving insulating characters to the system.
The steric distortions discussed above, tilting and Jahn-Teller effects, become important
factors at several intermediate doping regions in the phase diagram where various phases
compete with each other. For example, in most of the region of the phase diagram
below x=0.5, the La1−xCaxMnO3 system which has larger A-type ion is observed to be in
metallic phase while the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 system with smaller A-type ion shows insulting
phases (see Figure 1.8 and 1.9).
1.4.4 Structural phase diagram
The structural properties of perovskite manganite are mainly determined by the three
types of normal octahedral modes: 1) Jahn-Teller, 2) symmetric breathing and 3) tilt-
ing accompanied rotation. The frequency of the Jahn-Teller modes is higher than the
breathing modes while the tilting modes are low-frequency modes [23, 24].
The structural phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 is shown in Figure 1.4 depicting various
structural phases. On doping the parent PrMnO3 system with holes, the system under-
goes several phase transitions [25]. At high temperature, the system appears to be in
O-pseudocubic structure for the entire doping range except 0<x<3.
This is not true for the low temperature region. The undoped PrMnO3 structure is
O’- orthorhombic with Pbnm space group at low temperature. In PrMnO3, the orbital
ordering is staggered d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type in the ab plane (see Figure 1.6). This kind of
orbital ordering result in expansion of the lattice constant in the ab plane and compression
in the c direction.













Figure 1.4: Structural phase diagram of system Pr1−xCaxMnO3 of the manganite group as a function
of doping (X axis) and temperature (Y-axis). Abbreviations: O’ - orthorhombic phase (a<c/
√
2<b),
T’-tetragonal phases ( c/
√
2




a < 1) and O-pseudocubic phase (a=b=c/
√
2)
Figure adapeted from Jirak et al. [25].
The lattice structure away from x=0 shows tendency towards rhombohedral (a=b=c)
as the number of Mn4+ ions increases in the high temperature region. Around x=0.3,
a phase transition from the O’- orthorhombic to the T’-tetragonal is observed at low
temperature. As the number of the Jahn-Teller active Mn3+ ion decreases with hole
doping, the cooperative distortion pattern due to staggered-orbital ordering disappears
in the ab plane which result in the O’-T’ transition.
The T’-tetragonal phase within the 0.3<x<0.7 region can be attributed to the CE-type
structure where the dx2−3r2/dy2−3r2-type orbitals in the ab planes are occupied. Thus, the
lattice constants expand in the ab plane and shrink in the c direction.
The C-type magnetic order appear at x=0.75. The dz2−3r2-type states pointing in the
direction of the ferromagnetism are occupied. Thus, the lattice constant expands in the
c direction. This results in the T-tetragonal structure in the 0.75<x<0.85 region of the
phase diagram.
The 0.9 < x < 1 region of the phase diagram is characterised by the O-pseudocubic struc-
ture which is mainly composed of Mn4+ ions that do not undergo Jahn-Teller distortion.
In the next section, we explain the origin of magnetic interactions which will be fol-
lowed by the discussion of various kind of magnetic orders experimentally observed in
the manganites.
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1.5 Magnetic interactions
The magnetic interactions between electrons are a result of the Fermi statistics and the
Coulomb repulsion (U). The Fermi statistics does not allow the electrons with same spin
to occupy same state. On the other hand, the Coulomb repulsion (U) depends on the
spatial part of the electronic wave function. Generally, these interactions are restricted
to electrons within different orbitals on same site (intra-atomic) or nearest site (inter-
atomic). The inter-atomic magnetic interactions are subtle in nature and depend on
various aspects, such as the electron occupancy, bond length, the nature of participating
anion/cation and symmetry of the orbital involved. The inter-atomic interactions may
also be either direct exchange or indirect exchange (super-exchange) interactions.
In the manganite oxides, the low-lying t2g states of Mn cation form a core with a magnetic
moment of 3µB. These t2g electrons are mostly localised. In Mn oxides with Mn2+, Mn3+
or Mn4+ ions, the intra-atomic interactions favour all of the d-electrons to have a parallel
alignment of the spins and minimise the energy penalty due to JH (Hund’s coupling).
The hybridisation of the occupied eg orbitals of the nearby Mn sites forming a covalent
or semi-covalent bond occurs through the 2p-states of the intermediate O anion.
Anderson [26] presented a formulation to the ideas about the possibility of an exchange
spin-coupling through an intermediate non-magnetic atoms, which was first suggested
by Kramer [27] for magnetic systems. Slater, Goodenough and Loeb [28], and Anderson
and Hasegawa [7] introduced the concept of the covalence and semicovalent exchange
between the non-magnetic anion (O2−) and cations (Mn4+/Mn3+), which consistently
explains the variation of the experimentally crystal structure with the experimentally
observed magnetic ordering for most of the doping cases. Later, Kanamori [29] provided
empirical rules to understand the sign of the exchange interactions between the involved
orbitals of the cations and anions. Together with Goodenough and Anderson work,
these set of empirical rules are knows as Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules of super-
exchange interaction. Next, ee discuss these inter-atomic exchange interaction (direct
and super-exhange), individually.
1.5.1 Direct exchange
We take an example of a hydrogen molecule to discuss the direct exchange interaction.
The H2 molecule has two electrons. The overall Hamiltonian of the system of the hydrogen
molecule
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Hˆ = Hˆo + Hˆex (1.4)
is comprised of the Ho part













and the Hˆex part, which we treat as perturbation















Here, ~Ra and ~Rb are the coordinates for the two nuclei a and b, and Rab = |~Ra − ~Rb| is
the distance between them. ~r1 is the coordinate of the electron of atom a and ~r2 is that
of the electron of atom b. ∇2i acts on the ith electron.
We fix the distance between atoms and then, find out the electron energy eigenstate
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Furthermore, we suppose the φa(~r1) and
φb(~r2) to be spatial wave functions and corresponding energy eigenstate of the first and
second electron in an isolated hydrogen atom. Assuming these wave functions to be
orthogonal, the total wave function of the system with indistinguishable particles can be






On top of the above combinations of the spatial wave functions, we also need to specify
the spin part of the wave functions. Similar to the spatial part, these spin parts can also
be symmetric, i.e., ↑1↓2 + ↑2↓1 or antisymmetric, i.e., ↑1↓2 − ↑2↓1. According to the
Fermi statistic, the total wave function must be anti-symmetric under the exchange of
two electrons. Hence, the spatial part must be symmetric if the spin part is antisymmetric
and vice versa.
The energy eigenvalues of the system are found as:
E± = Eo +
C ± Jex
1±B2 (1.8)
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where Eo is the energy eigenvalue of the non-interacting Hamiltonian Hˆo (Equation 1.5),
E+ is energy for the spatially symmetric/spin-singlet wave function and E− is energy of
the spatially antisymmetric/spin-triplet wave function.
In Equation 1.8, the constants C, B and Jex correspond to the Coulomb integral, overlap










































where we use |~r1 − ~r2| = ~r12, |~r1 − ~Rb| = ~r1b and |~r2 − ~Ra| = ~r2a.
In the Heisenberg-exchange kind model, the Hamiltonian of the system is written as
Hh = −2Jab〈~sa.~sb〉 (1.13)
where Jab is the exchange coupling which is a function of the above C, B and Jex:
Jab = −1
2
(E+ − E−) = Jex − CB
2
1−B4 (1.14)
Clearly, Equation 1.14 and relations for C, B, and Jex (Equation 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12)
tell us that the Jab coupling is a short-range that depends on the distance between the
atoms as the overlap between the wave functions dies at larger distances. Depending on
the sign of the Jab coupling, there are two kind of direct exchange interactions:
• Direct ferromagnetism: If the Jab is positive, the spins of the electrons tend to be
parallel and result in ferromagnetism. In other words, this arises due to the mutual
electron repulsion when the nearby atoms are far apart, resulting in a parallel spin
alignment in the anti-bonding state.
• Direct anti-ferromagnetism: If the Jab is negative, the exchange interaction
favours antiferromagnetic alignment of the spins which leads to antiferromagnetism.
This arises due to the mutual electron repulsion when the nearby atoms are far
apart, resulting in a parallel spin alignment in the anti-bonding state.
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1.5.2 Super-exchange or indirect Interaction
Since the d-orbitals are localised, the direct exchange coupling discussed above cannot
explain the anti-ferromagnetism observed in the transition-metal compounds. But inter-
estingly, the strong overlapping between the wave functions of a metal and an intermediate
ligand in transition metal compounds give rise to an another kind of exchange coupling
between cation spins, i.e., indirect or super-exchange (SE) coupling. The super-exchange
is a coupling between cation spins through the medium of the nearest-neighbour anion
ligand. There are three different kinds of indirect-exchange interactions that depend on
the spin and valency of the two corner sites involved:
• Indirect anti-ferromagnetism: It is an antiferromagnetic ordering between two
corner cations, Ma andMb, with fairly localised wave functions mediated by orbital
overlapping with the central anion. The situation is shown in Figure 1.5(a). The
indirect anti-ferromagnetism is a two-electron super-exchange process that occurs
between sites Ma and Mb sites. An electron from the intermediate anion (it is O2−
in manganites) is transferred to the adjacent cation Ma leading to virtual M
(n+1)
a
state at a cost of the excitation energy W as follows.
Mn+a +M
n+
b →M (n+1)+a +M (n−1)+a +W. (1.15)
At the same time, the hole on the intermediate anion site is filled by an electron
from the other adjacent cation Mb. The W is the excitation energy that depends
on the transfer integral t betweenMa/Mb atom and ligand (see Figure 1.5(a)). This
kind of coupling requires two cation with same valance charge and a bridging ligand.
In manganite, the coupling between the t2g electrons at two nearby sites via the
central O2− ligand has the same origin. If two Mn cation sites have an antiferromag-
netic spin configuration, then a spin ↑ electron from the intermediate O-p state is
transferred to the nearby spin ↓ t2g state (spin ↑ t2g states are empty and lie above
the Fermi level) leaving behind a hole in the spin ↑ O-p state of the O2− anion.
This hole in the O-p state of anion can only be filled if the t2g ↑ electron from the
second neighbouring Mn anion is transferred to this O-p state of the anion. Thus,
the electron transfer appears to be complete from the first Mn site to the second
Mn site, but its not a complete transfer between Mn sites. As the transfer is not
real, It is know as virtual spin transfer through t2g states.








(a) correlated spins between site a and b to create an antiferromagnetic order due to
virtual (grey) two-electron transfer. t is the overlap integral and W is an excitation
energy required for virtual electron transfer process. The spin ↑ electron from the central
ligand is transferred to Ma site followed by filling of the hole on ligand by the ↑ electron
from Mb site. In reality, the electron transfer only occur between ligand and one of the
adjacent atom, but can be seen as virtual transfer of electron between corner sites Ma
and Mb









= (t2/2Uex) W << Uex
antiparallel
parallel
(b) ferromagnetic exchange with delocalised spin due to real one-electron semi-covalent
exchange between site a and b. Uex is an exchange energy, the cost of spin parallel





 Epol = U2p/4tp tp >> Up
tp/2
(c) ferromagnetic exchange due to real electron transfer between site a and b. It is a
special case of above b) situation where the combined energy of the initial and final
states of mixed-valence Ma and Mb are unchanged in an adiabatic transfer event. The
ferromagnetism in the system in this case may be promoted through spin transfer by
mean of polaron carriers whose mobility is activated by the thermal hopping of electrons
across energy barriers generally defined as Up=Uo + Uex where Uo is a trap energy of a
small polaron.
Figure 1.5: Molecular-orbital diagrams indicating the origin of the exchange coupling be-
tween sites a and b with onsite energy Ea and Eb: a) two electron anti-ferromagnetism b)
one-electron ferromagnetism (general case), and c) one-electron ferromagnetism double-exchange, spe-
cial case of mixed-valence charge transfer. The figures adapted from Magnetic Oxides by Gerald F.
Dionne citation
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• Indirect ferromagnetism: In addition to the above indirect anti-ferromagnetic
mechanism, an another kind of indirect mechanism (Figure 1.5(b)), which is fer-
romagnetic in nature is possible. The ferromagnetic indirect exchange dominates
when two corner cations are dissimilar, i.e., with different average valence charges.
In such situation, an electron exchange between the dissimilar ions, Ma and Mb,
through intermediate anion can be described as:
Mn+a +M
(n+1)
b →M (n+1)+a +Mn+a +W ± Uex. (1.16)
Uex is the adjustment of the exchange energy of the spin stabilisation (i.e., Uex
is positive) within a parallel spin configuration or the destabilisation (i.e. Uex is
negative) within an antiparallel spin configuration. As depicted in Figure 1.5(b), a
transfer of electron within a parallel spin configuration of Ma and Mb is favoured.
• Double exchange ferromagnetism: The observation of simultaneous ferromag-
netism with an itinerant electron behaviour (i.e., the metallic system) in the per-
ovskite manganites is explained by the Zener double exchange model [6, 30]. This
model explains that the hopping of an electron from Mn3+ (3d4:t32ge1g: S = 2) to
Mn4+ (3d3:t32ge
0
g: S=3/2) takes place via O-p states. Within double exchange mech-
anism, a transfer of the eg electron from Mn3+ by the intervention of the O-p state
occurs with the simultaneous transfer of an electron from the same O2− to the other
nearby Mn4+.
For a general case, illustrated in Figure 1.5(c), the double exchange ferromagnetism
occurs due to a transfer of an electron between two similar cations Ma and Mb via
an intermediate anion according to
Mn+a +M
(n+1)
b ↔M (n+1)+a +Mn+a . (1.17)
In manganite systems, the exchange energy associated with such kind of transfer
is non-vanishing only if the corresponding t2g spins of the two Mn site involved are
aligned parallel.
In the double exchange, an electron is equally delocalised over two sites whereas in the
super-exchange, the electrons are rather localised. Thus, the double-exchange mechanism
enhances the conductivity of the system. Beside the super-exchange and double-exchange,
there is another possibility for the spin moments on two Mn sites to be coupled over a
relatively larger distance with an intermediary non-magnetic ion through the itinerant
electrons. This interaction is termed as ’Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida interaction’
(RKKY) [31–33]. The origin of an exchange interaction in insulators is through the
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super-exchange while the RKKY and double-exchange are important in the case of met-
als. Next, we discuss the coupling between the orbital and spin degrees of freedom in
manganites giving rise to several kinds of magnetic orders.
1.5.3 Interplay between orbital and magnetic ordering
There are several experimental techniques to examine the orbital ordering indirectly by
probing the structure of the system, e.g., by neutron diffraction. Wollan and Koehler [34,
35] studied the magnetic and crystallographic lattices in the manganite series with the
compositions La1−xAxMnO3 as a function of Mn4+ ion. The most commonly observed
magnetic orders are shown in Figure 1.6.
The end members of the series, CaMnO3 and LaMnO3, show the A-type (x=0) and G-type
(x=1) magnetic order, respectively. Away from the extreme doping cases, several other
types of ordering are also observed. Goodenough [28, 36] predicted the magnetic structure
of the La1−xAxMnO3 series on the basis of the super-exchange interaction (discussed in
Section 1.5.2) between the cation and anion, and the predicted spin order agreed very
well with the experimental results by Wollan and Koehler [34, 35].
B-type A-type C-type
G-type CE-type
Figure 1.6: Different type of magnetic ordering commonly found in perovskite manganites, first intro-
duced by Wollan and Kohler [34]. The two colours (black and grey) shows opposite magnetic moment
directions.
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Figure 1.7: Phase digram showing magnetic ordering as a function of hole doping x and bandwidth w
(i.e., different type of A-type cation) and corresponding orbital ordering. For large bandwidth systems,
the B-type metallic phase dominate. On the other hand, the intermediate and small-bandwidth systems
show several magnetic phases [37].
In the case of high-bandwidth La1−xCaxMnO3, the phase diagram is dominated by fer-
romagnetic (B-type) magnetic order. However, several other kinds of spin orders are
observed in the lower bandwidth Pr1−xCaxMnO3 and Na1−xSrxMnO3 series. Below are
the possible magnetic ordering generally found in manganites, discussed in the context
of Pr1−xCaxMnO3.
• A-type: In the A-type magnetic order, the ferromagnetic xy planes of system are
antiferromagnetically aligned in the z direction. The Jahn-Teller electron-phonon
coupling of Mn3+ ions to the lattice results in cooperative effects in the undoped
(x=0) system [28]. At x=0, the eg electrons in the orthorhombic structure occupy
the alternating d3x2−r2 and d3y2−r2 orbitals. All other upper empty orbitals lie
perpendicular to the lower filled orbitals. The super-exchange coupling between
the empty and filled orbital favours a ferromagnetic ordering in the xy plane. The
magnetic ordering in the z direction is antiferromagnetic due to the super-exchange
coupling between the filled t2g states.
• B-type: In the B-type magnetic structure, spin ordering is ferromagnetic in all
the three directions. In 0.2<x<0.3 doping region of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series, this B-
type magnetic order is an insulating. For high-bandwidth manganites, there is no
preferred orbital ordering in the B-type magnetic structure if the system is metallic
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due to active ferromagnetic double exchange mechanism in all the three directions.
Theoretically, correct orbital ordering in the insulating B-type phase is still to be
resolved completely.
• C-type: In the C-type magnetic order, the spins are antiferromagnetically arranged
in the xy plane and ferromagnetically in the z direction. The system shows ten-
dency to be in the C-type magnetic order in the doping region 0.75<x<0.85. The
eg electrons occupy the d3z2−r2 orbitals that point in the z direction. Hence, such an
orbital ordering can be approximated as an one-dimensional chain of ferromagneti-
cally coupled Mn ions in the z direction. The double exchange mechanism prevails
in the z direction. The super-exchange coupling between t2g states dominates in
the xy plane which in contrast to what is observed in the A-type phase.
• G-type: In the G-type magnetic order, the spin arrangement is antiferromagnetic
in all three direction. This kind of magnetic ordering is typically seen in CaMnO3
(x=1) due antiferromagnetic super-exchange coupling between the t2g states of
nearby sites in all the three direction.
• CE-type: It can be inferred as the superposition of the C- and E-type of magnetic
ordering. The CE-type magnetic ordering is observed around half filling (x=0.5)
to accommodate the cooperative ordering of d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbital order in
the xy plane. We emphasise on this kind of ordering in Chapters 5 and 6 while
studying the half-filled system.
1.6 Different phases and phase competition
In the present section, firstly, we briefly discuss the experimental phase diagrams of the
most well-studied systems, i.e., large-bandwidth La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO), medium-large
Nd1−x, SrxMnO3 (NSMO) and small-bandwidth Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO). Secondly, we
focus specifically on PCMO in Section 1.6.1.
Figure 1.8 shows the phase diagrams illustrating the temperature vs doping plane of three
different bandwidth compounds, namely LSMO, NSMO and PCMO [38]. The average
size of the A-type cations and hence, the tolerance factor (see Section 1.4) decreases
from La, Sr to Pr, Ca through Nd, Sr. The bandwidth of these systems also decrease
in the same order due to the tilting effect (discussed in Section 1.4.3). The high band-
width LSMO has a large part of the phase diagram as ferromagnetic-metallic (0.5>x>0.2)
due to the dominating double exchange mechanism. The phase diagram of the low band-
width PCMO does not shown any ferromagnetic-metallic phase. The medium-bandwidth
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NSMO shows various phases coexisting within specific regions of doping as a result of
competition between the super-exchange mechanisms and the orbital-charge ordering.
The observed asymmetry in the physical properties w.r.t. x = 0.5 doping for all band-
width compounds reveals the dominance of different physical mechanisms in different
part of phase diagram.
The high-doped manganites lack the cooperative effect of distortion due to large average
distance of Mn3+ ions because of a small ratio of Mn3+/Mn4+ ion as compared to the
low-doped systems. Thus, while the cooperative distortion pattern leads to several types
of atomic structure, such as orthorhombic (x∼0), tetrahedral (0.75>x>0.5) in the low-
doped systems, the high-doped systems tend to be cubic.
The strong cooperative octahedral distortion in the undoped (x=0) manganites results
in the d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbital ordering in the ab plane. The spin magnetic order is
the A-type for all bandwidth systems. The strong lattice distortions close to the x=0
doping for systems with a low tolerance factor results in significant next-nearest neighbour
antiferromagnetic interactions. This in turn lead to a canted-spin structure with a long-
period of modulation. The spin order in the insulating phase become more and more
canted in the c direction on increasing the hole doping.


















(right). The PI, PM and CI denote the paramagnetic insulating, paramagnetic metallic and spin-canted insulating states, respectively.
The FI,FM, and AFM denote the ferromagnetic insulating and ferromagnetic metallic, and antiferromagnetic (A-type) metallic states,













, the antiferromagnetic insulating (AFI) state exists in the charge-ordered insulating (COI) phase. The
canted antiferromagnetic insulating (CAFI) state also shows up below the AFI state in the COI phase for 0.3)x)0.4.
weight is extremely small (0.02}0.03 as e!ective
number of electrons, N
!""
). This can neither be as-
cribed to heavy e!ective mass nor small carrier
density as compared with the results of the Hall
coe$cient and speci"c heat in Fig. 4. Thus, the
conventional Drude model is not applicable to the
ferromagnetic metallic state in La!"!Sr!MnO#
where the carrier motion is mostly incoherent. The
strong scattering in the fully spin-polarized ground
state without any appreciable mass renormalization
may be ascribed to the orbital degree of freedom in
the e
#
state, as theoretically argued [45,46], or other-
wise to dynamical phase segregation [47] composed
of the ferromagnetic}metallic (double-exchange-
mediated) and ferromagnetic}insulating (orbital-
ordered super-exchange-mediated) states. The
problem is of current interest and yet t be settled.
3. Compositional tuning of CMR and its
implication in the CMR mechanism
3.1. Variation of electronic phase diagrams
We show in Fig. 6 electronic phase diagrams
in the temperature (¹) vs. hole concentration (x)
plane for prototypical compounds [48]; (a)
La!"!Sr!MnO#, (b) Nd!"!Sr!MnO# and (c)
Pr!"!Ca!MnO#. As the tolerance factor or equiva-
lently the averaged ionic radius of the perovskite
A-site decreases from (La,Sr) to (Pr,Ca) through
(Nd,Sr), the orthorhombic distortion of GdFeO#-
type increases, resulting in the bending of the
Mn}O}Mn bond and hence in the decrease of the
one-electron bandwidth (=) of the e
#
-state carriers.
This means that other electronic instabilities, such
as the charge/orbital-ordering and super-exchange
interactions which compete with the double-
exchange (DE) interaction, may become dominant
in speci"c regions of x and temperature.
The phase diagram for La!"!Sr!MnO# with
maximal = is canonical as the DE system, as
described in the former section. T decrease of
= complicates the phase diagram. In particular,
when the doping x is close to the commensurate
value x"1/2, the charge-ordering instability
comes to the surface. In the case of Nd!"!Sr!MnO#
(Fig. 6), th ferr mag etic metallic (FM) phase
shows up for x'0.3, yet in the immediate vicinity
of x"1/2 the FM state changes into the charge-
ordered insulating (COI) state with decrease of
temperature below ¹$%"160 K. This COI state
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Figure 1.8: Phase diagram of three members, La1−xSrxMnO3 (left), Nd1−x,SrxMnO3 (centre) and
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (right), of manganites as a function of doping and temperature. CI: canted-spin in-
sulating; FI: ferromagnetic insulating; FM: ferromagnetic metallic; PI: paramagnetic insulator; AFI:
antiferromagnetic insulating; AFM: antiferromagnetic metallic; CAFI: Canted antiferromagnetic insu-
lating; and COI: charge ordered insulating [38].
Theoretically, de Gennes [39] explained this canted-spin structure as a result of a delo-
calisation of the hole states along the direction of the spin canting.
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As we go little higher in the doping, the spin structure of the system completely converts
ferromagnetic. For example, the region around x∼0.08, x∼0.10 and x∼0.17 doping for
LSMO, NSMO and PCMO, respectively is ferromagnetic-insulating. Interestingly, this
ferromagnetic-insulating phase is believed to be due to the ferromagnetic super-exchange
interaction instead of the double exchange mechanism, as suggested by various models
[40, 41].
Within 0.5>x>0.3 doping, the high and intermediate bandwidth systems show a ferromagnetic-
metallic phase with no sign of orbital ordering. On the other hand, the low bandwidth
PCMO system is an antiferromagnetic-insulator around x∼0.5. A charge-orbital order-
ing pattern is observed at x=0.5 in the low band-width PCMO. This ordered phase with
zig-zag spin chain is known as CE-type phase.
While going higher in the doping, i.e., above half filling (x>0.5), the high bandwidth
systems start showing an antiferromagnetic insulating phase. The spin structure is sup-
posed to be A-type with a very different orbital ordering than the one observed at x=0.
This A-type antiferromagnetic-insulating phase above half filled is assigned to the dom-
inating double exchange mechanism within the ab plane due to the dx2−y2-type orbital
ordering. The intermediate bandwidth systems shows the C-type phase with pseudo
one-dimensional features above half doping. For example, NSMO at x=0.62 and PCMO
at x=0.75 show the C-type magnetic order where the ferromagnetic chains run in the c
direction with the d3z2−r2-type orbital ordering.
The fully doped system (x=1) across entire bandwidth is the G-type, i.e., antiferromag-
netic in all three directions. The G-type magnetic order is due to dominating nearest
neighbour super-exchange antiferromagnetic coupling between filled t2g states.
1.6.1 Pr1−xCaxMnO3 phase digram
Figure 1.9 summarises the experimental phase diagram of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 system
[25, 38, 42–51]. The system is insulating for the entire doping range at low temperature.
The undoped PrCaMnO3 system (region I) exhibits the A-type magnetic ordering in
the orthorhombic structure [25]. In the lightly-doped regime 0<x<0.15 (region II), the
system appears to exhibit electron-poor and electron-rich planes with a canted spin-
structure [25, 42]. On adding additional holes, a phase-transition from the A-type to the
B-type magnetic phase is observed. At x∼0.2 (region IV), the system is found to be in
the B-type insulating phase [40, 44].
The low temperature zone within 0.30<x<0.50 doping region (region V) is not yet fully
understood. While several experiments suggest CE-type phase close to half doping [47, 52,
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53], others hint towards a charge-ordered state with absence of a long-range orbital order
[43]. Two kinds of charge-order are observed experimentally at x=0.4: checkerboard-type
[52] and Zener polaron-type [54–56] (discussed in Section 4.7). The phase-separation with
these two phases in this region is also seen as one of the possibility [44, 46, 55–57]. The
region around x∼0.30 is the first of the two region in the phase diagram where CMR
effect is observed.
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Figure 1.9: Experimental phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 as a function of doping (x-axis) and
temperature (y-axis). TCO, TC and TN are charge-ordered, Curie and Neel temperature, respectively.
While the regions in cyan color shows homogeneous phase at low temperature, the red color paramagnetic
insulator at high temperatures. The CMR domain is noted by arrows in the upper part of the graph. The
FMI, AFMI ,PMI and SCI abbreviation stands for Ferromagnetic insulator, Antiferromagnetic insulator,
paramagnetic insulator and canted-spin insulator, respectively. The low temperature phase diagram is
divided into twelve segments (I to XII) as follows: I - A-type , II - canted A-type , III - phase coexistence,
IV - B-type, V - phase coexistence, VI - CE-type, VII - canted CE-type , VIII - stripe phase( i.e.,
Wigner crystal, bistripe phase), IX - C-type, X - mixed phase of FMI cluster/C-type/G-type, XI -
FMI cluster embedded into G-type, XII - G-type [25, 44–46]. The A-, B-, C-, G- and CE-type are
the standard abbreviation for magnetic order defined by Wollan and Koehler and are discussed in more
detail in Section 1.5.3 and Figure 1.7.
At x=0.5 (regionVI), the CE-type magnetic order with charge-ordered phase is confirmed
by numerous experiments [47].
While most of the experimental studies in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series are focused on the low-
doped members, the 0.75<x<0.5 region is yet to be explored completely. We study the
region above half filling in the light of other well studied members of manganite series
such as LCMO. The periodicity of the superstructure changes drastically w.r.t. doping for
x>0.5 system [25, 45, 48, 49]. A narrow region (regionVII) above half-doping is observed
to exhibit CE-type behaviour. At x∼0.66 (region VIII), various charge-ordered pattern
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are observed such as bistripe, single-stripe, Wigner-crystal [45, 50]. With a rod-like uni-
directional orbital ordering, the C-type magnetic phase is confirmed within 0.75<x<0.85
(region X) [25]. A mixed phase of the C-type and ferromagnetic polarons embedded into
the G-type structure is observed in the doping region 0.85<x<0.90 (region X) [58]. The
doping region 0.90<x<1 has ferromagnetic clusters embedded into the G-type magnetic
matrix (region XI) [51]. The CaMnO3 (x=1) have the G-type magnetic order (region
XII) [25]].
1.6.2 Phase-separated region and percolation channels
The experimental confirmation of coexistence of domains of different phases [51, 58],
identified by specific orbital and charge ordering, on the nanoscale put forward another
mechanism to understand the conductivity and the CMR effect: the percolation mecha-
nism. The percolation picture is capable of explaining many features of the manganites
in a wide doping range, in particular the CMR effect [59]. For example, the study of
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 and La1−xCaxMnO3 systems in high doping region (1>x>0.85) shows
the presence of ferromagnetic clusters within the antiferromagnetic parent compound
and the long-range spin canting behaviour [51, 58]. The random nature of the substitu-
tion of the A-type ions leads to a statistical distribution of these ferromagnetic clusters,
and their growth can be treated by the percolation theory. Recently, it is argued that the
percolation transport mechanism through the ferromagnetic domains also plays an im-
portant role besides the polaron formation and double exchange mechanism in the large
CMR effect observed in the low-Tc systems [60]. The percolation theory can describe
very well the strongly nonlinear I-V characteristics of these systems [61]. Dagotto et
al. [62] theoretically studied the large systems and showed inhomogeneities due to the
coexistence of different phases leading to the M-I transitions.
1.7 Theoretical model
This section briefly surveys the existing theoretical model and their limitation to study
manganite system. Initially, the double exchange model [6] with its extension, forming
a basis of theoretical understanding, successfully explained the existence of the metallic
phase. The model failed to predict the magnetic insulating phases below half filling x<0.5.
Later, the two-band tight binding (TB) models were introduced for these materials to
incorporate the physics of complex orbital ordering due to the eg orbital degeneracy and
emergence of insulating phases in the low-doped systems [63]. The widely used models,
such as Hotta and Dagotta model [64] take into account the orbital degeneracy and
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Jahn-Teller effect coupling and are capable of explaining the charge and orbital ordering
pattern in different doping region of the phase diagram. Below we discuss these models
individually.
1.7.1 DE model
Early theoretical models of manganites were mostly concentrated on explaining the ex-
istence of the ferromagnetism and M-I transition by the double exchange mechanism
introduced by Zener[6]. This work was followed by focussing on the double exchange
mechanism in a magnetic crystal, which was first studied by Gennes [39] and Anderson
et al. [7]. The double exchange model used to describe the electron hopping between







c˜†j and c˜j are the creation and annihilation operators of spin-less fermions, and tij(θij)
is the hopping matrix element for the electron between adjacent lattice sites i and j.
The tij(θij) value is dependent on the angle between the spins of the ions at these sites.
Anderson et al. [7] used the following relation for the hopping between sites i and j with
the spin angle θij:




When the ionic spins Si and Sj at site i and j are parallel, tij(θij) is maximum and equal
to constant b. For the antiparallel spin arrangement, tij(θij)=0.
1.7.2 Kondo Hamiltonian
The next natural choice to study manganite system is an one-orbital model for the eg
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The first term describes the hopping of the eg electron between i and j sites with spin
σ and the second term is for the Hund’s coupling. Si is the classical spin vector of the








Here, the vector σ is composed of the Pauli spin matrices. In the limit of JH →∞,
low-energy properties are well described by the Hamiltonian as described in Equation
1.20 [7, 39].
The one-orbital ferromagnetic Kondo model in the dynamical mean field theory approach
(DMFT) showed three dominating regions in the phase diagram of manganites [65]: 1) a
ferromagnetic phase, 2) the coexistence of hole-undoped antiferromagnetic and hole-rich
ferromagnetic domain and 3) a phase with strong spin correlations with a small Hund
coupling. They also studied the effect of the onsite Coulomb repulsion term in one-
dimensional system and found that the ferromagnetism appears at smaller values of JH
tij
with inclusion of the onsite Coulomb interaction.
1.7.3 Orbital degeneracy in the double exchange model
Anderson [66] showed that the super-exchange interactions between the magnetic ion in
an insulator depends on the symmetry of the degenerate orbitals and crystal geometry.
Kugel and Khomskii [67] put forward a complete picture of the these interactions with
the Jahn-Teller ions background. The spin and orbital degrees of freedom are strongly
coupled and may give rise to a several kinds of orbital ordering. Later, the effect of orbital
degeneracy was studied with the existing double exchange model [63, 68].















In the above equation, α and β are the indexes for orbitally-degenerate eg states, d3z2−r2
(α=1) and dx2−y2 (α=2), which belong to the two fold degenerate level of eg symmetry.
The term with J ′ is added to include the direct antiferromagnetic coupling between the
nearby sites by using classical spin vectors Si for the occupied spin-polarised t2g state.
The double exchange model with orbital degeneracy leads to several anisotropic mag-
netic orders. The A-, B- and C-type of magnetic phases were observed by studying the
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degenerate eg electron model [63]. The A-, B- and C-type phases were predicted to be
stable in the doping region x≤0.5 (A-type), 0.5≥x≤0.6 (B-type) and x≥0.5 (C-type), as
shown in Figure 1.8.
1.7.4 Effects of electron-lattice interaction
The physical properties studied by all of the model discussed previously emphasise,
strictly, on the magnetic and the electronic phases leaving behind the atomic structure.
It is now well known that the manganite materials have a high el-ph coupling, which is
proven by the earlier experimental evidences [69–71] of the polaron as a charge carrier,
and its theoretical concept was given by Millis et al. [8]. Millis et al. [8] argued that the
double exchange model alone cannot explain the M-I transition but needs an additional
electron-phonon coupling[8, 72]. The presence of a strong electron-phonon coupling may
lead to the polaron formation at high temperatures with paramagnetic phase where the
electrons are trapped in the local distortions of lattice. The lowering the temperature
may again lead to a ferromagnetic state that is delocalised over several sites. The later
situation explains the observed resistivity of the CMR materials above Tc. A first-order
M-I transition with a single orbital model with lattice and spin degrees was reported by
Verges et al. [73]. This theoretical observation further emphasised the importance of the
electron-lattice interaction in CMR effect.















+ Hˆel−ph + Hˆph. (1.23)
The Hel−ph is the part of Hamiltonian, which describes the el-ph interaction and Hph is













The degeneracy of the eg state is lifted by Hˆel−ph. τ = (τ z, τx) is a vector of Pauli matrices
in orbital space. Qi=(Qz, Qx) (with Qz=r cosφ and Qx=r sinφ) is a two-component
vector for site i giving information about the symmetry and magnitude of the distortion.
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Yunoki et al. [74] investigated the phase space of the manganite with the above multi-
orbital model (Equation 1.23) with the Jahn-Teller effect by describing the phonons
classically. The phase separation regime induced by the orbital degrees of freedom was
observed in the phase diagram. It was speculated that the Coulomb interactions will break
the large regions involved in phase-separation for the above model into small domains of
one phase embedded into the other.
1.7.5 Realistic manganite model with Coulomb U
An important qualitative difference regarding the order of the CMR transitions was still to
be resolved theoretically with the above mentioned models. Until then, the Monte-Carlo
simulations carried out at realistic hole densities, such as x=0.33−0.25, had indicated
the presence of a rapid crossover, yet continuous, transition from the low-temperature
ferromagnetic metal to the high-temperature paramagnetic (PM) insulator [75].
The above two-orbital model, Equation 1.23, with the Jahn-Teller effect was extended to
take into account the onsite Coulomb interaction (U) [64, 76] between the electrons with
mean field approximation (MFA). The onsite Coulomb interaction between electrons is
not negligible in the case of undoped or low-doped systems. Hence, in addition to the




















Here, dˆ†iσα and dˆ
†
iσα are the creation and annihilation operators of electron, respectively,




iσα is the number operator. The
first term of Hˆe−e stands for inter-spin Coulomb repulsion. The second term stand for
the inter-orbital repulsion with same spin. The V term is for the nearest-site Coulomb
repulsion.
Hotta et al. [64] studied the above model (defined in (Equation 1.26) ) in the limit
of the large Hund’s coupling. The model successfully explains the main properties of
the manganite, just by including the Jahn-Teller phononic model by ignoring the onsite
Coulomb interactions. They argued that the Coulomb effect can be renormalised into the
effective electron-phonon coupling term of the Hamiltonian and showed that at the mean
field level, the Jahn-Teller phononic model can reproduce the CE-type structure at x=0.5,
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which is in agreement with the previous study by Yunoki et al. [76]. In a similar way,
the qualitative physics was reproduced by including the renormalised Coulomb term and
neglecting the Jahn-Teller phononic terms. It was emphasised that the percolating phase
and the CMR effect arise due to the competition between the metallic and insulating
phase, and can be achieved by including the Coulomb or the Jahn-Teller interactions
individually. A first-order CMR transition is first reported theoretically with this above
two orbital model at doping x=0.25, which explained the theory-experiment discrepancy
of the order of CMR effect [75].
1.7.6 Phase inhomogeneities and long-range Coulomb repulsion
The experimental confirmation of phase-inhomogeneity [60, 77–81] in manganites hints
towards the importance of long-range Coulomb repulsion in charge segregation. The man-
ganite, indeed, shows a tendency to phase separate into electron-rich and electron-poor
regions due to short-range interactions. However, if the long-range Coulomb repulsion
is included, the instability with macroscopic separation is frustrated due to the cost of
electrostatic energy. As a result, these macroscopic regions would breaks into smaller
clusters. The electronic structure still remain highly inhomogeneous where domains,
with size of the order of nanometer, of various forms of one phase are embedded into the
other phase [80].
Once a long-range Coulomb repulsion effect is added to a phase separated state, the
charge segregation in cuprates has been considered at a scale comparable to the inter-
particle distance to explain the origin of striped states [82–85] once a long-range Coulomb
repulsion effect is added to a phase separated state. Similar kind of explanation has been
provided in the context of formation of Wigner crystal, bistripe and checkerboard kind
of charge ordering in manganites. Yunoki et al. [74, 86] suggested that the Coulomb
interactions beyond the on-site term are important to avoid the charge aggregation by
the phase separation process. The study performed by the models that include this
offsite Coulomb repulsion term shows that the long-range Coulomb repulsion is not the
dominating mechanism for CO ordered phase at x=0.5 [64, 76].
1.7.7 d-p type Hatree-Fock (HF) model
T. Mizokawa el al [87] performed the Hartree-Fock calculations on the multi-band d-p type
lattice model and explained the importance of the concept of the ’orbital polaron’, which
was introduced by R. Kilian et al. [88]. The study shows that the eg orbitals surrounding
the holes in the low-doped systems points towards the hole due to steric reasons and
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promotes the ferromagnetic super-exchange interactions between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions.
The results obtained by this model at x = 1/4 showed the stability of the ferromagnetic-
insulating phase over the antiferromagnetic phase. The ferromagnetic-insulating phase is
stabilised by the breathing and Jahn-Teller-type lattice distortions.
1.7.8 Mn-O bond length and Mn-O-Mn angle-dependent band-
width
In last few years, the tight-binding ab-initio models [89–91] are extracted and used to
study fully doped manganites. The hopping amplitude tij between the eg state, in the
above mentioned model, are sensitive to the energy difference between the eg and interme-
diate O states involved [89, 90]. As the energy difference between the eg levels increases,
the hybridisation between the O-p states and eg states decreases, resulting in smaller tij
values. Ederer et al. [89] showed a quantitative analysis of the effect of variation in Mn-O
bond length and octahedral rotations on hopping.
Recently, Mukherjee et al. [92] presented a phase diagram study of two dimensional
manganite thin films by incorporating the effect of Mn-O bond lengths and tilting angles
on the hopping integral between Mn sites. The effect of the external magnetic field on
the CMR was also studied by comparing the resistivity of the system at x=0.5. This
study showed the possibility of a strain driven transition where the insulating phase can
be metallic under strain.
1.7.9 Limitations of existing theoretical model
• There is still a lack of knowledge of a clear range for a few of the physical parameters
of the model described in Section 2.5. The wide range of values used by theoretical
models may be comparable to the energy difference between different phases of
these systems. For example, most of the models use an overestimated value of the
antiferromagnetic coupling JAF between nearest sites, i.e., between 25 − 45 meV,
which is beyond the energy scale of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases
around x = 0.5, resulting in improper understanding of physics in these regions.
• The lattice cooperative effects are crucial to understand the behaviour of systems
in the low-doping regime where electrons in the paramagnetic phase are localised
as polarons. The high density of polarons at low doping further elucidate the
importance of the lattice degrees and cooperative effect in the transport properties
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of the system at high temperatures. In spite of the importance of cooperative Jahn-
Teller effective, there are not enough theoretical studies carried out in this direction.
Most of the models [64, 74, 89, 90, 92] ignore the cooperative effect of octahedral
distortion, which is an important effect to understand the long-range structural and
orbital ordering, confirmed by the ab-initio calculations [93]. On the other hand,
these studies are limited to the prototypical, i.e., x=0, 0.5 and 1, members of the
manganite series [76, 94–99]
• While the models discussed above have been extensively studied to investigate the
low temperature electronic, magnetic and structural properties, the time-dependent
properties of the system under external fields have either not been studied. These
kind of time-dependent studies of the manganite system on external perturbation
are ideal tools to investigate the role of various degrees of freedom in relaxation
processes which still remain still remain elusive [100, 101].
• The numerical solution of the most of the models are limited to one or two dimen-
sional systems of a finite size. Therefore, it is not easy to capture the physics of
three dimensional systems, involving complex phases and the phase competition at




Tight binding model of perovskites
This chapter aims at presenting a tight binding model for the perovskite manganites to
provide a conceptual framework for understanding their overall physical properties arising
from the interplay between the atomic, magnetic and electronic degrees of freedom. The
proposed model takes into account the important cooperative nature of the JT phonons,
which has an important effect on the low-temperature physical and structural properties
as well as the high-temperature transport process.
2.1 Crystal structure and crystal field splitting
The perovskite structural units with ABO3 formula form a three dimensional network of
the corner-connected octahedra, described in Chapter 2. While O2− anions are located at
the vertices of these octahedra, B-cations (Mn3+/Mn4+) occupy the centres. The A-type
cations fill the interstitial voids formed by the O-octahedra. A typical crystal structure
of the perovskite system and the corresponding unit cell are shown in Figure 2.1. Under
the O ligand field, the fivefold degeneracy of Mn-d states splits into the two subset: the
eg orbitals (d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2) and t2g orbitals (dxy, dyz and dzx).
In the PrxCa1−xMnO3 series of manganite, the eg orbitals are partially occupied with
(1− x) electrons per Mn3+ ion. Figures 2.1 shows the density of states (DoS) of the end
members, i.e., CaMnO3 (CMO) and PrMnO3 (PMO), of PrxCa1−xMnO3 series. The low
lying bonding states in both the cases are mainly O-p type (red). Little higher to it are
the t2g states (green). The Mn t2g states are involved in a weak pi and δ overlapping with
the nearby O states. Hence, they do not shift higher in energy as much as the Mn eg
states (yellow), which participate in a strong σ overlapping with the O-p states. The t2g
states are occupied by three t2g electrons in the d4 (Mn3+) or d3 (Mn4+) configuration.
These three electrons remain in the high spin configuration, i.e., the spin parallel t2g
states, to minimise the e-e repulsion. The t2g states of other spin shift higher in energy,
shown in green, above the Fermi level. In the case of PMO where the eg states has one
electron, the degeneracy of the eg states is lifted, shifting the occupied state lower in
energy, simultaneously accompanied by a lattice distortion of the same symmetry. The
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Figure 2.1: Density of states and COOP for CaMnO3 G-type and PrMnO3 A-type. (a) density of
states, and COOP between O-p and Mn-d states for the CaMnO3 G-type (left) obtained from first-
principle calculations, the top portion of the graph shows total DOS shown in black, with the projected
DoS for O-p (red), Mn-t2g (green), Mn-eg (yellow), Ca-d (blue) stacked on top of each other. The two
spin densities are shown with opposite sign. The graph in the middle shows the COOP between a Mn-t2g
orbital and anti-bonded O-p state in green and the COOP between a Mn-eg orbital and anti-bonded
p-state in yellow for the majority- spin direction. Unlike the DoS, the COOPs have positive and negative
values, so that two spin direction can not be combined into one graph. The two COOPs for t2g (green)
and eg (yellow) states are stacked on top of each other. The bottom graph shows the same information
for the minority- spin direction. The energy zero is aligned with the valence band top. Empty states are
drawn with a lighter colour than filled states. (b) top portion of the graph shows density of states for
the PrMnO3 A-type, the bottom portion shows the splitting of two eg states shown in yellow and orange
due to JT effect [15](credit: Mohsen Sotoudeh)
.
amplitude of the distortion shows the strength of the electron-phonon coupling in the
system.
2.2 Dynamical variables
Various theoretical models proposed earlier for the perovskite manganites explicitly take
into account the eg wave functions and describe the t2g state by classical spins. The studies
of the physical properties by these model emphasise on the magnetic and the electronic
phases, leaving behind the atomic structure [7, 39, 65]. The subsequent experimental
evidences as well as theoretical work hinted towards the polaron playing a crucial role
as a charge carrier at high temperature in the paramagnetic phase [8, 10]. To take into
account the electron-phonon coupling, some of the theoretical models include the JT and
breathing modes of O-octahedron as additional degree of freedom besides the eg wave
functions and classical t2g spin. However, most of these models completely ignore the
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cooperative effect of the octahedral distortion [64, 74, 89, 90, 92] although the assumption
of neglecting the cooperative effect does not agree with the earlier experimental studies. In
manganites with corner-connected octahedra, the nearby O-octahedra share a common
O atom. If one of the O-octahedra distorts, the other also feels the strain, which in
turn alters the eg orbital ordering on both the sites, ultimately leading to a long-range
structural as well as orbital ordering.
In this chapter, we introduce a microscopic tight-binding model that incorporates all the
important degrees of freedom, i.e., the eg electron, the t2g spins and O atoms together
with the cooperative effect of octahedral distortion. We define these degrees of freedom
individually, and discuss our proposed tight-binding model in the subsequent sections.
2.2.1 Atomic variable
The atomic degrees of freedom in our manganite model consist of Mn and O atoms. The
position of Mn and O atoms are defined by three kind of dynamical variables: ~δMn~j , γ~j,3,
and lattice variables (defined by a, b and c).
In a rectangular grid of Mn atoms, the position of the jth Mn site is ~RMn~j where
~j is the
vector that defines the indexing of Mn sites on the grid. The Mn position vector ~RMnj










c+ ~δMn~j , (2.1)
where N1, N2 and N3 are the number of Mn atoms that defines the size of the unit cell in
the x, y and z direction of the lattice vector, respectively. a, b and c are lattice vectors
along the x, y and z direction, respectively. ~δMn~j is the displacement of the j
th Mn from
the equilibrium, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Once ~RMn~j ’s are known, the corresponding O atom positions can be denoted by
~RO~j,m.
Each of the Mn are attributed three O atoms identified by the index m along the x, y
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j+1   ~RMnj| ~RMn
j+1   ~RMnj |<latexit sha1_base64="W/YRVi9lW3kJflMNdAAEckqKWkU=">AAACT3icjVFLSyQxGEzP uj5mfYx69BIcFgTZoXtZ0KPoxYug4qgwPQ7pzNcaTaeb5GtxiPmHe9Gbf8OLB0XMjH3QcQ9bECiqKo+vkhRSGAzDh6D2beL75NT0TP3H7Nz8QmNx6djkpebQ5rnM9WnCDEihoI0CJZwWGliW SDhJrnaG/sk1aCNydYSDAroZO1ciFZyhl3qNNEa4wdE5VkPf2TjVjFtK42vg9tCd2T3levZyPXK/xiTnqKW3/5G7da7XaIatcAT6lUQVaZIK+73GfdzPeZmBQi6ZMZ0oLLBrmUbBJbh6XBoo GL9i59DxVLEMTNeO5nD0p1f6NM21XwrpSP24w7LMmEGW+GTG8MKMe0PxX16nxHSza4UqSgTF3y9KS0kxp8NyaV9o4CgHnjCuhX8r5RfMF4r+C+q+hGh85K/k+HcrClvRwZ/m1nZVxzRZIatk jURkg2yRXbJP2oSTv+SRPJOX4C54Cl5rVbQWVGSZfEJt5g3+E7de</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W/YRVi9lW3kJflMNdAAEckqKWkU=">AAACT3icjVFLSyQxGEzP uj5mfYx69BIcFgTZoXtZ0KPoxYug4qgwPQ7pzNcaTaeb5GtxiPmHe9Gbf8OLB0XMjH3QcQ9bECiqKo+vkhRSGAzDh6D2beL75NT0TP3H7Nz8QmNx6djkpebQ5rnM9WnCDEihoI0CJZwWGliW SDhJrnaG/sk1aCNydYSDAroZO1ciFZyhl3qNNEa4wdE5VkPf2TjVjFtK42vg9tCd2T3levZyPXK/xiTnqKW3/5G7da7XaIatcAT6lUQVaZIK+73GfdzPeZmBQi6ZMZ0oLLBrmUbBJbh6XBoo GL9i59DxVLEMTNeO5nD0p1f6NM21XwrpSP24w7LMmEGW+GTG8MKMe0PxX16nxHSza4UqSgTF3y9KS0kxp8NyaV9o4CgHnjCuhX8r5RfMF4r+C+q+hGh85K/k+HcrClvRwZ/m1nZVxzRZIatk jURkg2yRXbJP2oSTv+SRPJOX4C54Cl5rVbQWVGSZfEJt5g3+E7de</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W/YRVi9lW3kJflMNdAAEckqKWkU=">AAACT3icjVFLSyQxGEzP uj5mfYx69BIcFgTZoXtZ0KPoxYug4qgwPQ7pzNcaTaeb5GtxiPmHe9Gbf8OLB0XMjH3QcQ9bECiqKo+vkhRSGAzDh6D2beL75NT0TP3H7Nz8QmNx6djkpebQ5rnM9WnCDEihoI0CJZwWGliW SDhJrnaG/sk1aCNydYSDAroZO1ciFZyhl3qNNEa4wdE5VkPf2TjVjFtK42vg9tCd2T3levZyPXK/xiTnqKW3/5G7da7XaIatcAT6lUQVaZIK+73GfdzPeZmBQi6ZMZ0oLLBrmUbBJbh6XBoo GL9i59DxVLEMTNeO5nD0p1f6NM21XwrpSP24w7LMmEGW+GTG8MKMe0PxX16nxHSza4UqSgTF3y9KS0kxp8NyaV9o4CgHnjCuhX8r5RfMF4r+C+q+hGh85K/k+HcrClvRwZ/m1nZVxzRZIatk jURkg2yRXbJP2oSTv+SRPJOX4C54Cl5rVbQWVGSZfEJt5g3+E7de</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W/YRVi9lW3kJflMNdAAEckqKWkU=">AAACT3icjVFLSyQxGEzP uj5mfYx69BIcFgTZoXtZ0KPoxYug4qgwPQ7pzNcaTaeb5GtxiPmHe9Gbf8OLB0XMjH3QcQ9bECiqKo+vkhRSGAzDh6D2beL75NT0TP3H7Nz8QmNx6djkpebQ5rnM9WnCDEihoI0CJZwWGliW SDhJrnaG/sk1aCNydYSDAroZO1ciFZyhl3qNNEa4wdE5VkPf2TjVjFtK42vg9tCd2T3levZyPXK/xiTnqKW3/5G7da7XaIatcAT6lUQVaZIK+73GfdzPeZmBQi6ZMZ0oLLBrmUbBJbh6XBoo GL9i59DxVLEMTNeO5nD0p1f6NM21XwrpSP24w7LMmEGW+GTG8MKMe0PxX16nxHSza4UqSgTF3y9KS0kxp8NyaV9o4CgHnjCuhX8r5RfMF4r+C+q+hGh85K/k+HcrClvRwZ/m1nZVxzRZIatk jURkg2yRXbJP2oSTv+SRPJOX4C54Cl5rVbQWVGSZfEJt5g3+E7de</latexit>
 j 1,
1
<latexit sha1_base64="WkKiTXB4J8vUCaF8EdHQUsgzfGo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK40DIRQZdFNy4r2Ae0Y7mTZtrYJDMkGaUM/Q83LhRx67+4829MHwttPXDhcM693HtPmAhurO9/e7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtXN3GqKavRWMS6GYJhgitWs9wK1k w0AxkK1ggH12O/8ci04bG6s8OEBRJ6ikecgnXSfbsHUkInezglJ2TUKZb8sj8BXiRkRkpohmqn+NXuxjSVTFkqwJgW8RMbZKAtp4KNCu3UsAToAHqs5agCyUyQTa4e4SOndHEUa1f K4on6eyIDacxQhq5Tgu2beW8s/ue1UhtdBhlXSWqZotNFUSqwjfE4AtzlmlErho4A1dzdimkfNFDrgiq4EMj8y4ukflYmfpncnpcqV7M48ugAHaJjRNAFqqAbVEU1RJFGz+gVvXlP3 ov37n1MW3PebGYf/YH3+QOPI5Hh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WkKiTXB4J8vUCaF8EdHQUsgzfGo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK40DIRQZdFNy4r2Ae0Y7mTZtrYJDMkGaUM/Q83LhRx67+4829MHwttPXDhcM693HtPmAhurO9/e7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtXN3GqKavRWMS6GYJhgitWs9wK1k w0AxkK1ggH12O/8ci04bG6s8OEBRJ6ikecgnXSfbsHUkInezglJ2TUKZb8sj8BXiRkRkpohmqn+NXuxjSVTFkqwJgW8RMbZKAtp4KNCu3UsAToAHqs5agCyUyQTa4e4SOndHEUa1f K4on6eyIDacxQhq5Tgu2beW8s/ue1UhtdBhlXSWqZotNFUSqwjfE4AtzlmlErho4A1dzdimkfNFDrgiq4EMj8y4ukflYmfpncnpcqV7M48ugAHaJjRNAFqqAbVEU1RJFGz+gVvXlP3 ov37n1MW3PebGYf/YH3+QOPI5Hh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WkKiTXB4J8vUCaF8EdHQUsgzfGo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK40DIRQZdFNy4r2Ae0Y7mTZtrYJDMkGaUM/Q83LhRx67+4829MHwttPXDhcM693HtPmAhurO9/e7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtXN3GqKavRWMS6GYJhgitWs9wK1k w0AxkK1ggH12O/8ci04bG6s8OEBRJ6ikecgnXSfbsHUkInezglJ2TUKZb8sj8BXiRkRkpohmqn+NXuxjSVTFkqwJgW8RMbZKAtp4KNCu3UsAToAHqs5agCyUyQTa4e4SOndHEUa1f K4on6eyIDacxQhq5Tgu2beW8s/ue1UhtdBhlXSWqZotNFUSqwjfE4AtzlmlErho4A1dzdimkfNFDrgiq4EMj8y4ukflYmfpncnpcqV7M48ugAHaJjRNAFqqAbVEU1RJFGz+gVvXlP3 ov37n1MW3PebGYf/YH3+QOPI5Hh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WkKiTXB4J8vUCaF8EdHQUsgzfGo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxF M3UV62vqks3wSK40DIRQZdFNy4r2Ae0Y7mTZtrYJDMkGaUM/Q83LhRx67+4829MHwttPXDhcM693HtPmAhurO9/e7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtXN3GqKavRWMS6GYJhgitWs9wK1k w0AxkK1ggH12O/8ci04bG6s8OEBRJ6ikecgnXSfbsHUkInezglJ2TUKZb8sj8BXiRkRkpohmqn+NXuxjSVTFkqwJgW8RMbZKAtp4KNCu3UsAToAHqs5agCyUyQTa4e4SOndHEUa1f K4on6eyIDacxQhq5Tgu2beW8s/ue1UhtdBhlXSWqZotNFUSqwjfE4AtzlmlErho4A1dzdimkfNFDrgiq4EMj8y4ukflYmfpncnpcqV7M48ugAHaJjRNAFqqAbVEU1RJFGz+gVvXlP3 ov37n1MW3PebGYf/YH3+QOPI5Hh</latexit>
Mnj
<latexit sha1_base64="iJ2EFLEZEEzjmhQ6EZwNMD CryBU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL8EieCqJCHosevEiVLAf0Jay2U7atZtN2J2IJcSLf8WLB0W8+i +8+W/ctjlo9cHA472ZnZ3nx4JrdN0vq7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7Z2zsNHSWKQZ1FIlItn2oQXEIdOQpoxQpo6Ato+ qOLid+8A6V5JG9wHEM3pAPJA84oGqln73UQ7nH6TuqLBLL0SvbS2yzr2WW34k7h/CVeTsokR61nf3b6EUtCkMgE 1brtuTF2U6qQMwFZqZNoiCkb0QG0DZU0BN1Np5sz59AofSeIlCmJzlT9OZHSUOtx6JvOkOJQz3sT8T+vnWBw1k 25jBMEyWaLgkQ4GDmTOJw+V8BQjA2hTHHzV4cNqaIMTWglE4I3f/Jf0jiueG7Fuz4pV8/zOIpknxyQI+KRU1Ill 6RG6oSRB/JEXsir9Wg9W2/W+6y1YOUzu+QXrI9vGXuX7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ2EFLEZEEzjmhQ6EZwNMD CryBU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL8EieCqJCHosevEiVLAf0Jay2U7atZtN2J2IJcSLf8WLB0W8+i +8+W/ctjlo9cHA472ZnZ3nx4JrdN0vq7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7Z2zsNHSWKQZ1FIlItn2oQXEIdOQpoxQpo6Ato+ qOLid+8A6V5JG9wHEM3pAPJA84oGqln73UQ7nH6TuqLBLL0SvbS2yzr2WW34k7h/CVeTsokR61nf3b6EUtCkMgE 1brtuTF2U6qQMwFZqZNoiCkb0QG0DZU0BN1Np5sz59AofSeIlCmJzlT9OZHSUOtx6JvOkOJQz3sT8T+vnWBw1k 25jBMEyWaLgkQ4GDmTOJw+V8BQjA2hTHHzV4cNqaIMTWglE4I3f/Jf0jiueG7Fuz4pV8/zOIpknxyQI+KRU1Ill 6RG6oSRB/JEXsir9Wg9W2/W+6y1YOUzu+QXrI9vGXuX7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ2EFLEZEEzjmhQ6EZwNMD CryBU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL8EieCqJCHosevEiVLAf0Jay2U7atZtN2J2IJcSLf8WLB0W8+i +8+W/ctjlo9cHA472ZnZ3nx4JrdN0vq7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7Z2zsNHSWKQZ1FIlItn2oQXEIdOQpoxQpo6Ato+ qOLid+8A6V5JG9wHEM3pAPJA84oGqln73UQ7nH6TuqLBLL0SvbS2yzr2WW34k7h/CVeTsokR61nf3b6EUtCkMgE 1brtuTF2U6qQMwFZqZNoiCkb0QG0DZU0BN1Np5sz59AofSeIlCmJzlT9OZHSUOtx6JvOkOJQz3sT8T+vnWBw1k 25jBMEyWaLgkQ4GDmTOJw+V8BQjA2hTHHzV4cNqaIMTWglE4I3f/Jf0jiueG7Fuz4pV8/zOIpknxyQI+KRU1Ill 6RG6oSRB/JEXsir9Wg9W2/W+6y1YOUzu+QXrI9vGXuX7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ2EFLEZEEzjmhQ6EZwNMD CryBU=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL8EieCqJCHosevEiVLAf0Jay2U7atZtN2J2IJcSLf8WLB0W8+i +8+W/ctjlo9cHA472ZnZ3nx4JrdN0vq7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7Z2zsNHSWKQZ1FIlItn2oQXEIdOQpoxQpo6Ato+ qOLid+8A6V5JG9wHEM3pAPJA84oGqln73UQ7nH6TuqLBLL0SvbS2yzr2WW34k7h/CVeTsokR61nf3b6EUtCkMgE 1brtuTF2U6qQMwFZqZNoiCkb0QG0DZU0BN1Np5sz59AofSeIlCmJzlT9OZHSUOtx6JvOkOJQz3sT8T+vnWBw1k 25jBMEyWaLgkQ4GDmTOJw+V8BQjA2hTHHzV4cNqaIMTWglE4I3f/Jf0jiueG7Fuz4pV8/zOIpknxyQI+KRU1Ill 6RG6oSRB/JEXsir9Wg9W2/W+6y1YOUzu+QXrI9vGXuX7w==</latexit>
Mnj 1
<latexit sha1_base64="3 myd7RR75OZdmBrZagzhWFncUe0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vqjvdBIvgxpKIoMuiGzdCBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mE mRuxhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/Bunj4W2HrhwOOfeuXOPHwuu 0XG+rdzC4tLySn61sLa+sblV3N6p6yhRDGosEpFq+lSD4 BJqyFFAM1ZAQ19Awx9cjvzGPSjNI3mLwxi8kPYkDzija KROca+N8IDjd1JfJJCl17KT3h27WdYplpyyM4Y9T9wpK ZEpqp3iV7sbsSQEiUxQrVuuE6OXUoWcCcgK7URDTNmA9q BlqKQhaC8d787sQ6N07SBSpiTaY/X3REpDrYehbzpDin 09643E/7xWgsG5l3IZJwiSTRYFibAxskeB2F2ugKEYGkK Z4uavNutTRRma2AomBHf25HlSPym7Ttm9OS1VLqZx5Mk +OSBHxCVnpEKuSJXUCCOP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2PSWvOms7s kj+wPn8ABgOYYQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3 myd7RR75OZdmBrZagzhWFncUe0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vqjvdBIvgxpKIoMuiGzdCBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mE mRuxhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/Bunj4W2HrhwOOfeuXOPHwuu 0XG+rdzC4tLySn61sLa+sblV3N6p6yhRDGosEpFq+lSD4 BJqyFFAM1ZAQ19Awx9cjvzGPSjNI3mLwxi8kPYkDzija KROca+N8IDjd1JfJJCl17KT3h27WdYplpyyM4Y9T9wpK ZEpqp3iV7sbsSQEiUxQrVuuE6OXUoWcCcgK7URDTNmA9q BlqKQhaC8d787sQ6N07SBSpiTaY/X3REpDrYehbzpDin 09643E/7xWgsG5l3IZJwiSTRYFibAxskeB2F2ugKEYGkK Z4uavNutTRRma2AomBHf25HlSPym7Ttm9OS1VLqZx5Mk +OSBHxCVnpEKuSJXUCCOP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2PSWvOms7s kj+wPn8ABgOYYQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3 myd7RR75OZdmBrZagzhWFncUe0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vqjvdBIvgxpKIoMuiGzdCBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mE mRuxhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/Bunj4W2HrhwOOfeuXOPHwuu 0XG+rdzC4tLySn61sLa+sblV3N6p6yhRDGosEpFq+lSD4 BJqyFFAM1ZAQ19Awx9cjvzGPSjNI3mLwxi8kPYkDzija KROca+N8IDjd1JfJJCl17KT3h27WdYplpyyM4Y9T9wpK ZEpqp3iV7sbsSQEiUxQrVuuE6OXUoWcCcgK7URDTNmA9q BlqKQhaC8d787sQ6N07SBSpiTaY/X3REpDrYehbzpDin 09643E/7xWgsG5l3IZJwiSTRYFibAxskeB2F2ugKEYGkK Z4uavNutTRRma2AomBHf25HlSPym7Ttm9OS1VLqZx5Mk +OSBHxCVnpEKuSJXUCCOP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2PSWvOms7s kj+wPn8ABgOYYQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3 myd7RR75OZdmBrZagzhWFncUe0=">AAACA3icbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vqjvdBIvgxpKIoMuiGzdCBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mE mRuxhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/Bunj4W2HrhwOOfeuXOPHwuu 0XG+rdzC4tLySn61sLa+sblV3N6p6yhRDGosEpFq+lSD4 BJqyFFAM1ZAQ19Awx9cjvzGPSjNI3mLwxi8kPYkDzija KROca+N8IDjd1JfJJCl17KT3h27WdYplpyyM4Y9T9wpK ZEpqp3iV7sbsSQEiUxQrVuuE6OXUoWcCcgK7URDTNmA9q BlqKQhaC8d787sQ6N07SBSpiTaY/X3REpDrYehbzpDin 09643E/7xWgsG5l3IZJwiSTRYFibAxskeB2F2ugKEYGkK Z4uavNutTRRma2AomBHf25HlSPym7Ttm9OS1VLqZx5Mk +OSBHxCVnpEKuSJXUCCOP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2PSWvOms7s kj+wPn8ABgOYYQ==</latexit> Mnj+1
<latexit sha1_base64="i/ZytUw90tvl9dBLChwVzK qRPlg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdBIsgCCURQZdFN26ECvYBbSiT6U07djIJMzdiCQE3/oobF4q49S fc+TdOHwttPXDhcM69c+cePxZco+N8W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1T11GiGNRYJCLV9KkGwSXUkKOAZqyAhr6Ah j+4HPmNe1CaR/IWhzF4Ie1JHnBG0Uid4l4b4QHH76S+SCBLr2UnvTt2s6xTLDllZwx7nrhTUiJTVDvFr3Y3Ykk IEpmgWrdcJ0YvpQo5E5AV2omGmLIB7UHLUElD0F463p3Zh0bp2kGkTEm0x+rviZSGWg9D33SGFPt61huJ/3mtBI NzL+UyThAkmywKEmFjZI8CsbtcAUMxNIQyxc1fbdanijI0sRVMCO7syfOkflJ2nbJ7c1qqXEzjyJN9ckCOiEvO SIVckSqpEUYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfk9acNZ3ZJX9gff4AAvWYXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i/ZytUw90tvl9dBLChwVzK qRPlg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdBIsgCCURQZdFN26ECvYBbSiT6U07djIJMzdiCQE3/oobF4q49S fc+TdOHwttPXDhcM69c+cePxZco+N8W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1T11GiGNRYJCLV9KkGwSXUkKOAZqyAhr6Ah j+4HPmNe1CaR/IWhzF4Ie1JHnBG0Uid4l4b4QHH76S+SCBLr2UnvTt2s6xTLDllZwx7nrhTUiJTVDvFr3Y3Ykk IEpmgWrdcJ0YvpQo5E5AV2omGmLIB7UHLUElD0F463p3Zh0bp2kGkTEm0x+rviZSGWg9D33SGFPt61huJ/3mtBI NzL+UyThAkmywKEmFjZI8CsbtcAUMxNIQyxc1fbdanijI0sRVMCO7syfOkflJ2nbJ7c1qqXEzjyJN9ckCOiEvO SIVckSqpEUYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfk9acNZ3ZJX9gff4AAvWYXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i/ZytUw90tvl9dBLChwVzK qRPlg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdBIsgCCURQZdFN26ECvYBbSiT6U07djIJMzdiCQE3/oobF4q49S fc+TdOHwttPXDhcM69c+cePxZco+N8W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1T11GiGNRYJCLV9KkGwSXUkKOAZqyAhr6Ah j+4HPmNe1CaR/IWhzF4Ie1JHnBG0Uid4l4b4QHH76S+SCBLr2UnvTt2s6xTLDllZwx7nrhTUiJTVDvFr3Y3Ykk IEpmgWrdcJ0YvpQo5E5AV2omGmLIB7UHLUElD0F463p3Zh0bp2kGkTEm0x+rviZSGWg9D33SGFPt61huJ/3mtBI NzL+UyThAkmywKEmFjZI8CsbtcAUMxNIQyxc1fbdanijI0sRVMCO7syfOkflJ2nbJ7c1qqXEzjyJN9ckCOiEvO SIVckSqpEUYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfk9acNZ3ZJX9gff4AAvWYXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i/ZytUw90tvl9dBLChwVzK qRPlg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqjvdBIsgCCURQZdFN26ECvYBbSiT6U07djIJMzdiCQE3/oobF4q49S fc+TdOHwttPXDhcM69c+cePxZco+N8W7mFxaXllfxqYW19Y3OruL1T11GiGNRYJCLV9KkGwSXUkKOAZqyAhr6Ah j+4HPmNe1CaR/IWhzF4Ie1JHnBG0Uid4l4b4QHH76S+SCBLr2UnvTt2s6xTLDllZwx7nrhTUiJTVDvFr3Y3Ykk IEpmgWrdcJ0YvpQo5E5AV2omGmLIB7UHLUElD0F463p3Zh0bp2kGkTEm0x+rviZSGWg9D33SGFPt61huJ/3mtBI NzL+UyThAkmywKEmFjZI8CsbtcAUMxNIQyxc1fbdanijI0sRVMCO7syfOkflJ2nbJ7c1qqXEzjyJN9ckCOiEvO SIVckSqpEUYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfk9acNZ3ZJX9gff4AAvWYXw==</latexit>
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b)  Straight bond approximation  a) Mn-O-Mn bond bending  O Mn-O
Figure 2.2: Positions of Mn and O atoms in the ab lattice plane if ~δMn~j 6=0’ (a) and straight bond
approximation (b). The Mn atoms are shown in green and O atoms are shown in red. O atoms
are restricted to move along the Mn-Mn directions in both the cases. The faded colors shows the
corresponding equilibrium positions. a) O-Mn-O bond need not to be straight and γoj shows the shifting
of O atom connecting jth and (j + 1)nth Mn atom. (b) O-Mn-O bond bending is not allowed.
where ~δO~j,1,
~δO~j,2 and













γ~j,m’s introduced in the above equations are the second set of dynamical variables besides
~δMn~j ’s. Here, we have introduced the straight Mn-O-Mn bond approximation where the O
atoms are constrained to move along the direction joining the two Mn atoms connected to
it. Due to octahedra rotational modes in the real perovskite manganites, the Mn-O-Mn
bonds are not straight as the Mn-O-Mn bond angles θMn−O−Mn 6=180o. The experimental
structural analysis studies of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series [25] reveals that the θMn−O−Mn are
in the range 149o-160o (see Section 4.3.1). The consequences of the octahedra rotational
modes are discussed separately in Section 2.2.2.
2.2. Dynamical variables 35
The distance between two O atoms of the octahedron surrounding the jth Mn along the
x, y and z direction is given by
do−o1,j = |RO~j,1 −RO~j+(−1,0,0),1|
do−o2,j = |RO~j,2 −RO~j+(0,−1,0),2|
do−o3,j = |RO~j,3 −RO~j+(0,0,−1),3| (2.4)
Jahn-Teller modes Breathing  mode 
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Figure 2.3: Breathing mode (Q1) and Jahn-teller type mode (Q2 and Q3) of oxygen octahedron in
ABO3 perovskite manganite. O atoms are shown in red and Mn atoms are shown in green. Arrows
indicate the direction of displacement of O atoms from their equilibrium positions.
The amplitudes Qi,j of the normal octahedra mode at jth Mn site are the functions of



















(−do−o1,j − do−o2,j + 2do−o3,j ) (2.7)




c are the equilibrium O-O bond length obtained from the ab-
initio calculations of the CMO system. The index i implies the kind of octahedra mode
(i  {1, 2, 3}). We take into account the breathing mode (Q1,j) and two JT modes (Q2,j
and Q3,j) of the octahedral distortion. Figure 2.3 illustrate these octahedra modes. The
Q1 mode is an isotropic expansion of an octahedron. While the Q2 mode describes a
compression and an expansion in the xy plane of the octahedron, the Q3 mode denotes
an expansion in the z direction and a compression in the xy plane.
There are two approximation, which we can follow at this stage:
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• Straight O-Mn-O bond approximation: This is a simplest possible way to
study the distortion in the system. Under this approximation, the ~δMn~j =0 and
~δO~j,m’s are the only free variables among the atomic degrees of freedom as shown
in Figure 2.2 (b). Allowing ~δMn~j (Figure 2.2 (a)) to vary leads to a bending of the
O-Mn-O bond. We use this approximation in the present thesis work.
• Effect of compression and expansion of unit cell - Figure 2.2 (a) depicts
this possibility. In the high doping regime of a real system, the unit cell expands
anisotropically. For example, the unit cell expands in the ab plane and shrinks
in the z direction in PMO. We can include this sort of effect by letting the ~δMn~j
(Figure 2.2 (a)) to vary instead of keeping ~δMn~j =0. In such conditions, the restoring
force tends to straighten the bond again. We do not include the O-Mn-O bond
bending due to the lack of the information about this restoring force constant and
keep ~δMn~j = 0.
There is also an alternative way to study the same effect of the unit cell expansion
and compression by treating the a, b and c in Equation 2.1 as variable. These
lattice constants are expressed in terms of the equilibrium bond lengths, da, db and
dc (where a = daN1, b = dbN2 and c = dcN3). Allowing da, db and dc (see Figure 2.2
(b)) to vary implies simultaneous lengthening and shortening of all the Mn-O-Mn
bonds in the x, y and z directions, respectively. It is a particular case of the above
discussed Straight O-Mn-O bond approximation where ~δMn~j are treated as variable.
We use a, b and c as variables in the present thesis work unless stated otherwise.
2.2.2 Octahedra tilting and Mn-O-Mn bond bending
The origin of the octahedral tilting is described in Section 1.4.3 and 4.3.1. Due
to A-type ion size effect on octahedra tilting, the average experimental Mn-O-Mn
bond angle θMn−O−Mn in the high band-width systems (e.g., La1−xCaxMnO3) found
to be larger than the corresponding angle in the low band-width systems (e.g.,
Pr1−xCaxMnO3) [37, 102]. As discussed in Section 1.4.3, the bandwidth Bwdth,
and thus the hopping amplitude (i.e., thopp), for the manganite systems depend
on the average Mn-O-Mn bond angle, i.e., θMn−O−Mn (Equation 1.3). Smaller the
θMn−O−Mn angle, the smaller is the hopping thopp and vice-versa. In the present
study, we treat the Mn-O-Mn bond as straight (see Equation 2.3) which is not
the case in the real systems. However, the unique hopping amplitude thopp used
in our model is the value which we obtained through the ab-initio calculations
of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series where θMn−O−Mn 6=180o. The thopp is determined by
taking its average over all the Mn-O-Mn bonds present in the unit cell used for
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the calculations of the systems at x=0, 0.5 and 1, discussed in Section 2.4.1. But,
the effect of the non-uniform θMn−O−Mn bond angles in a atomic structure on the
hopping is ignored. The presence of non-uniform θMn−O−Mn bond angles has the
following consequences:
1. Variable hopping amplitude: Within the particular atomic structure, the
θMn−O−Mn values are also found to be changing from one oxygen bridge to other
oxygen bridge [25, 55]. In such systems with non-uniform θMn−O−Mn angles, the
hopping parameter thopp (Equation 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14), which depends on the
band-width Bwdth, is site dependent. Most of the previous models, discussed in
Section 1.7, use a constant hopping thopp assume a constant value for θMn−O−Mn
(such that θMn−O−Mn 6= 180o). There are only few site-dependent hopping models
for the manganite systems that include the effect of the non-uniform Mn-O-Mn
bond bending on the thopp between the nearby Mn sites [89, 91, 92, 103]. In these
models, the thopp between nearby Mn sites depends on individual θMn−O−Mn’s.
2. Effect on exchange interactions: Brink and Khomskii [104] explained the
effect of the θMn−O−Mn angle on the super-exchange mechanism involving t2g states
and double-exchange mechanism involving eg states. In order to optimise the ex-
change between two Mn sites, the intermediate O2− anion not only shifts in longi-
tudinal direction but also in transverse direction. This shift of O2− anions modify
the exchange constants. The super-exchange mechanism tends to force θMn−O−Mn
towards 180o for the antiparallel spin configuration and away from 180o if the spins
are parallel [104]. However, in the case of double-exchange mechanism between
Mn sites, θMn−O−Mn tends to increase towards 180o for ferromagnetic bond and
away from 180o for the antiferromagnetic bond [104]. These two opposite effect
for the double-exchange and super-exchange mechanism leads to transverse shift of
the oxygen in the same direction along the ... ↑↑↓↓ ....-type continuous spin chains
of FM and AFM bonds in the E-type magnetic order. The net shift of O2− an-
ions in the same direction results in net polarisation which is orthogonal to the
... ↑↑↓↓ ....-type chain [104].
2.2.3 eg electron wave function and t2g classical spin
The electrons in the eg states are described by the one-particle wave functions |Ψn〉 where
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In the above equation, |χσ,α,R〉 are the local eg orbitals at site R of spin σ ( σ  {↑, ↓}). The
two different eg orbitals are denoted by the index α  {a, b}( where a and b corresponds
to dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2).
The t2g states are taken into account by considering a classical spin vector ~SR at site R of
length |~SR| = 1.5h¯. The index l indicates the kind of the octahedra mode ( l  {1, 2, 3}).
The three modes corresponds to the breathing and JT kinds of distortion, as explained
in 2.7 and illustrated in Figure 2.2.
A Mn3+ ion has d4 configuration where three of its d-electrons occupy the t2g states of
parallel spins. The filled majority t2g states lie far away from the Fermi level and are
almost non-dispersive and localised, see a review by Salamon et al. [105] and references
therein. Hence, it is reasonable to treat the spin-polarised t2g states by classical spin
vectors. As the crystal field splitting is larger than the Hund’s coupling, the t2g states
corresponding to the other spin direction lie higher in energy than the majority eg states.
2.3 The microscopic model
In the previous section, four important degrees of freedom, i.e., O atoms positions (Section
2.2.1), electron wave functions (Section 2.2.3), occupation number (Section 2.2.3),and t2g
spin (Section 2.2.3) were defined. Now, starting with a DFT (density functional theory)
kind of framework, the total energy functional of the system is given by
Epot = Ee + Es + Eph + Ee−ph + Ee−S (2.9)
where Epot is the potential energy of the system. Ee and Es are the energy of the eg
electron and t2g subsystem, respectively. Eph is the energy of the lattice subsystem.
The energy associated with the coupling between electron and phonon is Ee−ph and that
between the eg electrons and spin is Ee−S. The ground state properties of the manganites
are studied by optimising the Epot functional w.r.t. the variable degrees of freedom. The
above energy functional Epot incorporates all the important terms. Next, we discuss these
energy terms individually.
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2.3.1 Electron subsystem energy Ee
The energy of the electronic sub-system comprises of the kinetic energy Ekin associated
with hopping and e-e interaction energy EU between the eg electrons, i.e.,
Ee = Ekin + EU (2.10)
• Hopping: Ee of an electron system consists of the kinetic energy of the eg electrons












where T is the hopping matrix in the basis set of the eg orbital obtained by down-
folding the intermediate O-p orbitals. The hopping between the nearest-neighbour
sites, R and R’, is spin-dependent and restricted to the same spin σ orbitals on both
the sites. The matrix elements of T depend on the angular momentum character
of the orbital involved, i.e., the d-orbital of both the Mn and p-orbital of the
intermediate O atom. The overall direction-dependent hopping matrices TR,R′ are
as follows:





















• e-e Interaction- The local e-e interaction among the eg electrons can be expressed







The corresponding diagonal elements are represented by
nσ,α,R = ρσ,α,σ,α,R (2.16)































































There are three important terms in the above EU expression: i) intra-orbital, ii)
inter-orbital same spin and iii) inter-orbital different spin. The filled eg band of the
manganites is already spin polarised due to the large Hund’s coupling. Firstly, the
intra-orbital term shifts the lower unoccupied eg band of the minority-spin higher
in energy by ∼ U w.r.t. the majority occupied eg band. Secondly, the onsite inter-
orbital same spin term shifts the unoccupied eg band of the majority-spin higher by
an energy ∼ (U−3J) w.r.t. the occupied eg band. Lastly, the inter-orbital different
spin term shifts the unoccupied upper eg band of the minority-spin higher by an
energy ∼ (U − 2J) with w.r.t. the occupied eg band. The first term (i.e., intra-
orbital) enhances the spin polarisation which is already there in manganite system
due to Hund’s coupling while the inter-orbital terms of Equation 2.17 reinforce the
JT effect, i.e., onsite orbital polarisation. The detailed description of the form of
the EU is given in Appendix A.
2.3.2 Lattice subsystem energy Eph
The shifting of O atoms from their equilibrium positions due to electron-phonon coupling
















The O-octahedra modes (Qi where i  {1, 2, 3}) are defined in Equation (2.7) (see Figure
2.2). The O-octahedron distortion is cooperative. We include this cooperative effect by
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treating the oxygen positions ~R~j,m defined in Equation 2.2 as dynamical variables instead
of independent Qi,R modes for each site. The inclusion of cooperative effect makes sure
that if a particular octahedron distort, it also affect the neighbours as they share common
O atoms.
2.3.3 t2g spin subsystem energy Es
The inter-site antiferromagnetic spin interaction is described by a classical Heisenberg











In the above equation, ~SR and ~SR′ are the classical t2g spins at site R and R’.
2.3.4 Electron-phonon coupling energy Ee−ph
An electron in the eg state is strongly coupled to the O-octahedra modes Q1,R, Q2,R
and Q3,R. This electron-phonon coupling contribution to the total energy function Etot
















The Q1,R, Q2,R and Q3,R modes of O-octahedron are defined in Equation 2.7.
2.3.5 Electron-spin coupling energy Ee−S
The eg electron is coupled to the t2g spin ~SR on each Mn site due to the Hund’s coupling,
and this interaction between the t2g spin and eg electron is taken into account by the
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)−1( Sz Sx − iSy
Sx + iSy −Sz
)
(2.23)
where the Sx, Sy and Sz are the x, y and z component of the classical spin vector ~SR.
2.4 Parameter determination: ab-initio calculations
The parameters of the model presented in Section 2.3 are obtained by the first-principle
calculation of the CaMnO3 and PrMnO3 system. All parameters, except thopp and JAF ,
can be obtained by considering an onsite model of an isolated Mn ion surrounded by the
O octahedra.
For an onsite model of an isolated Mn ion, we only take into account the terms of energy
functional that are defined in Equation 2.9, which contribute to a single Mn site. Here,
the entire contribution of the octahedral distortion is ascribed to the Q3,R and Q1,R
mode. Furthermore, the t2g spin ~SR is assumed to point in the z direction. These two
assumptions are valid if the energy functional is invariant in spin, orbital and real space

















which is a function of the diagonal element of density matrix, nσ,a and nσ,b.






































The four energy levels from the above energy functional can be obtained by Janak’s




. Hence, the energy levels can be calculated from the onsite model, described
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by Equation 2.25 for a single eg electron system, assuming the sites as spin polarised and
choosing the occupation number for the filled majority states as
ρ↑,a,↑,a = na and ρ↑,b,↑,b = nb (2.26)
ρ↓,α,↓,α = 0 (2.27)
The energy level obtained are as follows:
↑,a = −JH − 2
g2jt
kjt
na + (U − 3Jxc)nb
↑,b = −JH − 2
g2jt
kjt
nb + (U − 3Jxc)na
↓,a = +JH − 2
g2jt
kjt
na + (U − 3Jxc)(na + nb) + Jxc(3na + nb)
↓,b = +JH − 2
g2jt
kjt
nb + (U − 3Jxc)(na + nb) + Jxc(na + 3nb) (2.28)
For a system with single eg electron per Mn site, i.e., PrMnO3, we use na = 1 and nb = 0.
Similarly, we use na = 0 and nb = 0 for CaMnO3. The following observations are made
by the calculated energy levels of PrMnO3 and CaMnO3:
• The Hund’s coupling JH is extracted by the spin splitting ∆H between the eg states
of different spin channels, i.e., ∆H(x = 1) = 2JH .
• The splitting of the majority eg states ∆↑, is ascribed to the JT effect and el-el
interaction, i.e., ∆↑(x = 0) = 2 gJT
KJT
+ U − 3Jxc.
• The splitting of the minority eg states is also due to the JT effect and el-el interac-
tion, i.e., ∆↓(x = 0) = 2 gJT
KJT
− 2Jxc.
∆H(0) =1.306 eV JH=0.654 eV gbr=2.988 eV/A
∆H(1) =2.909 eV U=2.514 eV kbr=9.04 eV/A2
∆↑=2.165 eV Jxc=0.692 eV JAF=0.014 eV
∆↓=0.343 eV gJT=2.113 eV/A thop=0.585 eV√
Q22 +Q
2
3=0.409 A KJT=5.173 eV/A2 d=1.923 A
Table 2.1: Ab-initio energy level splitting and model parameters
The above splitting energies (i.e., ∆H(0), ∆H(1),∆↑) and ∆↓ are compared with the one
deduced from the density of states of the first-principle calculations performed on the
CaMnO3 system with G-type magnetic order and PrMnO3 system with A-type magnetic
order (as described in Appendix G). These splitting energies are reported in Table 2.1.
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2.4.1 Parameters
We use the first principle electronic structure calculations [15] (credit: Mohsen Sotoudeh)
with the local hybrid density functionals to obtain the parameters of the present model
of manganites. The Density of states of the PMO and CMO system are shown in Figure
2.1. The splitting ∆H(x = 1) is calculated by finding the energy difference between the
majority and minority states of CMO whereas the splitting between the two eg states for
the majority and minority channels, .i.e, ∆↓(x = 0) and ∆↑(x = 0), are calculated from
the PMO data. The resulting parameters are reported in Table 2.1.
To obtain the hopping parameter thopp, we calculated the average value of all the hopping
amplitude for PMO, CMO and PCMO across all the Mn-Mn bonds. These thopp values
are shown in Figure 3.2 where thopp versus (1+2)2 is plotted. 1 and 2 are the energy
levels of the orbitals at the two nearby Mn sites that point towards the bridging O atom
between them. A correlation between thopp and the average energy of the involved states
is observed. As the average energy (1+2)
2
of these levels on two Mn sites shifts higher,
the corresponding thopp decreases.
Figure 2.4: Hopping parameters thop extracted from the generalised DoS for PrMnO3 (red),
Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 (black) and CaMnO3 (blue), as the function of the mean orbital energies 1
and 2 in a bond: The straight lines are linear interpolations [15].
The determination of JAF value requires the total energy per Mn ion for the G-type and
B-type of the CMO system. The entire energy difference between these two magnetic
ordering is due to the antiferromagnetic coupling between the nearby sites. Once the
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number of FM and AFM bonds are known in the G-type and B-type spin configuration,
the JAF value can be obtained.
The breathing parameter can be obtained by two ways. The first approach completely
relies on the theoretical rationale, which tells that the JT distortion of an octahedron
changes the position of the axial d-orbital only, and the orbital with δ-symmetry re-
main unaltered. An elongation along an axis with unchanged Mn-O distances in the







As a result of this distortion, only one of the eg level shifts and the other remains fixed
if gbr =
√
2gJT . The restoring force constant kbr for the breathing mode is determined
in a way that fulfils the condition where if the d3z2−r2 orbital is occupied, the distortion
results in the elongation of the axial bonds along the z direction and rest of the bonds
remain fixed. This requires
gbr/kbr = (gJT/kJT )/
√
(2). (2.30)




kbr = 2kJT (2.32)
This gives gbr=2.988 eV/Ao and kbr=10.346 eV/A2.







ratio, obtained from the ab-initio calculations, for the A-type
PMO system with the present model. We obtain kbr∼9.04 (i.e., kbr∼1.5kJT ). The exper-
imental Raman spectra studies show kbr∼1.25−1.75 kJT [23, 24].
2.5 Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
The molecular dynamics (MD) allows us to investigate a detailed dynamical behaviour of
the system comprised of many degrees of freedom. The same molecular dynamic is known
as ab-initio molecular dynamic when the constituting degrees of freedom are atoms and
electrons. Otherwise, the molecular dynamics is a classical molecular dynamics. While
the forces on the atoms extracted in the classical molecular dynamic at each time step
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are parameterised, the same in the ab-initio molecular dynamics are directly calculated
from an electronic structure calculation. There are two kinds of the ab-initio molecular
dynamics: Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamic and Car-Parrinello molecular dynamic
[107].
The Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics exploits the fact of the separation of the fast
moving electron and the slow motion of nuclei, and it maps the two-component quantum-
classical problem to an entirely two-component classical problem, which has two well-
separated energy scales. This kind of mapping is possible at the expense of loosing the
time-dependent information of the quantum-mechanical subsystem. In the Lagrangian















where the first term is the kinetic energy of atoms and the second term is the fictitious
kinetic energy of electrons. µ is the fictitious mass of the electronic degrees of freedom






|ψi〉 system is the part of the potential energy functional, which is
taken care by the hopping term. The corresponding classical equation of motion of atoms
and electrons can be obtained from the Euler-Lagrange equations,










respectively. The constraints of the expression 2.35 add extra forcefields. In the absence
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electrons can be attributed a fictitious temperature Tel =
∑
j µi〈ψ˙i|ψ˙i〉. The electrons
remain close to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) surface if they are cold enough (i.e., low
fictitious temperature). Hence, if the electrons are initially at the Born-Oppenheimer
surface, they will remain close to the Born-Oppenheimer surface during the dynamics as
long as they are kept, somehow, at low-temperature.
The Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics can also be used as an optimising tool to find out
the minimum energy configuration. To locate a minima of the total energy functional
defined in Equation 2.9 as a function of dynamical variable, a term that acts as a friction
is added in the equations of motion (Equation 2.34 and 2.35).
2.5.1 Finite temperature dynamics: Nose-Hover thermostat
To study the temperature-dependency in ab-initio molecular dynamics, a atom thermo-
stat is used. We use the Nose-Hoover type thermostat [108–110]. It keeps the atoms and
hence, the physical system at the desired temperature Tatom ∼ 12gkBT throughout the
dynamics. This is done by introducing an additional friction term in equation of motion
of atom (Equation 2.34), which is governed itself by a dynamical variable ~xr.













The extended system ( i.e., system + atom thermostat) has an energy conserving dy-
namics.
Equations 2.37 and 2.38 sample a micro-canonical distribution for the extended system
(.i.e, actual physical system + atom thermostat) and a canonical distribution for the
physical system. The physical temperature of the system remains Tatom = 12g kBT ac-
cording to the above equation.
2.5.2 Optimisation strategy
We use the Car-Parrinello method not only to study the dynamics of the system but
also as a tool to perform minimisation of a function in the parameter space with the
given constraints. Here, we use the Car-Parrinello method to study the ground state
properties of the system by performing an optimisation on the total energy functional
Epot defined in 2.9 w.r.t. randomly chosen dynamical variable, initially. The constrains
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on the electronic states ensure that the wave functions always remain orthonormal. Once
the forces on the wave functions and other dynamical variables are known, the above
mentioned equations of motion (Equations 2.34 and 2.35) can be integrated with the
help of any of the available integrating schemes. We use the Verlet algorithm [111] as a
time integrating scheme, which is described in Appendix E. There is no prescribed way
to do the optimisation under friction. In order to reach to the ground state or any of the
metastable state, we use the following scheme:
• First, we investigate the natural frequency with which various variables ( i.e., wave
function, occupation, spin, atom and lattice constant) evolve when allowed to move
independently without any friction. This step doesn’t need to be repeated for every
optimisation unless the system and model parameter are changed, considerably.
• As a next step, we tune the oscillating frequencies for the dynamical variables
by varying the fictitious mass of the same. This should be done in such a way
that all the degrees of freedom approximately have similar frequency. Table 2.2
summarises the values of the fictitious masses (i.e., MR for oxygen atoms, µ for
eg wave functions, Ms for t2g spin vector, Mo for occupation variable and Mlc for
lattice constants) together with the time-step (∆t) that we use in the optimisation.
∆t=0.15 a.u. MR =0.2 a.u. µ=0.03 a.u.
Ms=0.03 a.u. Mo =0.2 a.u. Mlc=0.03 a.u.
aR = 2× 10−4 a.u. aψ=2× 10−4 a.u.
as=5× 10−5 a.u. ao = 5× 10−5 a.u. alc = 2× 10−4 a.u.
Table 2.2: Time step, fictitious mass and the friction value for the dynamical variables during optimi-
sation calculation. All the values are in atomic units (a.u.)
• Finally, the kinetic energies of the dynamical variables are annealed out, gradually,
to reach the global minimum. Generally, this can be done in two different ways: by
decreasing or increasing the friction parameter. We adopt a scheme with constant
friction values (i.e., aR for oxygen atoms, aψ for eg wave functions, as for t2g spin
vector, ao for occupation variable and alc for lattice constants) that are reported in
Table 2.2. There are two situations during optimisation that need to be carefully
examined:
1. Metastable states- Often in a calculation of a larger unit cell, the system
get trapped into one of the many metastable states with different spin and atomic
configurations (mostly characterised by few sites in the crystal with flipped spin or
orbital order). To allow the system to get out of these local minima of the energy
functional, the atoms and spins need to have a significant kinetic energy. Hence,
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instead of quenching the system quickly with high friction values, we use a constant
but small friction, as reported in Table 2.2.
2. Over-damped trajectories- Use of higher friction value may lead to the over-






The present chapter focuses on the one-dimensional system study. Further, a coarse-
grained model of polarons is introduced that can be employed to study larger time and
length scale thermodynamical properties of the real materials [112]. The tight binding
model that is used in this chapter is extracted from the three dimensional model, described
in Chapter 2 and also described in Sotoudeh et al. [15]. The results of the present chapter
are published in the article Kohler et al. [113].
3.1 Ground state properties at different doping
There are few modification that are to be done to the three-dimensional model, discussed
in Chapter 2, before studying the one-dimensional system. The one-dimensional system
of manganite consists of the chain of corner connected octahedra. The d-orbitals that
point along the chain can form band as a result of hopping. The other δ orbitals can
not interact with the intermediate O-p orbital and hence, remain localised. We do not
include the breathing mode. The model parameters are same as that obtained for the
three dimensional system study, except the antiferromagnetic coupling JAF . We use
JAF = 32.6 meV instead of 3.32 meV, which is extracted from ab-initio calculations [15].
With a small JAF value, the phase diagram of the one-dimensional system as a function
of doping is completely dominated by the FM phase. The larger value of AFM coupling
JAF was used to describe the analogous physics of three-dimensional system, which shows
the presence of several kind of antiferromagnetic magnetic structure at different doping
region in their phase diagram besides the FM phase.
3.1.1 Electron and hole polarons
In this section, the behaviour of one-dimensional perovskite manganite system is studied
in greater details. We start looking at the patterns that comes forth as a stable configura-
tion at different doping cases. By selecting 12-site unit cell size, the results are shown in
the table 3.1. We observe a repeated existence of few particular small structural units that
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Ne spin order composition (E−
∑
i E[nk])[meV] E [eV]
0 ↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓ V12 0 -0.3912
1 ↑↓↓↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓ PeV9 0 -1.98129
2 ↑↓↓↓↑↓↓↓↑↓↑↓ Pe2V6 0.5 -3.57088
3 ↑↓↓↓↑↓↓↓↑↓↓↓ Pe3V3 10.7 -5.15075
4 ↑↑↑↓↓↓↑↑↑↓↓↓ Pe4 59.3 -6.69231
5 non-collinear PZ3 Pe2 -16.2 -8.08389
6 ↑↑↓↓↑↑↓↓↑↑↓↓ PZ6 -46.7 -9.38383
7 ↑↑↓↓↑↓↓↑↑↓↓↓ PZ4 PhPJT -46.7 -10.46353
8 ↑↑↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓↑↑ PZ3 PhPJT5 -12.0 -11.51915
9 ↑↑↓↑↑↓↑↓↑↑↑↓ PZ2 PhPJT5 -68.9 -12.51556
10 ↑↓↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓↑↓ PZ2 PJT8 -74.4 -13.51869
11 ↑↓↓↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓ PhPJT9 0 -14.47726
12 ↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓↑↓ PJT12 0 -15.47453
Table 3.1: Magnetic order, polaron composition and energy difference between total energy calculated
from tight binding model (E) and energy calculated from polaron model (EPM) as a function of number
of electrons for system of 12 site unit cell [112].
are examined carefully. These structural units are the trapped charges in the deformed
sites in the form of polarons that may extend from a single site to three sites. Table 3.1
shows the magnetic structure and the total energy of the system at various doping. We
used these energies of the individual structural units to build up a coarse-grained model.
Depending on the nature of the patterns, following polarons are recognised:
• a vacant site V: These are the single empty sites without any eg electrons. The
interaction between these empty sites V can only take place via antiferromagnetic
kind of coupling JAF . The fully doped manganite system, i.e., CaMnO3 would
consists of these tightly packed V sites.
• three site electron polaron P e: It is a trimer that consist of FM aligned Mn
sites and is occupied by a single eg electron. P e is analogous to an electron polaron
in CaMnO3. P e has three spin polarised electron states delocalised over three sites.
The lowest state is occupied and is fully bonding. The second state is unoccupied
and nonbonding. The occupied bonding state is mainly concentrated on the central
site, whereas the nonbonding state is mainly distributed over the outer sites of the
trimer. The third state is fully anti-bonding and is unoccupied.
• two site Zener polaron PZ: It is a dimer of FM aligned Mn-sites and has a single
electron that is equally shared between them. The half-doped material analogous
to Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 can be described as a crystal of these Zener polarons which are
AFM coupled to each others. The Zener polaron has two states in the majority
spin direction, namely an occupied bonding and an empty anti-bonding state.
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• three site hole polaron P h: It is a trimer of FM aligned Mn-sites occupied
by two electrons. P h is analogous to a hole polaron in PrMnO3. The electronic
structure of P h is same as that of the PZ , however in this case, the middle non-
bonding state is occupied as well.
• single site JT polaron P JT : It consist of an electron that occupies a single Mn
site. A crystal of JT polarons is analogous to PrMnO3.
3.1.2 Formation energies of polarons
Figure 3.1 shows the density of states of the above mentioned polarons, which reflect their
electronic structure properties. The delta peaks in the density of state for each spin is
due to the isolated eg orbitals that are perpendicular to the chain direction, whereas the
other orbital forms a band due to the inter site hopping thopp. Within a single polaron,
the charge disproportion between sites depends on thopp if only one one band is filled.
Otherwise, the onsite Coulomb repulsion U plays a crucial role due to inter-band e-e
interaction that alters the charge disproportion between sites.
polaron V Pe PZ Ph PJT
Ekf [meV] 0 -398.3 -274.4 -324.9 0
Nks [meV] 1 3 2 3 1
Nke [meV] 0 1 1 2 1
Table 3.2: Formation energies of polarons, number N(k)s of sites occupied by the polaron P(k), and
number N(k)e of electrons on it [112].
It is worth to calculate the binding energies of the structural units to study the stability
of these units with respect to the doping x of the system. In order to do so, the energies of
the structural units are determined. We start by setting the reference µ0 for the electron
chemical potential to the coexistence value of the electron-poor (Ne = 0) and the electron-
rich (Ne = Ns) systems that are analogous to CaMnO3 and PrMnO3, respectively. While
the number of sites in the unit cell is indicated by Ns, the number of electrons per unit
cell is defined by Ne . We obtain µ0 = 1.25694417 eV . The composition of the system
can be identified by its magnetic order and the total number of electrons. The magnetic
order and the resulting polaron composition are presented in Table 3.1. The formation
energies of the polarons are determined in such a way that the energy
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Figure 3.1: Projected density of states of the tight-binding model for the polarons in the one-
dimensional manganite chain as function of energy in eV. (a) Two adjacent unoccupied sites V, (b)
two adjacent JT polarons PJT, (c) electron polaron Pe, (d) hole polaron Ph, (e) Zener polaronPZ. The
horizontal line indicates the Fermi level. Empty and filled lines indicate d3z2−r2 orbitals pointing along
the chain and the dx2−y2 orbitals orthogonal to the chain, respectively. The density of states is broadened.
of the polaron model matches the total energies obtained from the tight-binding calcu-
lation given in Table 3.2. We denote the number of polarons P (k) with nk where k 
{e, Z, h, JT} denotes the polaron type. In the above equation, E(k)f and Ne(k) represent
the polaron formation energy and the number of electrons of the respective polaron, re-
spectively. The values are presented in Table 3.2 . The polaron-formation energies have
been extracted so that the energies of the model calculations are reproduced for Ne = 0,
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Figure 3.2: Energy per Mn-site of the model calculation (line) as function of the electron occupation
x = NeNs compared to the sum of polaron energies given in 3.1: The energy (x)µo of the particle reservoir
has been included [112].
1, 6, 11 and 12 by polaron model. The energies of these structural units are presented in
Table 3.2.
The mechanism limiting the size of the electron polaron P e is the competition of the
kinetic energy with the antiferromagnetic coupling. On the one side, increase in the size
of the electron polaron lowers the kinetic energy of the electron as it can further spread
over a larger region. On the other side, there is a penalty for aligning more sites FM. The
maximum size of the electron polaron is reached when the delocalisation energy gained by
extending the electron polaron by one site is exceeded by the antiferromagnetic coupling.
Hence, in the limit of large Hund’s coupling JH , the size of the polaron is determined by
the ratio thop/JAF of the hopping parameter and the antiferromagnetic coupling. With
our set of parameters, this maximum size is three sites.
The electron polarons avoid the direct interaction due to the Coulomb interaction, which
explains the observation that electron polarons in the dilute limit are separated by at
least one vacant site.
3.1.3 Phase competition and domain wall
Because of the kinetic energy cost, the smaller polarons are energetically less favourable
than the larger polarons. Thus, they become relevant only when the electron density is
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such that the larger polarons, namely the electron polaron P e, are densely packed. For
the chosen 1D system, this occurs at N e/N s = 1/3. The electron polarons P e and the
Zener polarons PZ coexist beyond this N e/N s value until the Zener polarons are densely
packed. This is the case for half-doping, i.e., N e/N s = 0.5. The favourable defect for
doping the electron-rich phase with holes is the Zener polaron PZ . In analogy with
the electron-poor manganite, one would have expected that the extended defect P h was
favourable compared to the smaller Zener polaron PZ . The reason for the preference of
the Zener polaron is that the formation of hole polarons P h from Zener and JT polarons
requires substantial energy
PJT + PZ = Ph − 50.5 meV (3.2)
Nevertheless, we encounter hole polarons in our calculations. They are formed in response
to spin frustration.
The single electron Zener polaron PZ is more stable than the hole polaron which involves
two electrons. Contrarily, the hole polaron P h is more stable than the two electron Zener
polaron as the additional electron enters into an anti-bonding state, which is energet-
ically highly unfavourable. Interestingly, the importance of Coulomb U must be also
be acknowledged within P h polaron that makes PZ phase around at half filling stable.
The system around half doping disclose interesting physics of spin frustration and phase
competition among PZ , P h and P e phases.
In the electron-rich phase with N e/N s = 1, the system forms a crystal of AFM coupled
JT polarons P JT where the electron is confined to a single site. Similarly, the nature of an
isolated domain walls can also be rationalised from the point of view of a Zener polaron
PZ . The insertion of a hole into the electron-rich material by forming a Zener polaron
would, at the same time, introduce a domain wall into the antiferromagnetic order. An
isolated domain wall can either annihilate with another domain wall or combine with a
Zener polaron to form a hole polaron. With the hole polaron, we identified a structural
unit that does not contribute to the ground state at 0K, but that plays an important
role for the interconversion of polarons.
The nature of an isolated domain wall can be rationalised from the point of view of
a Zener polaron. An abrupt domain wall in the electron-rich material is equivalent to
a Zener polaron with an additional electron. This additional electron enters into an
anti-bonding state, which is energetically highly unfavourable. Furthermore, the onsite
Coulomb U between these two filled states within the Zener polaron leads to formation
of a hole polaron where the electron is transferred into the non-bonding state of the hole
polaron, which is energetically favourable. In other words, the hole polaron with two
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electron is more stable than the Zener polaron for the same number of electrons.
The occurrence of non-collinear spin arrangements indicates that the phase boundary
can also delocalise and form a spin spiral. Combining sites into structural units such as
polarons is analogous to the formation of molecules out of atoms. The energy scale of
forming these polarons is of the order of 0.3 eV . The conversion of polarons into each
other is analogous to chemical reaction and this energy is already smaller than the energy
per polaron itself. An example for such a reaction between polarons is the formation of
a hole polaron from a JT and a Zener polaron in Equation 3.2. The interaction between
polarons is limited to a substantially smaller scale defined by the Heisenberg exchange JAF
and the antiferromagnetic coupling of JT polarons. The energy scale for the interaction
between polarons is of the order 10 meV.
In this section, a coarse grained description is obtained from the tight-binding model.
These models are valuable for mapping out the dynamics of the polaronic and magnetic
order in large length and time scales
3.2 Polaron model for larger system and longer timescale
The present chapter put forward a coarse-grained model that has several kinds of polaron
as their constituting units. The coarse-grained model can be extended to deal, efficiently,
the larger system and longer timescale dynamics calculations as long as the nature of
carriers remain one of the kinds of the polarons discussed in the present chapter. In high-
temperature zone where the system is no more ordered, the thermodynamics properties
and the equilibrium dynamics is studied by calculating the entropy associated with the





This chapter aims at studying the ground state structural properties of perovskite man-
ganite as a function of doping at low temperature. We explore the phase diagram of
the manganite series with chemical formula Pr1−xCaxMnO3 as a function of doping x.
A detailed analysis of the electronic, atomic and magnetic properties within individual
doping regime is carried out, and the discussion on the possible physical mechanisms
dominating within individual regime is put forward. The obtained results are compared
with the experimental evidences and the other theoretical models, which are extensively
used to describe these systems in past.
As highlighted in Section 2.4, the experimental evidences confirms that the Pr1−xCaxMnO3
systems manifests several regions of phase-separation and phase-inhomogeneity in the
phase diagram. The size scale of these inhomogeneities in the system can vary from
nanometers to as large as micrometers. The existence of phase inhomogeneities raises
several interesting questions about their microscopic origin. It is also equally relevant to
find out the reason behind the length-scales of these inhomogeneities, i.e., from nanome-
ters to micrometers. In the present chapter, we try to understand the nature of the
inhomogeneities found in the phase separation region of the experimental phase diagram.
4.1 Calculation setup
The manganite model described in Chapter 2 is employed to study the phase diagram of
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series as a function of doping x at 0 K. Three kinds of the tetragonal
unit cell are used, with the condition La=Lb 6=Lc where La, Lb and Lc are the lattice
constant in the x, y and z direction, respectively. The lattice and k-grid size of these
unit cell are reported in Table H.10 together with their regions of formation in phase
diagram. Firstly, the calculations with different kinds of unit cell is needed to confirm
the stability of superlattice structures that do not fit in one or other. Secondly, it also
allows us to properly analyse the physics of phase coexistence and phase competition
that may require a fairly large unit cell.
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While the I- and II-type unit cell are used for the entire doping region, the largest
unit cell, namely III-type is used to investigate the charge defects and the large nano-
sized ferromagnetic cluster observed in experimental studies [51, 58] in the high-doped
system. Thus, the III-type unit cell is used for the calculations for the doping region of
0.85<x<1.
unit-cell type Mn site grid(N1 × N2 × N3)
k-point grid
(N1 × N2 × N3) doping region
I-Type 4 × 4 × 4 4 × 4 × 4 0 < x < 1
II-Type 6 × 6 × 2 3 × 3 × 3 0 < x < 1
III-Type 6 × 6 × 6 4 × 4 × 4 0.85 < x < 1
Table 4.1: Types of unit cell, specified by size of Mn-site grid, k-point grid and the doping regime,
which is studied.
The procedure adopted to do the calculation with the present model is described in
Section 2.5.2 and Appendix H.
4.2 Three dimensional polaron model
Our model shows a tendency of the three dimensional Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganites towards
particular local patterns of the orbital, atomic, and spin degrees of freedom across the
entire doping regime. Given the possible patterns as basic building block, examining the
physics of the system over the entire doping range become easier as it is dictated by the
ordering of these building blocks in the lattice. Such stable local patterns emerge out due
to a specific charge and orbital orderings together with an associated atomic distortion.
We call these distinguishable pattern or entity as ’electron polaron’. The single electron
polaron may be highly localised such as the JT polarons or involve more than one site.
Depending on the number of sites involved and the nature of orbital ordering, the electron
polarons are categorised into seven types: PH , P JT1 , P JT2 , PU , P Pl, PBr and PLr. Figure
4.1 presents the orbital ordering on individual site of the electron polarons. Table 4.2
summaries the number and nature of sites, charges and orbital ordering on individual
sites and doping region of their formation for each of the seven polarons.
The six types of electron polarons are as follows:
Single-site hole (PH). It is a hole at Mn4+ sites in the lattice. The PH is one of
the main building block of electron-poor system (x>0.5). In the electron-rich system
(x<0.5), the orbitals on the Mn3+ sites points towards the nearby PH site.









(b) P JT1 : Single-site JT po-






(c) P JT2 : Single-site JT po-






























(g) PPLr : thirteen-site breathing polaron
Figure 4.1: Orbital ordering of different kind of polarons found in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 across entire doping
regime x∈{0, 1}. M c or M c−c (Mn3+) and Me (Mn4+) are the central and corner site within polaron.
The orbital ordering, charge ordering and doping region in which they are found are compared in Table
4.2. The spins of M c and Me sites are parallel. All polarons are single-electron polaron except PBr and
PLr. The PBr is two-electron and PLr is three-electron polaron.
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Single-site JT polaron (PJT1): It is an one-electron, single-site polaron known as JT
polaron. The involved Mn3+ site (i.e., M c site in Figure 4.1(b)) has a d3z2−r2-type orbital
order. The staggered kind of ordering of these JT polarons in the xy plane favours the
A-type magnetic arrangement of the PMO (see Fig 4.6). The single-site P JT1 polaron
remains an important building block in the low-doped systems (1<x<0.15). The electron
in the P JT1 polaron gains extra kinetic energy by delocalising over nearest PH sites in the
low-doped systems. This delocalisation is facilitated by spin-canting between the P JT1
polaron and nearby PH sites.
Single-site JT polaron (PJT2): It is also an one-electron, single-site JT polaron. The
P JT2 polaron has dx2−y2-type planar orbital pattern. The orbital ordering is illustrated
in Figure 4.1(c). This kind of orbital order is also been referred as ’cross-orbital order-
ing’. The P JT2 polarons are crucial to understand the ferromagnetic insulating phase at
x∼0.25.
Three-site uni-directional polaron (PU): It is a polaron that mainly appears at and
below half doping. The PU polaron is an one-electron polaron and involves three sites
(i.e., trimer) in a row that are ferromagnetically coupled. The eg electron occupies the
bonding state of the trimer (Figure 4.1(d)). The resulting uni-directional rod-like features
of the PU polaron plays a key role in the CE-type (see Section 4.5) and C-type (see Section
4.9.3) magnetic ordering as well as in the stripe structures such as Wigner-crystal phase
(see Section 4.9.2).
Five-site planar polaron (PPl): It is a single-electron polaron, which prevails as a
important entity in the high-doped system, i.e, x>0.85. It involves five sites. The eg
electron occupies the bonding state formed by the hybridisation between the dx2−y2-type
state on theMnc central site and the d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type states on the nearbyMne sites
in the positive and negative x/y directions (Figure 4.1(e)). All of the five site have spin
parallel configuration. The existence of the P Pl polaron leads to a strong negative Q3
mode (expansion of octahedron in the xy plane and contraction in z direction) on the
Mnc site.
Seven-site breathing polaron (PBr): It is a two-electron polaron involving seven-site,
i.e., aMnc central site and six nearestMne sites in all the three direction (Figure 4.1(f)).
All the seven sites are in the spin parallel configuration. Both the eg orbitals on the Mnc
site maintain degeneracy as both the orbitals participate in bond formation with the
nearby Mne sites. The first eg electron occupies the bonding state similar to the above
P Pl polaron. The second eg electron occupies the bonding state formed by the d3z2−r2-
type orbital of the same Mnc site with the d3z2−r2-type orbitals of the nearest Mne sites
in the positive and negative z directions. The octahedron on the Mnc site with equally
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Polaron type No. of M
c
and M e sites
formation region
in phase space
charge ( in e− units)
and orbital ordering
on polaron sites
PH one M c x∼1 - 0.65 a =0, no electron
P JT1 one M c x∼0-0.75 M c=1.0, d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2/d3z2−r2
P JT2 one M c x∼0-0.75 M c=1.0, dx2−y2/dy2−z2/dz2−x2
PU
one M c and




one M c and




one M c and
six M e x∼0.86-1










Table 4.2: Six type of electron polarons, region of their presence in phase space, the charge and orbital
ordering of the involved sites. The sites within the polarons are distinguishable as central site Mnc or
M c−c(in PLr) on which most of the charge resides and nearby charge-poor Mne sites. All polarons are
single-electron polaron except PBr and PLr. The PBr is two-electron and PLr is three-electron polaron.
occupied eg orbitals displays a positive breathing mode (Q1), i.e., octahedron expands
isotropically in all the three direction.
Thirteen-site large polaron (PLr): It is a three-electron large polaron and comprises
of thirteen Mn sites, as shwon in Figure 4.1(g). The first two electrons reside in the
bonding states, which are mainly concentrated at the Mnc1 and Mnc2 sites. The Mnc1
and Mnc2 sites with their neighbouring Mne sites can be looked as two isolated five-site
P Pl polarons. The third electron goes into the bonding state that is formed due to the
merging of these two five-site polaron at a common Mnc−c site as illustrated in Figure
4.1(g). The occupied orbital at the Mnc−c site points at the nearby Mnc1 and Mnc2 sites.
Such kind of orbital ordering at the Mnc−c site absorbs the strain field induced due to
the JT distortion at the Mnc1 and Mnc2 sites.
The entropy contribution towards the free energy of the manganite system is negligible at
0 K. On the other hand, the thermodynamical properties of the system can be studied by
finding out the configurational-entropy due to several possible arrangements of the above
discussed electron polarons, which are accessible by the system at high temperatures. In
the present work, we investigate these arrangement of the electron polarons under short
and long-range interactions between them at low temperature.
While the kinetic energy and e-e interaction compete over each other around half doping,
the long-range Coulomb and elastic interactions due to the cooperative JT effect is mainly
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responsible for the patterns formation such as the bi-stripe andWigner-crystal phase away
from half doping.
In the high-doped system, the competition between the anti-ferromagnetic coupling and
kinetic energy determines the maximum number of sites involved in the large-sized po-
larons, i.e., seven sites in PBr polaron and thirteen sites in the P Pl polaron. The gain
in the kinetic energy of the eg electron by delocalisation to an additional site is smaller
than the anti-ferromagnetic coupling (JAF ) between nearby sites. Our model study es-
tablishes a general trend of the number of participating sites in the electron polarons:
it increases from a single site in P JT1 polaron at x=0 to seven sites in the PBr polaron
around x∼0.95.
For x<0.25 region of the phase diagram obtained from the model, the sizes of regions
identified by certain polaron types are determined by the competition between the kinetic
energy and the onsite e-e repulsion.
While the x<0.25 system is largely composed of the P JT1 polaron due to the large onsite
e-e repulsion, the single-site P JT2 polarons occupy only the sites which has two or more
than two PH neighbouring sites. The P JT2 polaron posses an orbital ordering that is
oriented towards the PH holes.
There are six P JT2 polarons surrounding a common PH site in the ferromagnetic phase
at x=0.25, see Figure 4.12. The onsite e-e repulsion on the PH site is smaller than the
kinetic energy gain of the electrons of the P JT2 polarons surrounding the PH site.
In contrast to P JT1 and P JT2 , the PU polarons occupy a large part of the phase diagram
around half filling (x=0.5). At half doping, the CE-structure can be obtained by close
packing of the PU polarons. These PU polarons share Mne sites with the other PU
polarons in the CE-type structure, as shown in Figure 4.7. In the CE-type structure,
the two eg orbitals on the Mne site pointing in the x and y participate in the bond
formation with the nearest Mnc sites of the PU polarons of same spin in the x and y
direction, respectively. This situation will be discussed in detail in Section 4.1. It is
worth mentioning here the importance of cooperative effect of the lattice which drives
the system to ferromagnetic zig-zag chains instead of the uni-directional arrangement
found at x=0.75 in the C-type magnetic order. Khomskii et al. [95] studied the effect of
long-range elastic interactions at x=0.5 and suggested the same mechanism for the origin
of ferromagnetic zig-zag chain over the other possible orderings of the PU polarons.
Besides the doping regimes just discussed above, there are regions (for example x∼0.66
region) in the overall phase diagram (Figure 4.2) where the system shows stable structure
with charge-stripe phases, such as the bi-stripe (Figure 4.17 (b)) andWigner-crystal phase
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(Figure 4.17 (a)). The Wigner-crystal phase is obtained as the ground state at x∼0.66.
In the Wigner-crystal phase, the PU polarons do not share any Mne which is in contrast
to the bi-stripe phase.
In the region 0.85>x>0.75, the C-type phase is found to be the most stable phase. The PU
polarons in this phase are oriented in a single direction which is the only ferromagnetism
direction in the C-type magnetic order (Figure 4.18 and 4.19).
In the high-doped (x>0.89) system, the ferromagnetic PLr polarons are embedded into
the G-type anti-ferromagnetic parent compound (Figure 4.22). The PLr polarons remain
isolated from each other as much as possible.
4.3 Phase separation phenomenon
First of all, we look at phase transition process, i.e., a shift from one phase to another that
may or may not have a stage with mixed phases, by analysing the graph of energy density
E versus x (doping), provided in Figure 4.2. The thermodynamics of phase separation
process can be explained by the free energy F (T,Ne, V ) (F (T,Ne, V )=E − TS) of the
system, which is a function of the temperature T , the electron numbers Ne and the system
volume V . We attribute the size parameter of the system to the number of Mn sites N
instead of the volume V . At zero temperature, F is equal to the total energy E of the
system. Let us consider two different doping case, x1 and x2, where the system exists
in two different homogeneous phases. The system in the 1st phase has energy density
E(x1) (E(x1)=E(x1)Nx1 ) at x1 and has energy density E(x2) (E(x2)=
E(x2)
Nx2
) in the 2nd phase
at x2. Nx1 and Nx2 are the number of Mn sites in the 1st and 2nd homogeneous phase,
respectively. The condition of phase separation in the region x1<x<x2 of electron density
x is
NxE(x) ≥ Nx1E(x1) +Nx2E(x2) (4.1)
together with
Nx = Nx1 +Nx2 (4.2)
where Nx is the total number of Mn sites of the phase-separated region. Using Equation
(4.2) in Equation (4.1), we express a function E ′(x) as
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Now, looking at the function E ′(x) defined in Equation (4.3) as a function of x, we receive
a straight line between the two points x1 and x2 on the E versus x graph. The value of
E ′(x) at x on this line where x1<x<x2 should be compared to the corresponding energy




then E ′>E , i.e., the total energy density of the system increases if the system undergo
phase separation. The system in the doping region x1<x<x2 separate into two subsystem
with the x1 and x2 electron densities.
Figure 4.2: Energy per Mn, E (E = Etot/Ns − (1 − x)µo) where Ns is total number of Mn sites and
x is doping) as a function of doping Pr1−xCaxMnO3. The chemical potential µo is set same for the
PMO(x = 0) and CMO(x = 1) system. µo is size independent and has a value µo = 513.81 meV for all
the three kind of unit cells. The energies for different magnetic orders .i.e., A-, B-, C-, G- and CE-type
are compared. The canted spin structure corresponding to the A-type, C-type and CE-type are also
included. The yellow solid circle indicates the energies of the phase with 7-13 sites ferromagnetic clusters
in the 0.89 < x < 1 region (Section 4.9. The calculations for canted spin structure are performed by
allowing the t2g spin degrees to vary during when the system is close to the corresponding respective
collinear magnetic orders during optimisation procedure. The points on the dashed line are the zero
temperature distinct phases, i.e., x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.66, 0.75, 0.95 and 1.
As discussed above, the phase separation condition is a thermodynamic instability that
is associated with a violation of the condition of the stability, i.e., χ=∂2E
∂x2
>0. If χ<0,
there is no phase separation and the system exhibits single homogenous phase. Hence,
its obvious that the E versus x graph of an infinite system with only pure phases is a
convex-type in nature. Let us analyse the complete E versus x graph in detail, obtained
from our model for Pr1−xCaxMnO3 system.
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Figure 4.2 represents the E versus x graph for the complete doping regime for Pr1−xCaxMnO3
system obtained from our model. The chemical potential µo is set such that it has same
value for PMO and CMO system. Our results confirm homogenous phase at x=0, 0.125,
0.25, 0.5, 0.66, 0.75 and 1.0. It is clear that the regions in the immediate vicinity of
x=0.5 display phase coexistence. The electron-poor side of the x = 0.5 doping shows
the coexistence of the CE-type and charge-stripe phases. The electron-rich side also ex-
hibits a tendency of coexistence of the CE-type and B-type phase. The second phase
coexistence region in the electron-rich side in Figure 4.2 is between the B-type phase at
x=0.25 and the canted A-type phase at x=0.125. Reis et al. [46] also ascribed these two
regions (x∼0.20 and x∼0.375) of the phase diagram as phase-separated regions in the
electron-rich side.
4.3.1 Lattice constants versus doping
Figure 4.3(a) displays the variation of the lattice vectors, La and Lc (where Lb=Lc), along
the x and z direction as a function of doping x. The corresponding experimental graph
is shown in Figure 4.3(b).
The present model does not allow tilting and assumes constant Mn-O-Mn bond angle
(see Section 2.2.1). This assumption is valid for most of the doping regime where the
Mn-O-Mn angle θab in the ab plane and θc in the c direction remain same. But, the
lattice constants obtained from the model calculations is expected to differ from the
experimentally obtained lattice constants when the θab and θc strongly differ from each
other. Besides the JT-type modes, the perovskite manganites also exhibit octahedral
rotational modes. Before discussing the lattice constant versus doping graph, we look at
the octahedral rotation and tilting pattern in the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series.
Figure 4.4 (a) shows a rotational and tilting induced GdFeO3-type distortion pattern,
commonly found in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 systems, of the corner-connected octahedra. Figure
4.4 (b) shows the variation of the in-plane (θab) and out-of-plane (θc) Mn-O-Mn bond
angles, observed experimentally, as a function of doping x [25]. The in-plane Mn-O-Mn
bond angles θab are smaller than the corresponding θc angle, in the c direction, for a large
region in the phase diagram.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Atomic structure of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 system as a function of doping. (a) lattice constants
obtained from the model. (b) experimental lattice constants [25]. The lattice constants obtained from
the model are in good agreement with the experimental lattice constant at low temperature, except
for the region near x = 0. Experimentally, the system is observed to exhibit orthorhombic structure
(O) (≥ x ≥ 0.3) in the region 0 ≥ x ≥ 0.2 of the discrepancy. We also perform calculations with
experimentally found lattice constant in this region of discrepancy.
The A-type ions in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 series (i.e., Pr and Ca) are too small to fit into the
interstitial space formed between the MnO6 octahedra. This leads to cooperative rotation
and tilting of the octahedra forming an orthorhombic structure with a Pbnm symmetry at
low temperature [25]. In the orthorhombic structure obtained from the cubic perovskite
structure, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a) and (b), the adjacent octahedra are rotated in anti-
phase about the x and y direction and in-phase about the z direction. In the Glazer’s
nomenclature [114], this rotation pattern of Figure 4.4 (a) is characterised by a−a−c+
kind tilting of the MnO6 octahedra.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: Tilting pattern in the ab plane and along the c direction (a) and variation of experimental
Mn − O −Mn bond angle as a function of doping x at room temperature (b) [25]. The direction of
rotation about the c direction is denoted by black arrows for the octahedra of the ab plane. The rotation
of each octahedra remain anti-phase with respect to the nearby octahedra in the ab plane and in-phase
with the nearby octahedra in the c direction.
The lattice constants versus x graph obtained from the model underlines a general trend
of average lattice constant: increases from right (x=1) to left (x=0), which is in the
agreement to the experimental trend. The average Mn-O bond length commensurates
with the number of Mn3+ ions while going from x=1 to x=0 and hence, the unit cell
expands.
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The larger the Mn-O-Mn angle, the larger is the hopping amplitude. The smaller value
of θab around x=0 suggests a weaker hybridisation between occupied eg orbitals on a site
and empty eg orbitals with the same spin on the nearest sites in the xy plane. This in
turn stabilises the d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type staggered orbital order in the xy plane which is
identical to the experiments finding near x=0. As we do not include the effects of tilting
in our present model, we find a discrepancy in lattice constants with the experimental
results in the region near x=0. Due to strong hybridisation between the lower occupied
states and empty states on nearby sites, dx2−z2/dy2−z2-type orbital ordering is favoured as
found in our calculations as we do not include the tilting. To resolve this inconsistency of
our model related to incorrect orbital ordering discussed above in this low-doped region,
we use the experimental lattice constants for the region below x=0.25.
The calculated Lc decreases sharply w.r.t. x in the region 0.2>x>0. The removal of
electrons from PMO introduces charge-deficient sites leading to the conversion of P JT1
polaron of d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbital order into P JT2 polaron of dx2−y2-type orbital order
(see Figure 4.13). This new P JT2 polaron with dx2−y2-type orbital order expands the Mn-
O bonds in the xy plane and contracts the same in the z direction. Hence, the calculated
Lc decreases w.r.t. x in this region.
The lattice constants in the region around x∼0.25 are almost equal which can be ratio-
nalised by the close packing of the three-fourth P JT2 polarons of dx2−y2/dy2−z2/dz2−x2-type
orbital order together with the one-fourth PH sites in the B-type magnetic structure. We
discuss this B-type insulating phase in greater detail in Section 4.8.3.
The experimental ratio Lc
La
is smaller than 1 in most of the region below half doping, 1
around x ∼ 0.25 and again smaller than 1 in the 0.5<x<0.75 region. The Lc
La
is larger
than 1 in the narrow region 0.85<x<0.75 and remain equal to 1 in the region above
x>0.85. This is explained as follows:
The PU polaron replaces P JT1 and P JT2 polarons while going from x=0 to x=0.5. At
half filling, the ferromagnetic zig-zag chains of the PU polarons is preferred over a fer-
romagnetic uni-directional chains. It is due to the hybridisation of the eg states on the
M e sites pointing in the x and y directions with the M c sites of the PU polarons of same
spin in the x and y direction, respectively. Hence, the PU polaron oriented in the y (x)
direction shares corner sites with the PU polarons in the x (y) direction. The ratios Lc
La
is
smaller than 1 for the region 0.75>x>0.5 as the PU polarons are still oriented in the x or
y direction promoting the expansion of the lattice parameters in the xy plane. The sys-
tem goes through a transition from the Wigner-crystal phase at x∼0.66 to the C-type at
x∼0.75. The PU polarons have a single orientation direction (i.e., the z direction) in the
C-type structure within the region 0.75<x<0.85 (Section 4.9.3). This single orientation
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direction is the direction of ferromagnetism. This kind of one-dimensional arrangement of
the PU polarons causes the expansion of unit cell in the direction of ferromagnetism (i.e.,
the z direction) and is supported by the Lc
La
>1 in this doping region. The trend Lc
La
>1
is valid until x=0.85. The lattice parameters are equal above x=0.85. In this region
of high-doping, the lattice strain induced by a single Mn3+ site is absorbed by another
Mn3+ site by forming a large ferromagnetic cluster PLr in the background of the G-type
magnetic order.
4.3.2 Magnetic and charge ordering trends
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.2 present the energetic of the different magnetic structures and
band gap as a function of the doping x. Several metastable states with canted-spin
structures are encountered in our model calculations. The canted A-type and canted
CE-type magnetic order dominate the low temperature phase diagram in the vicinity of
x=0.5 and x=0, respectively, besides the collinear A- and CE-type magnetic orders.
The region x∼0 shows the stability of the A-type order over all other magnetic order.
The band gap of 0.92 eV is obtained in our calculation for the PMO A-type structure. It
must be noted here that besides the A-type magnetic order, we obtained several possi-
ble disordered metastable structures for the other kind of magnetic orders for the PMO
system. These metastable structures are very different from the ordered structures ob-
tained through the ab-initio calculations [15], with experimental atomic structure, for the
respective magnetic order at x=0. But nevertheless, the energies for different magnetic
structures follow a trend which is similar to the ab-initio calculations and increase in
the order: A-, B-, C-, and G-type. As the lattice constants and the atomic structures
obtained, by our present model, do not agree with the experimental studies in the low-
doped region 0.25>x>0, we also tried to analyse the system by performing calculations
with the experimental lattice constant in this doping region (see Section 4.4).
The band gap for canted A-type system at x=0.125 is reduced significantly to 0.43 eV.
The unfilled states close to the Fermi level are the states mainly localised on the PH sites.
The PH hole site has a very small charge density with without any orbital polarisation.
The band gap arises from the separation of the occupied eg states on the Mn3+ sites and
the weakly split eg states on the PH sites.
A low-temperature magnetic phase transition from the A-type to the B-type is indicated
from our results as the PMO system is doped with holes, i.e., Ca ions. Figure 4.2
shows this phase transition while going from x=0 to x∼0.25. The system around x∼0.25
displays the B-type magnetic structure with a weak charge ordering at low temperature.
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It is worth mentioning here from Figure 4.2 that this region (x∼0.25) is the only region
in the entire doping range which can be associated with a non-zero band gap for the
B-type magnetic order. This phase transition from the A-type to the B-type is verified
by numerous experiments [25, 44, 46, 115].
Figure 4.5: Comparison between the band gap of different magnetic orders as a function of doping x
for Pr1−xCaxMnO3. The black dashed line connect the solid circles that are values of the band-gap of
the homogenous phases in the phase diagram. The band gap of the A-type structure of PMO is 0.92
eV , while that of the PCMO CE-type structure is 0.70 eV . The band gap in PMO is entirely due to the
JT splitting of the upper and lower eg state on each Mn site and inter-orbital Coulomb U interaction
between these states. In the region 0.3<x<0.5, the band gap of canted spin structures lie in the range
0.6-0.35 eV . The B-type ferromagnetic phase is metallic in the entire doping scale, except in the small
region 0.25<x<0.30.
The low-temperature charge and orbitally structure of the CE-type at x∼0.5 obtained
from the present model is in good agreement with the other theoretical findings [15]. A
band gap of 0.712 eV is obtained from our calculations at x=0.5.
Interestingly, our study shows that the electron-poor region close proximity to x=0.5
doping exhibit collinear CE-type structure with a strong charge ordering. The calculated
band gap at x∼0.53 abruptly reduces to 0.512 eV.
The experimental charge ordering temperature TCO rises while going from x∼0.5 to
x∼0.7. We attribute this rise of charge ordering temperature TCO to the transition
from the CE-type phase to mixed-stripe (Section 4.9.1) or Wigner crystal phase (Section
4.9.2). Similar to the CE-type structure, the Mn3+ sites are isolated from each other in
the xy plane of the Wigner-crystal structure. In the Wigner crystal phase, the charge
ordering in the xy plane become even more stronger as the PU polarons become do not
share M e sites. At x = 0.625, the mixed-stripe phase exhibits charge ordering not only
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in the xy plane but also in the z direction. Hence, the Wigner-crystal and mixed-stripe
structure are example of a strong charge-ordered state, stabilised due to the long-range
elastic and the e-e interactions [95]. The TCO has its peak around x∼0.7, which can
be understood in the context of the Wigner-crystal and the C-type phase observed at
x∼0.66.
Around x=0.75, our calculations reveals a largest charge disproportion and a band gap
of 0.5 eV in the C-type phase. In this C-type phase, a strong tendency towards a uni-
directional orbital arrangement, i.e., a rod-like ordering of the PU polarons, in the z
direction drives the spin order to almost ferromagnetic in the z direction at low tempera-
ture. The charge-ordered phase is detected in our study till x∼0.85 that abruptly ended
with a phase of glassy domains in the 0.85<x<0.89 region.
The region 0.89<x<0.92 in the experiments is attributed to the CMR effect with a
sudden increase in the net magnetisation, which falls to lower value in the higher doping
region. The experimental measurement of the magnetic and transport properties of
the high-doped compounds forecast the presence of glass domain of metallic cluster in
the region 0.89<x<0.92. This feature of metallic glass domains is characterised by a
maximum magnetisation around x∼0.90. Our present study shows ferromagnetic clusters
distributed randomly in the G-type parent in 1<x<0.89 region corroborating with the
mentioned experimental findings [44]. Doping the system further to x=1 drives it to the
G-type anti-ferromagnetic where the anti-ferromagnetic coupling dominates between the
PH sites.
In the next sections, we investigate the electronic, atomic and spin structure in greater
detail at each doping region individually.
4.4 Undoped system (x=0): PMO
The electron-rich PMO system displays an unique orbital ordering and distortion pattern.
In the PMO system, each of the Mn sites has one eg electron. This eg electron is confined
to a single site forming P JT1 polaron; see Figure 4.1. The occupancy of the eg electron on
Mn site breaks the rotational symmetry of the occupied orbital due to the JT electron-
phonon coupling. The preference of the eg electron for one of the eg orbitals lifts the
degeneracy of the eg subset with a simultaneous asymmetric octahedral distortion that
is concomitant with the occupied state. The A-type magnetic order is the most stable
and the G-type is the least stable in these undoped systems (x=0). The most favourable
orbital ordering pattern with A-type magnetic order is demonstrated in Figure 4.6 for
two adjacent xy planes that is obtained with the high-temperature experimental lattice
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constant [25]. The figure indicates a d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type staggered orbital ordering in
the xy plane.
To carefully analyse the orbital ordering pattern, the one-particle wave functions are
projected onto the orthogonal states, |wlx〉 and |whx〉, that are linear combination of the
eg states, d3z2−r2 and d3x2−y2 , i.e.,
|wlx〉 = −|d3z2−r2〉 cos(γ) + |d3x2−y2〉 sin(γ) (4.5)
|whx〉 = −|d3z2−r2〉 cos(γ)− |d3x2−y2〉 sin(γ) (4.6)
|wl〉 in (4.9) is the orbital pointing in the x direction. The orthogonal orbital |whx〉, in
Equation (4.6), points in the yz plane. Similarly, the orbital pointing in the y direction
and corresponding orthogonal orbital in the xz plane are given by
|wly〉 = −|d3z2−r2〉 cos(γ)− |d3x2−y2〉 sin(γ) (4.7)
(4.8)
and
|why〉 = −|d3z2−r2〉 cos(γ) + |d3x2−y2〉 sin(γ), (4.9)
respectively. The angle γ is the mixing angle. The electronic structure of the PMO
system can be understood from the above occupied Wannier states |wlx〉 and |wly〉, which
points in the x and y direction, respectively. The eg orbital subset on each Mn site split
into the lower d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2 occupied orbital and the upper dx2−z2/dy2−z2 unoccupied
planer orbitals.
Our calculations with variable lattice constants show Lc>La (with La=Lb) which is not
in agreement with the experimental findings. While the occupied states are strongly
localised on the Mn sites, there still remains a weak hybridisation of the lower eg orbital
on a particular site with the higher eg orbital on the adjacent site in the same direction as
the orientation of the lower eg state on the former. We obtain a mixing angle γ ∼ 37o from
our model with variable lattice constants hinting towards a dx2−z2/dy2−z2-type orbital
ordering which is in contrast to the experimentally found d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbital
ordering [25]. When the calculations are performed with the experimental lattice constant
[25], we obtain a mixing angle γ∼55o. The mixing angle is almost same as one obtained
by the ab-initio calculations. This suggests a d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbital ordering, which
is in agreement with the experimentally verified orbital ordering. The study of PMO
system by Hotta et al. with variable lattice parameter also pointed out this discrepancy
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Figure 4.6: Orbital and spin structure of the two xy plane of the A-type order at x=0. The charge
disproportion between sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. The green and grey color indicate
the spin up and spin down directions of the t2g spin. The 1st xy plane is anti-ferromagnetically coupled
to the 2nd xy plane. The P JT1 polaron ( P JT1x or P JT1y ) is present on every Mn (i.e., Mn3+) site as
all sites are. The orbital order is rotated by 90o from a site to the nearest site in the ferromagnetic xy
plane. The P JT1 polaron order is in phase in the z direction which is direction of anti-ferromagnetism
in the A-type magnetic order.
between the orbital ordering obtained by the model and experimental results [116]. They
ascribe this deviation to the tilting of the Mn-O-Mn bond. The different tilting angles in
the xy plane and z direction changes the T z1,1 (see Equation 2.14) hopping matrix element
to a non-zero value stabilising the d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type ordering in the xy plane.
If the eg electron occupies the d3x2−r2-type orbital on the first site, the electron on the
nearby sites in the xy plane must reside in the d3y2−r2-type states to reduce the lattice
strain associated with the JT distortion at the first site. This staggered orbital ordering
and distortion pattern is in-phase in the z direction (Figure 4.6). This particular orbital
ordering and corresponding distortion pattern promote unequal lattice constants La, Lb
and Lc (such that La=Lb 6=Lc), as shown in Figure 4.3 at x=0 doping.
In PMO system, the B-type magnetic order lies energetically closer to the A-type than
other magnetic order, i.e., C- and G-type. As the electrons are trapped on individual
sites with deformed octahedra forming highly localised P JT1 polarons, the conduction
properties may be significantly affected by the contribution of the dynamics of these
polarons as charge carriers at high temperature.
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While the onsite transition from the filled state to the empty states is dipole forbidden
in PMO, the optical dipole-allowed transition from the filled state to the empty d-states
on the adjacent site is a charge-transfer excitation.
4.5 Half doped system (x=1/2): PCMO
The half-doped PCMO system has an orbital and a charge ordered state within the
CE-type magnetic arrangement of the t2g spins. The calculated electronic structure of
the CE-type phase reveals a band gap ∆gap∼0.712 eV. The total energy of the system
corresponding to different magnetic order together with the other measurable quantities,








A 2.4883 {0.166/0.227, 0.242}{0.00/0.033, 0.087} 0.2762
B 2.4833 {0.024/0.001, 0.16} 0.0
C 2.4869 {0.00/ 0.321, 0.264}{0.0/0.066, 0.065} 0.4963
G 2.5189 * 0.7761
E 2.4942 * 0.6449
CE 2.4771 {0.259/0.163, 0.257}{0.00/0.033, 0.074} 0.7216
Table 4.3: Magnetic order, ground state energy and octahedral modes, band gap and charge densities
for PCMO system. The two set of {|Q2|/|Q3|, |Q1|} correspond to octahedral mode at electron-rich and
electron-poor sites
The orbital ordering pattern with the corresponding spin of the CE-type structure is
shown in Figure 4.7. The CE-type magnetic structure obtained from the our model
consists of quasi one-dimensional ferromagnetic zig-zag chains, shown by green and blue,
anti-ferromagnetically coupled to each other in the xy plane. These CE planes are anti-
ferromagnetically stacked onto top of each other in the z direction. The ordered structure
can be seen as an arrangement of the PU polarons (Figure 4.1) sharing corner sites. All
the sites display strong spin-polarisation due to the large Hund’s coupling. On the other
hand, only one-half of the total Mn sites that are the M c sites of the PU polarons are
orbitally ordered and JT distorted. The other-half of the total Mn sites are weakly
orbitally-polarised as they are the M e sites shared between two PU polarons that are
orthogonal to each other in the xy plane. Thus, the M e sites exhibit a very weak JT
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distortion (see Table 4.7). The orbitally ordered (i.e., M c sites of the PU polarons) sites
hybridise with the weakly orbitally-polarised M e sites in the x or the y direction along
the CE chain forming bonding states that are occupied.
Experimentally, it has been verified [25] that the charge ordering in the xy CE plane
stacks along the z-axis rather than being shifted by one lattice point from one plane to
the next. This charge stacking can also be verified with the CE-type structure obtained
by our model, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. This kind of stacking of the charge-ordering
in the z direction suggests that the Coulomb repulsion is not the dominating interaction





Figure 4.7: Orbital and spin structure of the two xy plane of the CE-structure at half filling x=0.5.
The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. The blue and green
indicate two different orientation of the t2g spins that are anti-ferromagnetically coupled. Within a
single zig-zag ferromagnetic chain, the PU polarons alternate their orientation. The corner sites of the
PUx polaron overlap with the nearby PUy polarons within the zig-zag chain and vice versa. As these
corner sites are shared equally by the PUx and PUy polarons, the orbital ordering at these sites is dx2−y2 .
The grey colored sites in the 2nd xy plane are anti-ferromagnetically coupled to 1st xy plane. While the
ordering of the PU polarons remain in phase in the z direction, the magnetic order is anti-ferromagnetic
in this direction.
The charge on the corner M e and central M c site is 0.5±∆, where ∆=0.25 is the charge
disproportion. This strong charge-disproportion between Mn ions is in agreement with
the checkerboard-type charge ordering observed experimentally at x=0.5 [52]. However,
the experimental structural analysis by Aladine et al. [54] shows a dimerised phase at
x=0.4 which suggests a charge ordering that is different from the another experimentally
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and theoretically proposed checkerboard-type ordering of the Mn3+/Mn4+ ions [28, 52].
While the octahedra around each Mn site is asymmetrically distorted in the ab plane
(i.e., plane within which the ferromagnetic zig-zag chains runs), half of the Mn sites
in the checkerboard-type structure remain undistorted. The checkerboard-type charge
ordering is suggested by the ionic bonding where the holes and the eg electrons reside on
the Mn cations and the oxygen 2p-shells remain fully occupied. Therefore, according to
the rigid ionic-bond picture, oxygen anion role is not dominating in the overall electronic
and magnetic structure of the system. In contrast to the checkerboard-type ordering,
the presence of equivalent Mn sites observed in dimerised phase by several experimental
studies [54–56] cannot be resolved by this rigid ionic-bond picture. The Zener polaron
model proposed by Aladine et al. for the experimentally found dimerised phase at x=0.4
suggests a hole on the intermediate O− anion, which is shared by the nearby Mn3+
ions. The observation of the predominant oxygen 2p-character of the electrons (or holes)
near the Fermi level in several x-ray absorption experiments [117–121] at Mn K edge,
in case of La1−xSrxMnO3 and La1−xCaxMnO3 series, further validates the significance of
the hybridisation between the oxygen 2p-states and Mn 3d-states, and possibility of the
presence of hole on O− ion site also in the case of rmPr1−xCaxMnO3 system.
While most of the theoretical studies shows the checkerboard kind charge and orbital or-
dering, few recent theoretical ab-initio calculations, most of them performed for La1−xCaxMnO3,
point towards a charge-ordering, similar to the experimental Zener-polaron phase around
x=0.5 [122–126]. The ab-initio study by Patterson et al. for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 shows the
formation of Zener polarons (i.e., Mn(d4)-O−-Mn(d4) ) in which each Mn ions have 3.5
valence [124, 125]. The hole resides on the oxygen anion, which is connected to these Mn
ions with 3.5 valence. The study by Ferrari et al. [126] suggested another possibility: a
charge-density wave of the oxygen holes. There are still theoretical studies required to
validate the experimental observation of the Zener polaron phase in the Pr1−xCaxMnO3
series around in the region x=0.5−0.3.
In our present model study, the Zener polaron structure can be understood in the context
of four Wannier-like states (see Figure 6.1) that are used to describe the checkerboard
charge-ordered CE-type structure at x=0.5. For this purpose, the hybridisation between
the oxygen 2p-states and Mn 3d-states need to be considered. The low-lying occupied
oxygen-2p states that are not included in our model are bonding in nature. As the
oxygen 2p-states are down-folded in the current model, the non-bonding states of Mn
and oxygen, just below the Fermi level, appears as the bonding |w1〉 states (see Figure
6.1), in the basis set of the Wannier-like states. These |w1〉 states (see Figure 6.1) are
filled at x=0.5. Now, there are two possibilities: case I) the Mn eg-states (O p-states)
contribution in the low-lying bonding states increases (decreases) if the Mn and oxygen
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p-states hybridise strongly or case II) the contribution of the Mn eg-states (O p-states)
decreases (increases) for a weaker hybridisation. For the case II, the weightage of the
O p-states in the unoccupied anti-bonding states (|w2〉 and |w3〉 in Figure 6.1) above
the Fermi level increases. Now, the hole on the O− anion in the Zener polaron can be
explained in this case II.
The recent experimental structure analysis shows that the Mn-O-Mn bond angle θab bond
angles vary along the zig-zag chain, in the ab plane of the CE-type magnetic structure
at x=0.4 and x=0.5 [54, 55]. The θab angles are largest within the Zener polarons [54,
55]. This larger θab angle within the Zener polaron suggests a higher delocalisation of
the electron in the bonding states which leads to the above discussed oxygen hole (i.e.,
presence of O− ions) scenario. The variation of θab angles along the zig-zag chains is also
observed in the checkerboard-type ordering, but with the two inequivalent Mn ions: a JT
distorted and an undistorted. The recent theoretical study by Barone et al. [103] with
an extended degenerate double-exchange Hamiltonian, where the tilting dependence of
hopping is included, hints towards formation of a dimerised phase, characterised as the
Zener polaron phase. The study shows that the presence of the JT coupling further sta-
bilises this dimerised phase [103]. Additional theoretical studies with more sophisticated
models are required to reconcile the importance of the bending of the Mn-O-Mn bond in
the Zener polaron phase.
The CE structure of PCMO is expected to show a strong optical absorption due to exci-
tation of electrons from the bonding state to the non-bonding state, which is symmetry
allowed transition. In Chapter 6, we study the excitation and relaxation process of the
CE-type phase under external light pulse.
4.6 Fully doped system (x = 1): CMO
The electron-deficient system CMO, indicated as XII in Figure 1.9, has no electron in
the eg states. Therefore, the unoccupied eg orbitals are degenerate on each site. In these
fully-doped systems, the only energy contribution in Epot (Equation 2.9) comes from the
super-exchange anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the t2g states of nearby sites. The
super-exchange favours an anti-ferromagnetic alignment of the t2g spins in the absence
of eg electron in the system. The bandwidth of the eg bands increases while moving
from the G-type to the B-type through the intermediate A-type and C-type magnetic
order. The G-type system consists of fully anti-ferromagnetically coupled sites where the
Hund’s coupling separates the spin states on each site. Therefore, these states undergo a
very weak hybridisation with the same spin states on the neighbour sites. The same spin
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states lie energetically lower on each site in the B-type system leading to the formation of
a eg band with a large bandwidth due to the possibility of stronger hybridisation between
the orbitals belonging to different sites. The individual sites retain cubic symmetry as
there is no JT distortion at these Mn+4 sites.
The number of ferromagnetic bonds starts increasing while going from the G-type to the
B-type in the CMO system. The ground state energies of the magnetic orders also follow
a similar trend: lowest for G-type order and highest for B-type order, as presented in
Table 4.4.
The CMO system displays an optical absorption due to a charge transfer excitation where
the electrons from the O-p states excite to the eg state.





Table 4.4: Magnetic order and ground state energy for the CMO system
4.7 Defect-induced disorders at x=0.5
Our study shows that the introduction of the electron or hole defects in the CE-type
phase at x = 0.5 induces a local disorder in the system. These defect-induced disorders
may be associated with the local spin, orbital, or structural disorder in the system. The
individual local disorders in the system may remain separated from each other or may
aggregate to form a new kind of larger disorder. The nature of these hole- and electron-
induced disorders in the CE-type structure at x = 0.5 are shown in Figure 4.8. If the
formation energy of a defect or disorder is small, they may play an important role at
high temperature. The corresponding formation energy of these defects in summarised
in Table 4.5.
If an electron is added to the CE-type system of x=0.5, this additional electron localises
on one of the corner site M e of the PU polarons (see Figure 4.7) forming a local Des-type
disorder as shown in Figure 4.8 (a). Instead of forming another Des-type disorder, a new
local Del disorder is induced on adding a second electron to the CE-type structure. The
shaded region in Figure 4.8 (b) indicates the Del disorder.
It is to be noted here that the octahedra around Des site and the nearby PU
′ polaron site
has expands in the same direction in the xy plane (Figure 4.8 (b)).
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Table 4.5: Types of defect-induced disorders in the CE-type phase at x = 0.5, the type of defect
involved and formation energies. The type of polaron involved in the formation of the disorder is also
mentioned.






e=1 179.6 P JT2xz /P JT2yz
Del N
e=2 276.0 P JT2xz /P JT2yz
Dhs N
h=1 72.2 P JT2xy
Dhl N
h=2 144.4 P JT2xy
Des
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(d) Dhl
Figure 4.8: Types of defect-induced disorders in the CE-type phase at x = 0.5. The charge dispro-
portion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. Blue and green colored sites have
different t2g spin orientation that are anti-ferromagnetically coupled. The magnetic order is not always
collinear as depicted. The non-collinear magnetic structure of Del and D
h
s is shown in Figure 4.9 and
4.16, respectively. The non-collinear structure of Des and Del is discussed in Appendix H
The Des defect and the PU
′ polaron sites have equal charge and also form a similar
structure as a single dimer unit proposed by Aladin et al. at x=0.4. The possibility of
presence of these dimer units in high temperature region due to segregation of the Del
disorders into the Des cannot be ruled out. We will discuss the Des disorders again in
Section 4.8.1.
In the hole doped region around x=0.5, two kinds of hole-induced disorders are found:
Dhs and Dhl . The shaded regions in Figure 4.8 (a) and (b) indicate Dhs and Dhl disorder,
respectively. These hole-induced disorders are induced due to formation of P JT2xy polaron
as shown in Figure 4.8 (c). We will discuss these hole-induced disorders in detail in
Section 4.9.1.
4.8 System below half doped
The present model shows that the region below x=0.5 in the phase diagram can be
identified by two distinct phases: at x=0.125 and x=0.25. We obtain a low-energy
metastable structure with a Del -type disorders in the CE-type phase at x=0.44. At
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x=0.375, we discuss two metastable states where two kind of charge ordering coexist in
the CE-type magnetic order in the xy plane. These metastable states are accessible by
the system at low temperature. The system undergoes a clear phase-separation around
x=0.1875 where we do not find any low-lying metastable structure. Interestingly, we
encounter a A-type canted-spin metastable structure at x=0.31 that has distinct domains
of weak ferromagnetically coupled electron-poor sites and anti-ferromagnetically coupled
electron-rich sites. The suppression of the chemical potential in the region 0.5>x>0.25
as observed by K. Ebata et al. [127] through photoemission spectroscopy also endorses
the spin-canting and phase separation scenario.
Table 4.6: Magnetic structure, average Mn-Mn distance in x/y and z direction (La and Lc), band gap
and amplitude of octahedral distortion on individual sites below x = 0.5 doping. The PUMc and PUMe
sites indicate the central and corner sites of the PU polaron, respectively. Ne indicates the total number
of electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.









P JT1 0.285 0.098 0.090
La=4.0067
La=4.0853
0.55P JT2 0.000 0.374 0.100
PH 0.000 0.082 0.137
0.25 collinear B-type P
JT2 0.153 0.159 0.294 La=3.9970
Lc=3.9974
0.28
PH 0.005 0.010 0.110
0.31 canted A-type P
JT2 0.140 0.206 0.284 La=3.9977
Lc=3.9601
0.52
PH 0.015 0.017 0.092
0.375 I-type modified CE
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274
La=3.9781
Lc=3.9635
0.6460P JT2 0.156 0.224 0.287
PUMe 0.021 0.018 0.088
0.375 I-type modified CE(1st xy plane)
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274
La=3.9781
Lc=3.9635
0.6460P JT2 0.156 0.224 0.287
PUMe 0.021 0.018 0.088
0.375 I-type modified CE(2nd & 4th xy plane)
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274 La=3.9781
Lc=3.9635
0.6460
PUMe 0.030 0.009 0.097
0.375 I-type modified CE(3rd xy plane)
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274 La=3.9781
Lc=3.9635
0.6460
P JT2 0.001 0.035 0.070
0.44 canted CE-type
PUMc 0.290 0.085 0.273
La=3.9718
Lc=3.9405
0.567P JT2 0.182 0.166 0.273
PUMe 0.010 0.028 0.074
0.5 collinear CE-type P
UMc 0.259 0.163 0.257 La=3.9895
Lc=3.8693
0.723
PUMc 0.000 0.033 0.074
Next, we discuss the individual phases briefly mentioned above for x<5 below where
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the arrangement of the P JT1 and P JT2 polarons together with the holes (PH) remains a
critical issue to be analysed. Furthermore, the role of the long-range strain field, induced
due to the JT distortion on the charge-rich Mnc sites, and the e-e interaction on the M e
sites in the arrangement of these polarons is also needed to be investigated.
4.8.1 Low-temperature spin-canted structure (0.5>x>0.44)
Our model shows a tendency of phase-separation in the electron-rich region close to x∼0.5,
as indicated in Figure 4.2, where the CE phase with an average electron concentration
x=0.5 and a electron-rich region with x∼0.25 coexist. This phase-coexistence occurs at
0 K. The energy density graph (see Figure 4.1) suggests that the metastable state which
closely resembles the CE-type structure (Section 4.5) remain highly probable structure
away from x=0.5 at finite but low temperature. The additional eg electrons below x = 0.5
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Figure 4.9: Orbital ordering and spin structure of the two consecutive xy plane of the canted CE-type
order at x=0.43. The charge disproportion between sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. Blue,
green, and yellow colored sites have different t2g spin orientation. The spin angle between different
colored sites is specified. The grey colored sites in the 2nd xy plane are anti-ferromagnetically coupled
to the sites in the 1st xy plane. The two extra electrons below x=0.5 form two new P JT2xz /P JT2yz polarons
simultaneously converting two other nearby P JT1 polarons into P JT2 polarons. The spin structure
deviate considerably in the locality of these P JT2 sites.
The charge-ordered CE phase at x=0.5 reveals quasi-one dimensional features along the
ferrromagnetic zig-zag chain (see Section 4.5). At x=0.5 doping, the band structure of
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the system below the Fermi level consists of mainly filled bonding states. The bonding
states are delocalised on three sites of the trimer, which constitute x or y segment of the
zig-zag ferromagnetic chain forming PU polarons. The empty bands above the Fermi level
are either non-bonding or anti-bonding in nature. The former bands lie lower in energy
than the later. If an additional electron below x=0.5 goes into one of these non-bonding
states and if the spin order of the CE-type phase remains intact, the newly occupied non-
bonding state would remain non-dispersive. This would in turn result in a concave total
energy density (E) surface for a certain span of doping below x=0.5. But, our findings at
x∼0.44 suggest that these newly added eg electrons form P JT2 polarons. The eg electron
in the P JT2 polaron tends to gain kinetic energy by delocalising over nearby electron-poor
sites. The delocalisation is facilitated by a weak spin-canting forming a local disorder of
characteristic orbital and spin order. This local disorder consists of the P JT2 polarons
and nearby electron-poor sites. Let us discuss the modification of the atomic and spin
ordering at the Del disorder sites in more details.
Figure 4.9 illustrate the nature of the orbital ordering and magnetic structure at x=0.43.
The green and blue colored orbital ordering resembles the ordering within two adjacent
zig-zag chains of the CE-type structure of x=0.5 (Figure 4.7) but interrupted by the
appearance of the P JT2 polarons (indicated by P JT2yz and P JT2xz in Figure 4.9). If we
compare the orbital order at x=0.5 and x=0.43 case, not only two new P JT2 polarons are
formed, but two PU polarons from the parent CE structure also convert into the P JT2
polarons. The t2g spins at these P JT2 polarons sites and its vicinity (shown in yellow and
red) also deviate from the original spin pattern of the CE-type phase.
The arrangement of the P JT2 polarons is explained as follows: To accommodate the
extra P JT2 polaron below x=0.5 within a CE-type structure, one of the PU polaron of
the ferromagnetic zig-zag chain converts into the P JT2 polaron. This P JT2 shifts one
lattice point within the chain such that the two P JT2 polarons now occupy the corner
sites of the trimer segment. Thus, only the structure of the x or y segment of the CE chain
with P JT2 polarons on the corner sites is modified, and rest remains the same. These
modified x and y segments of the CE chains are shown in red and yellow (see Figure 4.9),
respectively. The spin angle between the connecting sites of the original ferromagnetic
segment (green/blue) and the modified segment (red/yellow) of the chain changes from
0o to 40o−60o.
The spatial distribution of the modified x or y segment discussed above is not random but
strictly governed by the cooperative JT distortion. In Figure 4.9, four P JT2 polarons sur-
round an electron-poor site (red charge-deficient site) that has a spin angle of around 45o
and 30o with the nearby P JT2 polaron sites. Due to weak delocalisation of the electrons
of each P JT2 polaron to this electron-poor site, the site remain orbitally unpolarised. The
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local Del disorder (region involving yellow and red sites) in the 1st xy plane is stabilised
in two ways: 1) the strain field created by the modified x segment of the CE chain in the
y direction (red segment) is absorbed by a similarly modified segment that is oriented in
the y direction (yellow segment). 2) The double exchange mechanism between the P JT2
polaron site of these modified y segment and the electron-poor site of the orthogonal x
segment favours ferromagnetic coupling of the spins of the two segment.
The distribution of the Del local disorders discussed above induced by additional electrons
in the CE-type phase below x = 0.5 is not unique and may have several possibilities.
Moreover, the emergence of the long-range interaction between these Del disorders due
to the strain field induced by the cooperative nature of the JT distortion may restrict
the number of possible configurations. Given the local modification of the spin order
and lattice distortion, a glass like behaviour is expected in the low temperatures region.
Recently, the spin glass or structural glass behaviour in this doping region (x∼0.4) was
recovered, experimentally, [128] below 90 K.
4.8.2 Modified CE-structure (x∼0.375)
Although, the region around x∼0.375 exhibits phase coexistence (see Figure 4.10), the
CE-type structure still remains the most probable structure in the low-temperature zone.
Our results clearly confirm several metastable structure with distinct magnetic and orbital
orderings around x∼0.375. We obtain two kinds of metastable structures at x=0.375: a
canted-CE phase, similar to x=0.43 (Section 4.8.2) and a modified CE-type structure.
In the canted-CE structure, the orbital ordering at the sites of the extra electrons below
x = 0.5 is dz2−y2/dz2−x2-type forming P JT2 polarons, similar to the structure shown in
Figure 4.9. As discussed in Section 4.8.2, the spin structure deviates considerably in the





















(d) 4th xy plane
Figure 4.10: Orbital and spin structure of the four consecutive xy plane of the I-type modified CE-
structure at x∼0.375. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital.
Blue and green colored sites have different t2g spin orientation that are anti-ferromagnetically coupled.

























(d) 4th xy plane
Figure 4.11: Orbital and spin structure of the four consecutive xy plane of the II-type modified
CE-structure at x∼0.375. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the
orbital. Blue and green colored sites have different t2g spin orientation that are anti-ferromagnetically
coupled.
The second structure, i.e., the modified collinear CE-type consists of the xy planes with
spin structure similar to that of the CE-type of x=0.5 within xy plane. However, the
magnetic ordering in the z direction is no more consistently anti-ferromagnetic. Our
model predicts two kinds of metastable modified CE-type structure with different orbital
ordering. We call these two degenerate structures as I-type and II-type.
The orbital and spin ordering of the I-type and II-type type structures are provided
in Figure 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. In both the structures, the extra electrons below
x=0.5 populate a particular xy planes (1st xy plane in Figure 4.10 and 4.11) forming
P JT2 polarons instead of going to random lattice sites. While the CE spin-order remains
fully intact in the xy plane, the spin order between the electron-rich plane (1st xy plane)
and neighbouring planes (2nd and 4th xy plane) in the z direction changes from anti-
ferromagnetic to ferromagnetic. The super-exchange interaction between the occupied
states of the P JT2 polaron of the 1st xy plane and high-lying eg orbital, pointing in the
z direction, on the M e sites of the PU polarons of the nearby xy planes (2nd and 4th
xy plane) promotes ferromagnetism between the planes. This out of plane hybridisation
alters the weak planar orbital polarisation on theM e sites originally present in the x=0.5
case, of the 2nd and 4th xy plane. The orbital order of theM e sites of these two planes (2nd
and 4th xy plane) is now weakly dx2−z2/dy2−z2-type in contrast to the weak dx2−y2-type
orbital ordering of the CE-type phase of x=0.5 case.
The changed orbital polarisation on the M e sites in the xy plane leads to a stronger
hybridisation with one of the two nearby M c sites of the PU polaron within same ferro-
magnetic chain forming almost separated PU and P JT1 polarons. This can be seen in the
orbital ordering of the 2nd and 4th xy plane of Figure 4.10 and 4.11. The P JT1 polarons
are confined to single sites, and it is in sharp contrast to the CE planes of the x=0.5 case
where the PU polarons share theM e sites. In the 2nd and 4th xy plane of Figure 4.10 and
4.11, these separated PU and P JT1 polarons oriented in the x (y) direction are indicated
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by PUx (PUy ) and P JT1x (P JT1y ), respectively.
In the I-type type structure, the 1st xy plane can be seen as the close packed structure
of the Del -type disorders (Section 4.7). The electron-poor central site of the Del -type
polaron is occupied by the P JT2xz /P JT2yz polarons. The octahedral distortion in the xy
plane along the shaded zig-zag chain in Figure 4.10 resembles the distortion pattern
proposed by Aladine et al. [54]. This shaded zig-zag chain does not the corresponds to
the ferromagnetic zig-zag chain of the CE-type magnetic order.
In the II-type type structure, the orbital ordering in the 1st xy plane resembles the
staggered orbital ordering of the x = 0 case.
The high configurational-entropy associated with the these low-lying insulating metastable
structures makes them more favourable over the ferromagnetic (B-type) metallic phase;
see Figure 4.2.
4.8.3 Cross orbital polarons at x∼0.25
At x=0.25, Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganites exhibit an insulating phase in the phase diagram
obtained with the B-type magnetic order. Due to high degree of misfit strain associated
with the holes introduced in the environment of the P JT1 polarons, the holes in PMO
system prefer certain sites that are surrounded by the electron-rich Mn3+ sites. Moreover,
the planar P JT2 polarons start appearing on the Mn3+ sites which are attributed to the
axial P JT1 polarons at x=0. The electrons in the planar polarons have a possibility to
delocalise comparatively over larger number of nearby PH sites than the axial polarons.
The schematic Figure 4.12 illustrates the magnetic and orbital order of the four consec-
utive xy planes at x=0.25. In the B-type phase at x=0.25, the lobes of the occupied
orbitals of the P JT2 polarons are directed towards the PH site. The electrons in the P JT2
polarons gain kinetic energy by delocalising over the adjacent PH sites. Each PH site is
surrounded by six P JT2 polarons such that the P JT2 orbital lobes are directing towards
the PH site. The PH site remains orbitally unpolarised as every occupied orbitals on the
nearby P JT2 sites hybridise equally to it resulting in the rotational invariant orbital order
on the PH site. The kinetic energy gain of the eg electron, resulted from the mentioned
hybridisation, is larger than the penalty of the inter-orbital e-e repulsion at the PH sites.
The ferromagnetic super-exchange mechanism between the occupied orbitals and the un-
occupied orbital of the adjacent P JT2 polarons further stabilises the B-type phase over
any other anti-ferromagnetic phase.
Given the arrangement of the P JT2 around every PH site, the configuration with the
lowest possible energy is the one with the minimum lattice strain. A 2×2×2 supercell
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<latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB8 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerG xt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/ +IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVm dMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB8 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerG xt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/ +IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVm dMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB8 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerG xt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/ +IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVm dMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB8 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerG xt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/ +IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVm dMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</ latexit>
P JT2xz<latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=" >AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJvtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/Jg zpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940 vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nU hwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4 BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=" >AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJvtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/Jg zpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940 vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nU hwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4 BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=" >AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJvtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/Jg zpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940 vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nU hwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4 BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=" >AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJvtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/Jg zpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940 vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nU hwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4 BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R7g==</latexit>
(b) 2nd xy plane
PH
P JT2xy
<latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutn E3U0xhPwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY 7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutn E3U0xhPwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY 7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutn E3U0xhPwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY 7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutn E3U0xhPwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY 7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit>
P JT2yz
<latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U 0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIw g0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U 0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIw g0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U 0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIw g0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XdggcOzCyiB6/r5f7l8SCLXPhvY=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U 0hhvwOLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F7WfqUe9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIw g0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz81JJHv</latexit>
P JT2xz<latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJ vtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/JgzpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1 IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nUhwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R 7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJ vtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/JgzpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1 IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nUhwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R 7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJ vtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/JgzpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1 IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nUhwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R 7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM8kbix0JyrcDxKeN2B0F1IlD1Y=">AAAB83icbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZh4Ii0xUW9EL8YTJiAkUJ vtsoUN223d3RKx6e/w4kGNV/+MN/+NC/Sg4EsmeXlvJjPz/JgzpW3721paXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dypKJKFNEvFItn2sKGeCNjXTnLZjSXHoc9ryh1cTvzWiUrFINPQ4pm6I+4IFjGBtJLd+n940vGrmpY9PmVcq2xV7CrRInJyUIUfdK311exFJQio04VipjmPH2k2x1 IxwmhW7iaIxJkPcpx1DBQ6pctPp0Rk6NkoPBZE0JTSaqr8nUhwqNQ590xliPVDz3kT8z+skOjh3UybiRFNBZouChCMdoUkCqMckJZqPDcFEMnMrIgMsMdEmp6IJwZl/eZE0q5WLinN7Wq5d5mkU4BCO4AQcOIMaXEMdmkDgAZ7hFd6skfVivVsfs9YlK585gD+wPn8AM5+R 7g==</latexit>
(c) 3rd xy plane
PH
P JT2xy
<latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0xhPwOL x5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7g yRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0xhPwOL x5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7g yRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0xhPwOL x5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7g yRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wl+nhCul/Kiy47TVWQvdYzid2EM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRFUG9FL+KpQmMLbQyb7aZdutnE3U0xhPwOL x5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbKsb6O0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP7mWUCEwcHLFIdH0kCaOcOIoqRrqxICj0Gen44+up35kQIWnE2yqNiRuiIacBxUhpyW09ZLdtr5F72VOae9WaVbdmMJeJXZAaFGh51a/+IMJJSLjCDEnZs61YuRkSimJG8ko/kSRGeIyGpKcpRyGRbjY7OjdPtDIwg0jo4sqcqb8nMhRKmYa+7g yRGslFbyr+5/USFVy4GeVxogjH80VBwkwVmdMEzAEVBCuWaoKwoPpWE4+QQFjpnCo6BHvx5WXiNOqXdfvurNa8KtIowxEcwynYcA5NuIEWOIDhEZ7hFd6MifFivBsf89aSUcwcwh8Ynz8yG5Ht</latexit>
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(d) 4th xy plane
Figure 4.12: Orbital and spin structure of the four xy plane of the B-type order at x=0.25. The
charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. The charge-deficient and
charge-rich sites corresponds to the PH polaron and P JT2 polaron respectively. The arrangement of the
P JT2 and PH polarons is such that the PH are surrounded by six P JT2 polarons. The smallest supercell
of minimum lattice strain is composed of 2×2×2 Mn sites. This 2×2×2 unit cell corresponds to upper
left 2 × 2 cell of the 1st and 2nd xy plane. The two PH sites lie diagonally to each other and maintain
maximum possible distance within this supercell. There are several possible ways to arrange the P JT2
and PH polarons in the third and fourth plane once the orbital ordering within the 1st and 2nd xy plane
is fixed. All of these possible configuration are energetically very close to each other (0-3 meV).
of minimum lattice strain consists of the upper left 2×2 supercells of the 1st and 2nd xy
plane in Figure 4.12 that involve the sites indicated as PH , P JT2xy , P JT2yz , and P JT2zx .
The theoretical study by Mizokawa et al. [87] claims that the system at this doping
consists of an ordered structure of orbital polarons, i.e., a PH site surrounded by six P JT1
polarons pointing towards it. The orbital polaron idea, suggesting a strong polarisation
of the orbitals in the locality of holes, was first introduced by Kilian [88] to understand
the metal-insulator transition in these systems. These theoretical studies established that
the ferromagnetic coupling between PH and P JT1 polarons is more stable than the anti-
ferromagnetic coupling. The ferromagnetic state obtained through these calculations
exhibits band gap, which mostly accounts from the splitting of the eg states on the
P JT1 sites. The experimental study by Zimmermann et al. [43] reveals that the magnetic
structure suggested by Mizokawa et al. [87] is inconsistent with the above orbital ordering
at x=0.25, which allows the possibility of a different structure.
The theoretical model study performed by Mizokawa et al. [87] completely ignored the
long-range elastic interactions induced by the cooperative effect of the octahedral distor-
tions. As these elastic interactions are included in our model, the system exhibits the
cross orbital ordering on the sites of the P JT2 polarons instead of the P JT1 polarons.
4.8.4 Insulating spin-canted structure at x∼0.125
Our model study at the x ∼ 0.125 doping discloses the presence of the electron-poor xy
planes (1st xy plane) with the intercalated electron-rich ab planes (2nd xy plane) as shown
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in Figure 4.13. As described in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, these calculations are carried out
with the high temperature experimental lattice constants from Jirak et al. [25]. But,
the separation of the charge-rich plane and charge-poor plane remains there also in the
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Figure 4.13: Orbital and spin structure of the two xy plane of the canted A-type order at x=0.125.
The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. Blue, green and red
colored sites have different orientation of the t2g spins. The t2g spins of the grey colored sites in the
2nd xy plane are anti-ferromagnetically coupled to the 1st xy plane, except the blue sites that have 10o
spin angle. Half of the P JT1 polarons at the nearby sites to the PH sites are transformed into the P JT2
polarons in the xy plane. Clearly the 1st xy plane is the hole-rich plane, and the planes below and above
it are hole-poor planes.
The orbital ordering on one-half of the nearby sites around the PH (shown in red in Figure
4.13) in the 1st xy plane changes from the d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type of the P JT1 polaron (shown
in green) to the dx2−y2-type of the P JT2 polarons (shown in blue). The ferromagnetic
coupling due to hybridisation between empty state on PH site and occupied states on
the nearby electron-rich Mn3+ sites leads to small t2g spin angle forming a domain of
canted spins. The nearby electron-rich plane (shown in grey) has similar staggered orbital
ordering as that of the x=0 case.
Besides the electrons of the nearby Mn3+ sites of the xy plane, the electron of the P JT1
sites nearest to the PH hole in the z direction delocalises to this hole site. This can be
confirmed by the lack of any orbital polarisation on the PH sites as shown in Figure 4.13.
Hence, every PH hole is surrounded by P JT1 site in the z direction. It must be noted
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that the canted spin domains are separated from each other in the z direction (see Figure
I.3 of Appendix H). These canted spin domains in the xy planes are separated from each
other due to onsite e-e Coulomb repulsion term. The presence of a single large canted
spin domain in the xy plane would result in larger inter-orbital e-e repulsion on the PH
sites. Hence, the Coulomb repulsion term promotes charge segregation process.
The experimental observation of a long-range structural modulation in the z direction
further backs this scenario of the charge-rich and charge-poor planes [129–132]. Further-
more, the spin-canting behaviour observed in our calculation is also in agreement with
the experimental studies [25, 46]. Under external magnetic field, the size of the above
discussed domains are expected to grow through percolation mechanism.
Further increase in hole doping above x = 0.125 drives the system into a phase-coexisting
situation around x∼0.20 (see Figure 4.2) in our studies where the B-type insulating phase
and the canted-A type phase discussed above appear simultaneously.
4.8.5 Metastable structure at x∼0.31
Experimentally, the manganite series Pr1−xCaxMnO3 found to exhibit the CMR effect
in the two region of the phase space: hole doped and the electron doped region (Figure
1.9). We obtain several canted-spin metastable structures with energies vary close to each
others at x∼0.31 (see Figure 4.2). These metastable states are insulating (see Figure 4.5)
with finite energy band gaps. The orbital order and spin structure of the lowest energy
metastable state with canted A-type structure is shown in Figure 4.14. We obtain this
canted A-type metastable structure through a non-collinear calculation by allowing the
spin degree of freedoms to optimise once the structure with frozen A-type structure is
close to convergence. The exact t2g spin direction is difficult to analyse with a global
reference direction. However, the spin angles between Mn sites is shown in Figure 4.14.
Instead of the three dimensional orbital polaron as in the case at x = 0.25 doping, a
two-dimensional orbital polarons are formed at x∼0.31. In the two dimensional orbital
polaron, a PH site is surrounded by four P JT2 polarons in the xy plane such that the
lobes of the occupied of the P JT2 polarons point towards the hole. The charge ordering
in the xy plane as well as z direction is similar as in the x = 0.4 case except at few sites.
This is in good agreement with the experimental evidences of presence of charge ordering
at x = 0.30 of similar nature as of x = 0.5 doping [43, 52].
The ferromagnetic super-exchange dominates between Mn3+ sites due to participation of
lower occupied eg orbital on the first site and the higher unoccupied eg orbital on the
second sites. The xy planes are anti-ferromagnetically coupled in the z direction.
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The presence of ferromagnetic (sites connected by blue bonds in Figure 4.14) and spin-
canted (sites connected by yellow and green bonds in Figure 4.14) domains of x = 0 and
x = 0.5 stoichiometry, respectively makes the metastable structure a prospective candi-
date to successfully demonstrate the experimentally observed metal-insulator transition
in this region of phase diagram [133]. Yoshizawa et al. experimentally observed a metal-
insulator transition at zero temperature in the presence of magnetic field of strength ∼4.0
T for x=0.3. Zhou et al. probed the system at x=0.3 by ultrafast photo-excitation and
found the system in metastable state characterised by spin glassy and strain glassy be-
haviour [134]. These experimental findings further validate the importance of percolation
mechanism within the present canted-spin metastable structure.
P JT2xz
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(a) 1st xy plane (b) 2nd xy plane (c) 3rd xy plane (d) 4th xy plane
Figure 4.14: Orbital and spin structure of the four consecutive xy plane at x∼0.31. The charge
disproportion between sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. Blue, yellow and green bond
indicates the t2g spin angle of 0o − 25o 40o − 60o and 70o − 90o between the Mn sites either side of the
bond. A PH hole site is surrounded by four P JT2-type polarons such that the lobes of the occupied
orbitals of the polaron points towards the hole. The charge ordering is stacked in the z direction.
4.9 System above half doped (1>x>0.5)
Theoretically, one would expect qualitatively similar trends for x and x−1 doping. How-
ever, experiments suggest a strong asymmetry in the electron-poor and electron-rich
region of the phase diagram of perovskite manganite (Section 2.4). Although its possible
to find a ferromagnetic-metallic phase for x<0.5 for the high-bandwidth manganites, such
as La1−xCaxMnO3, there is no sign of metallic behaviour in the x>0.5 part of the phase
diagram. The behaviour of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganites is remarkably different for
x<0.5 and x>0.5. While the periodicity of the superstructure changes drastically w.r.t.
doping for x>0.5 system [25, 45, 48, 49], the superstructures for x<0.5 predominantly
inherit same periodicity as that of x=0.5 [43]. The experimental phase diagrams of the
PrxCa1−xMnO3 series indicate insulating homogenous phases throughout the doping re-
gion above half doping, except 0.89>x>0.85 where the system shows phase-coexistence.
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Our study reveal a stable CE-phase close to x∼0.55, a insulating charge-striped phases,
such as bi-stripe, Wigner-crystal, for 0.75>x>0.5625 doping region and the C-type phase
in 0.75>x>0.5625 region. In the region 1.0>x>0.90, certain kind of ferromagnetic clus-
ters are formed due to the participation of the PH , P Pl and PBr polarons, which are
embedded in the G-type parent CMO system.
Table 4.7: Magnetic structure, average Mn-Mn distance in x/y and z direction (La and Lb), band
gap and amplitude of octahedral distortion on individual sites below x = 0.5 doping. The PUMc and
PUMe sites indicate the central and corner sites of the PU polaron, respectively. Ne indicates the total
number of electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell. Abbreviations: DS-
double-stripe and WC- Wigner-crystal










PUMc 0.003 0.281 0.222
La=3.8630
Lc=3.9790
0.537PUMe 0.002 0.042 0.045
PH 0.005 0.007 0.016
0.75 C2
PUMc 0.003 0.281 0.222
La=3.8634
Lc=3.9783
0.537PUMe 0.002 0.043 0.046
PH 0.005 0.007 0.016
0.66 WC P
UMc 0.226 0.166 0.238 La=3.948
Lc=3.856
0.61
PH 0.036 0.030 0.046
0.625 DS P
UMc 0.203 0.186 0.240 La=3.960
Lc=3.856
0.53
PUMe 0.020 0.024 0.054
0.53 CE2




P JT2 0.009 0.297 0.272
PUMe 0.009 0.031 0.068
4.9.1 Low-temperature spin-canted CE structure (x∼0.55)
Similar to the electron-rich side, the addition of holes in the CE-type structure at x=0.5
drive the system towards the phase-competition region (denoted as VI in Figure 1.9)
at low temperature. Figure 4.1 indicates a strong probability of the system towards
the canted-spin metastable structure together with the phase-separated structure at low
temperature.
Figure 4.15 and 4.16 illustrate the orbital ordering and spin arrangement of the two
metastable states at x=0.53 and x=0.625 case obtained by the present model. Both the
structures can be seen as a modified structure of CE-type structure of x = 0.5. The
removal of an eg electron from the bonding state of the CE structure at x=0.5 creates a
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hole (PH). This additional hole is expected to reside mainly on the central Mnc sites of
the PU polaron. The system would exhibit higher tendency of phase coexistence if the
additional hole position together with the positions of the remaining PU polarons and
the spin structure in the locality of the additional PH hole remain unchanged, but this
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Figure 4.15: Orbital and spin structure of the two consecutive xy plane of the CE-type order at
x=0.53. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. The t2g
spins of the blue and green colored sites are anti-ferromagnetically coupled. The hole introduced to the
CE-structure at half-doping on the M c central site of the PUx (PUy ) shift a nearby PUy (PUx ) polaron one
lattice point simultaneously to decreases the e-e interaction on one of its Me sites. Moreover, the local
strain developed at the site of the PH hole is absorbed as the PU polaron changes to the P JT2xy polaron.
The spin configuration remain same as that of the CE-type of x=0.5.
The stability of the CE-type spin order is evident at x=0.53 where only the position of a
single PU polaron in the vicinity of the extra PH site is altered, as shown in Figure 4.15.
The additional hole above x = 0.5 form a local disorder. The spin structure remains
completely collinear CE-type. There are two local interactions that are important to
understand at x=0.53: the e-e repulsion on the M e site of the PU polaron and the local
elastic field developed in the surrounding of the additional PH site above x = 0.5 in the
CE-structure.
A removal of an eg electron leaves behind a localised PH hole in the original CE-type
structure of x=0.5 case. This additional PH hole (indicated by blue PH site in Figure
4.15) is located in-between the M e sites connected to the adjacent PU polarons on the
either sides. To reduce the e-e repulsion on the shared M e sites, one of the PU polaron
from the same ferromagnetic zig-zag chain (blue ferromagnetic chain) adjacent the PH
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hole is shifted towards the hole. This shifting of the PU polaron is indicated by red
dashed arrow, see Figure 4.15. The symmetry of the elastic strain induced at the newly
shifted PU site by the JT distortion of the nearby M c sites is absorbed by converting the
PU into P JT2xy polaron. Thus, the e-e repulsion and the elastic field prompt the system
towards a stronger charge-ordered structures above half doping.
The CE-type spin order is stable for certain doping span above x=0.5. At x=0.625, we
observe a structure with simultaneous single and double charge-stripe running diagonally
in the xy plane (Figure 4.16). The transition from the CE-type structure at x=0.5
to the Wigner-crystal phase at x=0.66 (discussed in Section 4.9.2) can be considered
continuous. As discussed above, the removal of an eg electron from the CE structure
of x=0.5 creates an isolated PU polaron. Introducing additional holes into the system
would lead to several isolated PU polarons. Instead of arranging themselves randomly,
these remaining isolated PU polarons form a single-stripe of charge that runs diagonally









Figure 4.16: The orbital and spin structure of the two consecutive xy plane of the stripe-phase at
x=0.625. The shape of the occupied orbital indicates the type of the orbital order and their color (blue,
green, red and yellow) implies different spin orientation of the sites. The spin angles between different
polaron sites are indicated. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the
orbital, i.e, larger the orbital size, larger will be the charge residing on the site and vice-versa. The region
shaded in pink and blue are the single and bi-stripe charge ordering running diagonally in the xy plane.
There is no charge stacking in the z direction. The sites of the 1st xy plane are anti-ferromagnetically
coupled to the sites of the 2nd xy plane except at the M c sites of the PUy polaron sites where the spin
angle is 70o−90o.
To obtain the structure at x=0.625, we use a comparatively larger unit cell in the x and
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y direction, i.e. a 8×8×2 sized with 3×3×3 k-point grid. The orbital ordering and the
spin arrangement at x=0.625 is described in Figure 4.16. At this doping, its possible for
one-third of the PU polarons to not share any M e sites, but rest of the two-third still
share common M e. To minimise the e-e repulsion and lattice strain, these two sets of
PU polarons form single and double charge-stripe shown by regions shaded in pink and
blue respectively in the 1st xy plane; see Figure 4.16. We call this phase as mixed-stripe
phase. The charge ordering pattern is modulated in the z direction. The mixed-stripe
phase presented here has charge ordering in the z direction also besides the xy plane
unlike other phases in the phase diagram which do not show charge ordering in the z
direction. The similar stripes in the 1st and 2nd plane are separated from each others.
It must be noted that the charge ordering temperature is highest in this region in the
experimental phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganites [25], which further make this
mixed-stripe structure a good candidate to describe this particular doping region.
4.9.2 Charge stripe at x∼0.66
At x=2/3, every PU polaron in the lattice is separated as it does not share M e sites with
other PU polarons. The system displays a tendency towards the formation of regular
patterns, such as bi-stripe and Wigner-crystal that has been also reported from several
experiments (denoted as VIII in Figure 1.9) [45, 48, 49]. The formation of bi-stripe
and Wigner-crystal cannot be seen in isolation from the CE-type structure of the x=0.5
case. Indeed, there is a point in the doping regime when the removal of the eg electrons
from the bonding states of the CE phase at x=0.5 leaves behind a structure where all
of the PU polarons can stay separated from each other without sharing any M e site in
the lattice. At this doping, the PU polarons avoid going into random sites in the lattice
as there distribution is highly selective due to strong correlation between them through
the strain field induced by the local JT distortion of the PU polarons. This long-range
elastic interaction of the lattice due to the JT distorted octahedra atMnc sites of the PU
polaron opposes any kind of phase separation driving the system towards the formation
of stripes (Figure 4.17). The importance of elastic interaction in formation of the stripe-
phase has also been pointed out by Khomskii and Kugel et al. [95]. The charge separation
is maximum in the Wigner-crystal phase. On the other hand, one-half of the M e sites
are shared by two PU polaron in the bi-stripe phase.
We study the bi-stripe and Wigner-crystal phase with the II-type unit cell and compare
their energies. The Wigner-crystal turns out to be the most stable structure as its energy
per Mn is lower than the bi-stripe phase by 4 meV. In the Wigner-crystal structure with



















Figure 4.17: Orbital and spin structure of the Wigner-crystal (a) and the bi-stripe (b) phase at x=0.675
with 6×6×2 sized unit cell. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the
orbital. The blue, green and red colored orbitals imply different spin orientation of the sites. The
holes are indicated by circles. While the PU polarons do not share any Me sites in the Wigner-crystal
phase (a), one of the Me site of each of the PU polaron is shared in Bi-stripe phase (b). The spin
ordering between the Mnc sites along z direction in the case of bi-stripe phase (b) is ferromagnetic due
to super-exchange interaction between empty state on first Mnc and occupied state on second Mnc and
vice-versa.
anti-ferromagnetically coupled xy plane in the z direction has lower energy than the
corresponding structure with ferromagnetically coupled xy planes.
The orbital ordering and the magnetic structure of the Wigner-crystal phase is depicted
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in Figure 4.17. The charge-stripe in the Wigner-crystal is the domain of the electron-rich
region of the M c sites of the PU polarons that are separated from each other by the
domain wall of the electron poor M e sites. The double exchange mechanism dominates
between the ferromagnetic sites within the PU polarons. In the z direction, the super-
exchange interaction between the t2g states endorses anti-ferromagnetic magnetic order
and hence, the spins of the nearest PU polarons in the z directions are antiparallel. The
super-exchange interaction between lower occupied eg orbital on the M e site of the PU
polarons and the upper unoccupied eg orbital on a M e site of the adjacent PU polarons
in the xy plane favours weak ferromagnetism and hence, the spin angle between two
adjacent PU polarons in the xy plane changes from 180o to 120o, see Figure 4.17 (a).
The orbital and magnetic order of the bi-stripe phase is shown in Figure 4.17 (a). The
charge-stripe in the bi-stripe phase can be assumed as a domain of the electron-rich
region separated from each other by the domain wall of the holes. Although the charge
ordering remain in-phase like that of the Wigner-crystal phase in the z direction, the
orbital ordering in the z direction in the bi-stripe phase is not same, but rotated by 90o.
TheM c site of the PUx (PUy ) on the 1st xy plane is on the top of theM c site of the PUy (PUx )
polaron of the 2nd xy plane. While the double exchange mechanism within PU polaron
favours almost ferromagnetic spin order with spin angle of 30o within the PU polarons,
the super-exchange mechanism between the t2g states of the sites of the adjacent PU in
the xy plane promotes anti-ferromagnetism and thus, the spin angle between M c sites of
the adjacent PU polaron in the xy plane is 120o.
4.9.3 C-type phase at x=0.75)
Going from x∼0.66 to x∼0.75 doping, the present model suggests a transition from the
Wigner-crystal phase to the C-type magnetic order is observed. This C-type region is
indicated as IX in Figure 1.9. Our model produces two degenerate structure as ground
states at x=0.75 doping. The orbital and magnetic order of these two structure are illus-
trated in Figure 4.18 and 4.19. In both the structures, the PU polarons order themselves
along the z direction. There is a strong charge disproportion between the M e and M c
sites of the PU polarons. The arrangement of these PU polarons is not random and
largely depends on the e-e interaction on the M e sites of the PU polarons. The onsite e-e
interaction on the M e sites favours separated PU polarons where they do not share any
common M e site. Both the structures are close to the ideal C-type magnetic (see Figure
1.6).
In the first structure, the distance between the charge-rich sites, i.e., M c sites, of the
PU polarons is maximum as illustrated in Figure 4.18. Jirak et al. [25] suggested a










Figure 4.18: Orbital and spin ordering of the four consecutive 2 × 2 xy plane of the first C-type
structure at x=0.75. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital.
The blue, green and red colored sites imply different directions of the t2g spins on the corresponding
sites. The t2g spin angle between sites within the PU polaron is 35o and 45o. The x and y directions
are not identical in the structure as there remain a asymmetry within spin angles. The distance between
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Figure 4.19: Orbital and spin structure of the four consecutive xz planes of the second C-type order at
x=0.75. The charge disproportion between the sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. The Blue,
green and red colored sites imply different directions of the t2g spins on the corresponding sites. Similar
to the first structure (as described in Figure 4.18), the PU polarons are oriented in the z direction.
similar orbital ordering at x=0.75 doping from the experimentally obtained diffraction
pattern of the x=0.8 case with the C-type magnetic ordering. The strong double-exchange
mechanism in the z direction within the sites of the PU polarons (shown in blue and green)
promotes ferromagnetism, which is confirmed by the small spin angles (35o and 50o). This
ferromagnetic chain of the PU polarons in the z direction is very similar to the ideal C-
type structure except that the continuous ferromagnetic spin order in the z direction is
interrupted by the weak anti-ferromagnetic coupling (spin angle of around 100o−110o)
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between theM e sites and PH holes. On the other hand, a weak ferromagnetic interaction
between the M c site and hole PH (shown in red) decreases the spin angle between these
sites to 115o in the xy plane.
In the second structure, a continuous charge stripe runs diagonally in all the three planes,
.i.e, xy, xz, and zx planes, as shown in Figure 4.19. It is worth mentioning that while the
PU polarons do not share common M e sites to avoid the onsite Coulomb repulsion, they
are still allowed to form continuous charge stripe diagonally in all the three planes due to
the absence of any long range e-e interaction term. A weak super-exchange interaction
between the occupied eg orbital of the PUz polaron (shown in blue and green) and the
eg orbital pointing towards PUz polaron of the nearby PH (shown in red) sites favours
ferromagnetism decreasing cthe spin angle between these sites from 180o to 108o degree
in the z-direction. The anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the t2g spins favours larger
spin angle (135o-160o) between sites within xy plane.
In our present model, both the structure are degenerate as we do not include any long-
range e-e interaction term. The long-range Coulomb repulsion term in the Hamiltonian
is expected to stabilise the first structure discussed above (Figure 4.18) over this second
structure (Figure 4.19).
4.9.4 Ferromagnetic clusters within 1<x<0.89 region
Before discussing the phase-separated 0.89>x>0.85 region of the phase-diagram, we first
discuss the 1<x<0.89 doping region. There are several experimental studies which con-
firm presence of electron-rich ferromagnetic clusters of finite sizes embedded in the G-type
parent CMO system [51, 58]. To figure out the nature of charge defects in the electron
doped CMO system, we carried out calculations with CMO (Ne=0) system by adding
electrons to it. The system shows the tendency of electron localisation by forming clus-
ters of parallel spin sites. Recently, there are also theoretical studies which hint towards
the presence of spin polarons (.i.e., electrons trapped in the local ferromagnetic clusters)
forming magnetic clusters in this region of the phase diagram [135, 136]. Bondarenko et
al. [135] studied stability of ferromagnetic clusters of different sizes as a function of dop-
ing in the 1>x>0.85 region. In the present work, we also study the stability of the 7-, 12-,
17- and 21-site ferromagnetic clusters, mentioned by Bondarenko et al. [135], together
with other additional clusters. Figure 4.20 shows the geometry of these ferromagnetic
cluster involving different number of sites.
We perform calculations with the unit cell of III-type (see Table H.10) with frozen-
spin configurations corresponding to each ferromagnetic cluster (described in Figure 4.20)
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a) 7-site cluster b) 12-site cluster c) 13-site cluster 
d) 17-site cluster e) 21-site cluster f) 23-site cluster 
Figure 4.20: Different kinds of ferromagnetic cluster possible in the 1>x>0.89 doping region. The Mn
sites are shown in blue and red solid circle. The spin flipping at red Mn sites leads to ferromagnetic
atmosphere around the site creating a 7-site ferromagnetic cluster. This ferromagnetic cluster grows in
size on flipping spins on the additional red sites (c-f) forming clusters of sites 12, 17, 21, 23... etc. The
13-site ferromagnetic cluster (c) is the PLr polaron as described in Figure 4.1 and Section 4.2
isolated in the unit cell. The calculations are performed with variable number of electrons
(Ne). The energy verses Ne graph in Figure 4.21 compares the energy per Mn site with
single ferromagnetic cluster of lowest energy at each Ne. The number of sites of the
ferromagnetic cluster corresponding to lowest energy at any Ne is also indicated. We find
that the energy of larger ferromagnetic cluster is lower than the smaller ferromagnetic
cluster as the number of electron Ne increases, but the system with these larger sized
cluster has no band gap and metallic in nature (for cluster involving above 26-sites).
The stability of the structure with a single large-sized ferromagnetic cluster over a struc-
ture with many-smaller ferromagnetic cluster at particular doping is an important aspect
to be studied. To find out this, we select ferromagnetic cluster at each Ne corresponding
to lowest energy. These lowest energy structures are indicated by blue solid circle in
Figure 4.21. In the lowest energy ferromagnetic cluster with fewer electrons (Ne=1 to
8), the electrons occupy the bonding states formed by hybridisation of the eg states of
a single Mn site (indicated by red site in Figure 4.20) with the nearby Mn sites (indi-
cated by green sites in Figure 4.20. These resulting bonding states are mainly localised
on single sites (red site in Figure 4.20). On the other hand, the electrons in the larger
ferromagnetic clusters below Ne=8 are highly delocalised and the resulting structure is
metallic with no band gap as mentioned above.
Interestingly, the PLr polaron is the most stable polaron in 1>x>0.85 region of the phase




























Figure 4.21: Energy versus number of electrons Ne graph comparing the energy per Mn of the system
with single ferromagnetic cluster (blue) and only PLr polarons (red). Blue solid symbol represent the
lowest energy corresponding to a single ferromagnetic cluster in the system. The size of the ferromagnetic
cluster is indicated. The red solid symbol are the energies of the structure with only PLr polaron. As
the number of electron increases system the stability of the size of the ferromagnetic cluster increase.
The system with only PLr polaron is stable at each Ne indicating the stability of phase with several
small PLr polarons over the phase with just a single ferromagnetic cluster of comparatively bigger size
diagram as the energy per Mn for at each Ne is lowest in the case if only PLr type polarons
are present in the system (see Figure 4.21). The number of electron trapped within a
single PLr. The nature of orbitial ordering on individual sites of the PLr polaron is three
as shown in Figure 4.1 (see Section 4.2 for discussion).
As discussed above, the structure with a bigger ferromagnetic cluster is not as stable
as the structure with several PLr polarons. This is contradicts the previous study by
Bondarenko et al. [135] where it is shown that the size of the ferromagnetic polaron goes
on increases while increasing the electron in the system. The size of the ferromagnetic
clusters detected experimentally in this doping region is around ∼10 nm [51, 58], which
is also in good agreement with the length of the PLr polaron in the direction connecting
the two M c sites through M c−c site (see Figure 4.1). Bondarenko et al. [135] hinted
towards a gradual development of a long range ferromagnetic order as the size of the
ferromagnetic cluster increases on doping electron in the system. This is in contrast to
the experimental observations that do not detect any ferromagnetic order within this
doping range [51, 58], which further validate the presence of the smaller PLr polaron.
Figure 4.22 shows the orbital ordering and spin structure at x=0.89 for six consecutive 6×
6 xy planes. The x∼0.89 is the critical doping below which the system can accommodate
these PLr clusters separated from each other, without sharing any M e site. The onsite
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inter-orbital e-e interaction tries to keep these clusters away from each others. As long
as the lattice can accommodate these thirteen-site PLr polarons, the system remains
insulating because the electrons are confined within their respective polarons. This region
is 1>x>0.89 and is denoted by X in Figure 1.9. There are total eight PLr polarons in the
system: four in the 1st xy plane and four in the 2nd xy plane. The strain field induced
by two M c sites of the PLr polaron is absorbed by the orthogonal orbital ordering on the
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0 =">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M 8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo 2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+ JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK 7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd 7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB 5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsS UNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5 Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd 7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB 5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsS UNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5 Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd 7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB 5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsS UNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5 Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd 7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB 5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsS UNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5 Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
(a) 1st xy plane
|{z}
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PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZp wzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWG lX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO 8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZp wzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWG lX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO 8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZp wzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWG lX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO 8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZp wzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWG lX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO 8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>
PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOzZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgN BEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIpgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZ pwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTum jWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg 8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>
180o
(b) 2nd xy plane
PH<latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrj qH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gf HjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is 98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+a nTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAV fIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM 4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrj qH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gf HjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is 98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+a nTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAV fIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM 4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrj qH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gf HjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is 98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+a nTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAV fIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM 4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrj qH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gf HjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is 98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+a nTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAV fIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM 4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit> Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixeh ov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucm xs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg 5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixeh ov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucm xs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg 5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixeh ov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucm xs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg 5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixeh ov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucm xs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg 5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7 M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5y Ro2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm 6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/u vFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7 M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5y Ro2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm 6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/u vFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7 M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5y Ro2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm 6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/u vFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7 M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5y Ro2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm 6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/u vFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgc d7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEd SB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYax sSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzr Oq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgc d7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEd SB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYax sSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzr Oq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgc d7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEd SB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYax sSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzr Oq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T 0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRixehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgc d7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEd SB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYax sSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzr Oq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
(c) 3rd xy plane
PH<latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit> Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRix ehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWRigNE 1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBAJ7hFd4c4 bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi xehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWR igNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBA J7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi xehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWR igNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBA J7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi xehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWR igNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBA J7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fh7XLNEol/uqPGGiZNZ+aCxf7T0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi xehov2ANpbNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsYXU/91hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V7m8fsVeuuFV3BrJMvJxUIEe9V/7q9mOWR igNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnJS6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7dUJOrNInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCS/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2b9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdkQvMWXl0nzrOq5Ve/uvFK7yuMowhEcwyl4cAE1uIE6NIDBA J7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XeY2o</latexit>
(d) 4th xy plane
|{z}
<latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit>
|{z}
<latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64=" Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBN S8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt 0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs /P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJI ROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaE X0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17 apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5 E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cv X3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0S ISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxd J67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyT N5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</la texit>
|{z}
<latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit>
|{
z}
<latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zq8QOrCGSq8NL/RTyGWyb1+3Z+I=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh4FCRbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthXaUjababt0swm7E7GE3Lz4V7x4UMSrf8Gb/8ZtmoO2Phh4vDezs/P8WHCNrvttlZaWV1bXyuuVjc2t7R17d6+lo0QxaLJIROrOpxoEl9BEjgLuYgU09AW0/fHV1G/fg9I8krc4iaEX0qHkA84oGqlvH3YRHjB/J1UQZGk3kQEoX1EGaZb17apbc3M4i8QrSJUUaPTtr24QsSQEiUxQrTueG2MvpQo5E5BVuomGmLIxHULHUElD0L003585x0YJnEGkTEl0cvX3REpDrSehbzpDiiM9703F/7xOgoOLXsplnCBINls0SISDkTMNxQm4AoZiYghlipu/OmxETQZooquYELz5kxdJ67TmuTXv5qxavyziKJMDckROiEfOSZ1ckwZpEkYeyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczskz+wPn8AEAyasQ==</latexit>
PH<latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjr jqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k 3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+ gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx03 3is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYT az+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxM Zn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdW hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjr jqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k 3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+ gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx03 3is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYT az+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxM Zn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdW hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjr jqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k 3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+ gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx03 3is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYT az+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxM Zn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdW hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjr jqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k 3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+ gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx03 3is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYT az+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxM Zn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdW hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit> PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>
PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIp gHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1 b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy 3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iw wxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aB a9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx 5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/ sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIp gHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1 b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy 3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iw wxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aB a9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx 5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/ sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIp gHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1 b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy 3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iw wxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aB a9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx 5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/ sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eIp gHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV1 b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDVPy 3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5iw wxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B2aB a9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgshWHx 5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8fOYQ/ sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>
PLr<latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ji0giZPXmOz ZYNB9vQv2pX+qF3I=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFw8eI pgHJGuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t1dYWV 1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTaNSTWiDKK50O8KGciZpwzLLaTvRFIuI01Y0up76rSeqDV Py3o4TGgo8kCxmBFsnNesP2a2e9MoVv+rPgJZJkJMK5Kj3yl/dviKpoNISjo3pBH5 iwwxrywink1I3NTTBZIQHtOOoxIKaMJtdO0EnTumjWGlX0qKZ+nsiw8KYsYhcp8B 2aBa9qfif10ltfBlmTCappZLMF8UpR1ah6euozzQllo8dwUQzdysiQ6wxsS6gkgs hWHx5mTTPqoFfDe7OK7WrPI4iHMExnEIAF1CDG6hDAwg8wjO8wpunvBfv3fuYtxa8 fOYQ/sD7/AGOMI8a</latexit>
(e) 5th xy plane
PH<latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5fwDcklLHsjrjqH4VefOoV5C+w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRS48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lC GgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033is98sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSR TYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVmo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAGdWhAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMM f+B8/gDwCI2O</latexit> Me
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(f) 6th xy plane
Figure 4.22: Orbital and spin structure of the six consecutive xy planes of the electron doped CMO
system at x = 0.89. The charge disproportion between sites is highlighted by the size of the orbital. The
blue and green colored sites imply sites with opposite t2g spins directions. The Me sites indicated in the
2nd and 6th xy planes correspond to the Me sites of the PLr polarons of the 1st xy plane. The Me sites
of the 3nd and 5th xy planes correspond to the Me sites of the PLr polarons of the 4th xy plane.
M c−c site of the same polaron. Hence as a whole, the system expands symmetrically in
all directions validating the experimental picture of almost cubic structure in this doping
region. All eight PLr polarons are separated and do not share any M e site. The system
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cannot accommodate any additional PLr polaron. If additional electrons are added below
x = 0.89 doping, the system undergoes phase-separation.
In between the C-type phase at x=0.75 and the phase with ferromagnetic clusters in the
G-type matrix at x∼0.89, the competition between the kinetic energy and e-e interac-
tion, locally, results in a non-collinear spin alignment and phase separation. Instead of
large-sized ferromagnetic clusters, the experimental observations hint towards a phase-
separation scenario in the doping region 0.89>x>0.85, which will be discussed in Section
4.9.5.
4.9.5 Phase competition and spin-canting (0.90>x>0.85)
Before going into the physics of the system in the region 0.89>x>0.85 (denoted as XI in
Figure 1.9 ). It is important to look at the one-particle energy spectrum of the system
and the nature of the states above the Fermi level at x∼0.91, which are to be filled when
extra electrons are added below x∼0.89. All of the states, occupied and unoccupied, at
x∼0.89 in a structure with PLr polarons can be classified into the following sets:
Bonding states |Vbi 〉: These are set of the occupied bonding states below the Fermi
level and are mainly concentrated on central sites Mnc and Mnc−c of the PLr polarons,
as mentioned in Section 4.9.1.
Anti-bonding states |Vabi 〉: - These set of the anti-bonding states are orthogonal to
|V bi 〉 and are primarily concentrated on Mne corner sites of the polarons. They energeti-
cally lie very high above the fermi level.
Non-bonding states |Vnbi 〉: - These are the non-bonding states orthogonal to |V bi 〉.
They are unoccupied below x∼0.89 and lie close to the Fermi level in the energy spectrum.
Localised states |Uci 〉: - These states shift higher in energy during the eg level splitting
on Mnc and Mnc−c due to octahedral distortion.
Localised states |Uei 〉: - These are the set of onsite states that are confined to the Mnej ’s
corner sites and are orthonormal to the onsite eg orbitals on these sites that contribute
to |V bi 〉. They are unoccupied and lie above the fermi level.
As one go above doping x∼0.89, the unoccupied non-bonding |V nbi 〉 states close to the
Fermi level start filling. Due to the non-dispersive nature of these non-bonding bands
and the anti-ferromagnetic alignment of spins between sites of different polarons, it is
very likely that these additional electrons gain extra kinetic energy by going into weak
bonding states formed by the |V nbi 〉 states that belong to two nearby PLr polarons. This
is facilitated by the spin-canting. Hence, the total energy density E is almost constant
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for the electron doping within certain region, i.e., 0.90>x>0.85. This region in the phase
diagram is ascribed to the phase-separation region with the domains of PLr clusters and
C-type phase coexisting in the background of the G-type matrix with spin-canting [51,
58].
4.10 Summary
In the present chapter, we studied the complete phase diagram of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3
manganites with our proposed model. The system is observed as insulating across the
entire doping region.
We report distinct phases at x=0.125 and x=0.25 doping case besides the CE-structure
and A-type structure at x=0 and x=0.5 doping below half doping.
A insulating phase with B-type magnetic order is predicted at x=0.25. The Mn3+ sites
exhibit a dx2−y2/dy2−z2/dz2−x2-type (cross-orbital ordering) orbital ordering instead of
earlier proposed axial d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2/d3z2−r2-type. The lobes of orbitals at Mn3+ sites
are directed towards the nearby holes. In the insulating phase at x=0.25, the B-type mag-
netic order is stabilised not only by the double exchange mechanism between holes and
Mn3+ sites, but also the ferromagnetic super-exchange interaction between the occupied
dx2−y2/dy2−z2/dz2−x2-type orbital and the empty d3z2−r2/d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbitals on
the Mn3+ sites.
The holes (PH) at x=0.125 are confined within particular xy planes that are isolated
from each others. Within the xy plane, the e-e interaction keeps restrict the size of the
hole-rich domains.
The lattice constants obtained by the present tight-binding model contradicts the exper-
imentally verified lattice constants in the low-doped system close to x=0. It would be
interesting to investigate the role of tilting on the hopping elements which may lead to
these deviations in this low-doped region of the phase diagram.
Several low-lying insulating metastable structures are detected in the region 0.25<x<0.5.
The introduction of the electron-induced disorders in the CE-type structure leads to for-
mation of these metastable structures. Due to high configurational-entropy associated
with these metastable structures, these are important candidates to understand the prop-
erties of the system in high-temperature region of the phase diagram.
The Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite reveals the propensity towards phase-separation around
x=0.185 and 0.5>x>0.375 below half doping. At low temperature, the system around
x=0.185 tends to exhibit coexistence of the B-type and A-type phases. The additional
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electrons below x=0.5 in the 0.5>x>0.375 doping range are localised on single sites while
rest of the system remains more or less CE-type with x=0.5 stoichiometry. Hence, it can
be seen as a large scale phase-separation.
In the electron-poor side of the phase diagram, our model predicts only a single phase-
coexistence region, i.e., 0.89>x>0.85. In 0.5<x<0.625 region, additional holes above
x=0.5 doping are localised on certain sites destroying a local orbital ordering in the
CE-type system.
These additional holes are not distributed randomly but correlated by long-range strain
field induced at the site of these additional hole. At x=0.625, we observe a structure with
simultaneous appearance single and bi-stripe running diagonally in the xy direction. This
mixed-stripe structure can be seen as a variant of the CE-type or Wigner-crystal phase.
At x=0.66, the Wigner-crystal phase is lower in energy than the bi-stripe phase. The
Wigner-crystal phase has a similar kind of charge-ordering as the CE-type phase in the
z direction.
The C-type structure covers a large part of the phase diagram, i.e., 0.75<x<0.85. The
Mn3+ sites exhibit d3z2−r2-type orbital ordering in the z direction which is also the ferro-
magnetic direction in the C-type phase.
Lastly, we observe certain seven- and thirteen-sites large ferromagnetic cluster embed-
ded into the G-type structure within 1>x>0.89 doping region. The finite size of these
ferromagnetic clusters contradicts with the large sized ferromagnetic clusters previously
predicted by other theoretical studies. The experimental observation of the nanoscale
sized magnetic clusters in the G-type matrix validates our study in the high-doped re-





The processes that involve non-radiative transitions between electronic states are not
only interesting from the experimental point of view but also a challenging theoretical
task as such studies require to include non-adiabaticity, which contains far more complex-
ities than the usual adiabatic approaches such as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
To understand these processes it is important to go beyond such approximations. It is
recognised by now that, particularly the conical intersections that are non-adiabatic in-
teraction, have a very strong effect on the dynamics of a system and recombination rates
[137, 138], which sometimes may lead to new relaxation mechanism pathways in solids.
In the present chapter, we formulate the excitation process and the numerical integration
approaches to study the relaxation processes of the charge carriers, with major focus
on the physics in the proximity of the conical intersections. We determine the charac-
teristic timescale of the electron, spin and lattice degrees of freedom in one-dimensional
systems. Later, in this chapter, the relaxation process of isolated single electron (iso-
lated trimer polaron) and dimerised phase (Zener polaron at half doping x = 0.5) in the
one-dimensional chain are discussed in detail.
5.1 Electromagnetic field
A classical electromagnetic field can be described by a plane wave expansion. A plane
wave of wave vector ~k travelling in the x direction can be described by the vector potential
which is given as:
~A(~r, t) = ~eAAoe
i(~kx−ωt) + ~eAA∗oe
−i(~kx−ωt). (5.1)
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The corresponding electric and magnetic field associated with the vector potential above
defined is given by
~E(~r, t) = − ∂
∂t
~A(~r, t) (5.2)
~B(~r, t) = ∇× ~A(~r, t) (5.3)
5.2 Poynting vector ~S and field intensity I
Let us suppose an electron bounded to an atom interacts with the plane wave described










The electric field corresponding to the vector potential, according to Equation 5.2, is
given by











In a similar way, the magnetic field, according to Equation 5.3, is








From the Coulomb gauge condition ∇. ~A(~r, t) = 0, we have
~k.[~eAAo(ω)e
i(~k.~r−ωt) − ~eAA∗o(ω)e−(i~k.~r−ωt)] = 0. (5.7)
The cross product of the electric ( Equation 5.5) and magnetic field ( Equation 5.6) is
given by




2|Ao(ω)|2 − Ao(ω).Ao(ω)e2i(~k.~r−ωt) − Ao∗(ω).Ao∗(ω)e−2i(~k.~r−ωt)
]
.(5.8)
Taking the time average 〈 ~E(~r, t)× ~B(~r, t)〉, we have
〈 ~E(~r, t)× ~B(~r, t)〉 = 1
2
ω|Ao(ω)|2~k. (5.9)
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~E × ~B. (5.10)
Here, µo is the vacuum permeability. ~S has the direction perpendicular to ~E and ~B. It
is the measure of the flow of energy travelling through the space per unit area and per
unit time and has the SI unit joules/m2s. The time average of ~S is
〈~S〉 = 1
µo




This is what called as intensity I = 〈~S〉. Here, o is the permittivity of free space. The
intensity I is a power per unit area and has a unit W/m2. We use the above expression
throughout our calculation and result sections to obtain the vector potential amplitude
Ao from the intensity I that is provided to us by experimentalists. In Appendix B, the
value of Ao is derived from the available experimental information from Raiser et al.
[101]. We use the same Ao value in our calculations unless stated otherwise.
5.3 Interaction of a bound electron with a EM wave
If an electromagnetic field interacts with an electron that is bounded by a potential V(r),
the complete Hamiltonian of the electron in the atom is written as
H = 1
2m




















~A2 + V (r)
where the Coulomb gauge condition ∇. ~A(~r, t) = 0 is used which also leads φ = 0 (scalar
potential). The term − ieh¯
2m
~A.∇ in the above expression describes the interaction of a
bounded electron with an external field defined by the vector potential ~A(~r, t) (Equation
5.1).
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5.4 Dipole approximation and Fermi-Golden rule
Substituting ~A(~r, t) from Equation 5.1 in Hamiltonian 5.13, we obtain an expression
with two terms in Ao, i.e., with ~Ao and ~A∗o. We define both these terms of Hamiltonian










In the presence of the electromagnetic field, the probability of the transition between the
initial φi and final φf state of the system when the system absorb a photon of energy h¯ω
is given by the Fermi-Golden rule [139, 140]. According to the Fermi Golden rule, the









∣∣∣ ~A∗o(ω). ∫ d~re±~k.~rφ∗f∇φi(~r)∣∣∣2 × δ(Ef − Ei ∓ h¯ω). (5.15)
The delta function in the above equation expresses the energy conservation during the
process. Under the approximation that the ~k.~r is very small in the region where the wave
functions have appreciable values, we neglect the exponential part in the above integrand.




∣∣∣ ~A∗o(ω).∫ d~rφ∗f∇φi(~r)∣∣∣2 × δ(Ef − Ei ∓ h¯ω) (5.16)
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5.5 Initial state for photo excitation: Peierls substitu-
tion
To study the transport properties, we present here a full quantum mechanical evolution
of the electrons, driven far from the equilibrium in the presence of an external electromag-
netic field. The effect of the external electromagnetic field is incorporated by the Peierls
substitution method [141]. According to the method, we change the phase factor of the
terms that have coupling elements between atomic orbitals in the original Hamiltonian.
The tight binding Hamiltonian that we introduced in Chapter 3 includes only nearest-
neighbour hopping. The hopping matrix element Tα,β,R,R′ used in 2.11 and defined in










~A′(~r, t) is the vector potential given by
~A′(~r, t) = ~A(~r, t)g(t) (5.19)





to introduce the time-dependence in the excitation pulse, which resembles a short laser
pulse shape in the ultrafast spectroscopy experiments.
Substituting the ~A(~r, t) from Equation 5.1 into 5.20, we have










In the long wavelength limit, the Peierls phase eφ(t), where φ(t) is defined in Equation




~eA(~Rα − ~R′β)Re[Aoeiωt]g(t). (5.22)
5.6 Radiative and non radiative relaxation
The ability of a system to prolong long-lived excitations, such as electronic or polaronic
excitations, plays a critical role in the photovoltaic functionality of the systems. The re-
combination process is a fundamental physical process through which the charge carriers
from high energy state relax back into lower energy states. These transitions between en-
ergy levels can be radiative or non-radiative. While the radiative recombination involves
absorption and emission of the electromagnetic radiation, during the non-radiative recom-
bination processes, the energy of an electron converts to some other form. For example,
in the non-radiative recombination, the energy may be converted into the vibrational
energy of the lattice, i.e., phonons, which may further dissipate into heat due to several
reasons, such as friction at the interface of layers of two different material. The energy
loss due to these non-radiative processes decreases the overall efficiency of the systems to
channel these excitation energies into some other useful form. The non-radiative recom-
bination is very common in semiconductors and occurs due to arbitrary defects present
in the system, such as dislocation, impurity atom, vacancies, etc [142–146]. Such defects
have additional energy levels that lie in the forbidden gap of the semiconductor, which
act as recombination centres through which the recombination occurs.
There are also other non-radiative recombination processes, such as conical intersections
and Auger recombination, which may not be important in the case of semiconductors
but play an important role in the relaxation mechanism of other systems. In the Auger
recombination, the extra energy available through the electron-hole recombination is
transferred to another electron by its excitation to higher energy bands [144].
During a relaxation process, in exploring a region of lower energy, a system may run into
the region where two potential energy surfaces come closer and can touch each other. A
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conical intersection (explained in more details in Section 5.7.2) is a case where the two po-
tential energy surfaces become degenerate or intersect. Sometimes more than two poten-
tial energy surfaces also intersect at the conical interactions [147]. The Born-Oppenheimer
approximation breaks down in the vicinity of such intersections allowing the non-adiabatic
processes to occur. The non-adiabatic processes involve non-radiative change in the elec-
tronic state of the system. Here, we first look into the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
and its breakdown before going to further discussion on the conical intersection. Through-
out this discussion, the matrices and vectors will be indicated by bold font. The operators
will be denoted by hat (ˆ) on the top.
5.7 Non-adiabatic dynamics
To study the dynamics of a system, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation of the
system with electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom, which is given by
HˆΨ(~x, ~R, t) = ih¯
∂
∂t
Ψ(~x, ~R, t) (5.23)
is needed to be solved. In the above equation, Hˆ is the Hamiltonian of the system. While
the ~R is the set which represents the nuclear coordinates, the vector ~x is the combined
notation for electron position in space and its spin σ ( σ = {↑, ↓}), which actually follows
the orthonormality
〈~r, σ|~r′, σ′〉 = δ~r′−~rδσ,σ′ . (5.24)
The complete non-relativistic Hamiltonian of the system, composed of electrons and
atoms, is given by
Hˆ = Tˆ n + Tˆ e + Vˆe(~r) + VˆN(~R) + VˆeN(~r, ~R) (5.25)
where Tˆ e and Tˆ n are the kinetic energy operator of the electrons and the nuclei, respec-
tively. The last three terms, Vˆe(~r), VˆN(~R) and VˆeN(~r, ~R) in the above equation correspond
to the electron-electron, nuclear-nuclear and electron-nuclear interactions, respectively.
By separating the Hamiltonian in terms of the electronic Hˆe and nuclei Hˆn part, we get
Hˆ = Hˆn + Hˆe (5.26)
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where the electronic Hamiltonian Hˆe is
Hˆe(~R) = Tˆ e + Vˆe(~r) + VˆeN(~r, ~R) (5.27)
and depends parametrically on ~R through VˆeN .
The electronic wave functions are obtained by solving the equation




i (~x, ~R). (5.28)
Here, it must be noted that there is a different set of these equations for each nuclear
configuration ~R, and hence, the nuclear coordinates ~R in ψei (~x, ~R) are not independent
variables but just parameters.
The eigenfunctions ψei (~x, ~R) can be used as a basis set to expand the total wave function
Ψ(~x, ~R),
Ψ(~x, ~R, t) =
∑
i
ψei (~x, ~R)χi(~R, t) (5.29)
to solve the Schrodinger equation (Equation 5.23) where χi(R, t) are the nuclei wave
functions which are expansion coefficients in the above equation. Equation 5.29 is known
as the Born-Huang expansion, and it is exact unless we truncate it. Substituting the form
of Ψ(~x, ~R, t) from Equation 5.29 into the Schrodinger equation, multiplying the resulting
equation by ψej (~x, ~R) from right and integrating over the coordinates ~r, we obtain
[Tˆ n + Eej (~R)]χj(~R)−
∑
i
Λˆji(~R)χi(~R) = Eχj(~R) (5.30)
where we have used HˆΨ(~x, ~R) = EΨ(~x, ~R). The coupling operator Λˆji in Equation 5.30
depends on the electronic states i and j,
Λˆji(~R) = δjiTˆ
n − 〈ψj|Tˆ n|ψi〉 (5.31)
In rectangular coordinates, the kinetic energy operator of the nuclei is
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Here, ∇2 =∇.∇ is a Laplacian operator, and M is the suitable mass-scale.





The Kij(~R) and Fij(~R) are obtained when h¯i2m∇~R and h¯
2
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∇2~R act on the wave functions














〈ψei (~x, ~R)|h¯2∇2~Rψej (~x, ~R)〉 (5.35)
The angled bracket 〈...〉 terms in Equation 5.34 and 5.35 imply the complete integration
over electronic coordinates ~r, and ∇~R is the gradient w.r.t. the atomic coordinates ~R.
The terms Fij(~R) is known as the derivative coupling vector and Kij(~R) is the scalar
coupling term. The diagonal term Kii(~R) is the non-adiabatic correction for a single
PES, which is called as diagonal Born-Oppenheimer corrections (DBOCs). There are
methods which are widely used in high-accuracy quantum chemistry calculations where
DBOC are computed [148–151]. For i 6= j, Fij(~R) is the non-adiabatic coupling between
states i and j, and it is a degree of variation of the wave function of electron with respect
to the atomic coordinates and is dependent on the energy difference between state i and
j [152].
Fij(~R) =
〈ψei (~x, ~R)|∇~RHˆe|ψej (~x, ~R)〉
Eej − Eei
(5.36)
Using Equation 5.33 and 5.35, and the relation






+ F.F , (5.37)
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Equation 5.38 has analogies with the gauge theories [153, 154]. Let us now discuss the
possible approximations to solve Equation 5.38. By following the description by Worth
et al. [155], we discuss these approximation and other aspects in greater details in next
section.
5.7.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation
Let us again rewrite Equation 5.30 into another form,




The above Schrodinger equation involves infinite but complete set of the adiabatic elec-
tronic states characterised by energies Eei (Equation 5.28). As we know from the nature
of the nonadiabatic coupling (Equation 5.36) that only the couplings between the states
that are close in energies are significant, the set of these electronic states can be trun-
cated to include only these relevant states. This kind of approximation which includes
only finite set {g} of electronic states decoupling them from rest of the adiabatic states is
know as group Born-Oppenheimer approximation of the full Schrodinger equation, which
is




Now, the size of Λˆ{g} depends on the number of the electronic states included in the
set {g}. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is the limiting case of the group Born-
Oppenheimer approximation where the number of these states reduces to one. Thus,
under Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the complete wave function is represented by
just a single product in the place of ansatz of Equation 5.29, i.e.,
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Ψ(~x, ~R) = χ(~R, t)ψe(~x, ~R) (5.41)
The resulting Schrodinger equation has only diagonal non-adiabatic coupling operator
Λˆ = Λˆii where i is the state of the interest. According to Equation 5.41 and 5.33, the
derivative coupling becomes Λˆii = Kii2M . Sometimes, Equation 5.39 with the wave function
of the form 5.41 is referred as the adiabatic approximation. We do not refer this as the
adiabatic approximation and reserve the name for another approximation.
If the non-adiabatic coupling matrix Λˆ is completely ignored, all of the Eei states become
decoupled, and this is known as adiabatic approximation.




Born and Oppenheimer used perturbation theory to justify the use the ansatz defined
in Equation 5.41. The separability of the electronic and atomic motion is argued on the
relation in Equation 5.33 where the large mass term in the denominator makes the non
adiabatic coupling weaker. The lighter electron adapts instantaneously to the movement
of the atoms. The slow nuclei remain almost frozen w.r.t. the electrons whereas the
fast moving electrons create potential energy landscape for the nuclei. Hence, within the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, electrons and atoms can be treated independently
and the total wave function of the system is a product of the electronic ψei (~x, ~R) and the
nuclear wave functions χi(R, t) for any state i.
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid as long as the two energy surfaces are well
separated from each other. Thus, the problem of finding the complete wave function is
now separated into finding out the individual wave functions of the nuclei and electronic
system. The solutions of the electronic part of the Schrodinger equation generate the
potential energy surfaces (PES). These solutions give an energy for every fixed position
of the nuclei. When the energy is plotted as a function of atomic configurations, it gives
us potential energy surfaces as a (3N) dimensional surface. Every electronic state has its
own potential energy surface.
In the present thesis, we work under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to study the
relaxation dynamics of the excited manganite. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
holds in most of the situation but fails in the processes where the so called non-adiabatic
effects dominate [156, 157]. The non-adiabatic processes are promoted by the close
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proximity of the potential energy surfaces. An important example is the vicinity of the
conical intersection where the approximation breaks down as a consequence of which
the dynamics of the nuclear and electronic motion cannot be treated decoupled. Let us
discuss the case of the conical intersection in more detail in the diabatic representation.
5.7.2 Conical intersection
The probability of a non-radiative transition between the states i and j depends on the
derivative coupling Fij (Equation 5.36) between them. It is clear from Equation 5.36
that this coupling is inversely proportional to the energy difference between the involved
states. So, if the gap between the two states is smaller, the coupling is stronger. At there
intersection, this difference is zero, and hence the coupling become infinite which leads to
an efficient way of the non-radiative transition between two states. It is easier to under-
stand the topology around such points if we move to the diabatic representation. In the
diabatic representation, a unitary transformation of the adiabatic electronic wave func-
tions of Equation 5.29 is performed at each point in the space. Conical intersections are
interesting points that occur between adiabatic surfaces where often the avoided crossing
is expected. In the subset of the two degrees of freedom in which the intersection of the
potential energy surface occurs at a specific point, the two surfaces form a double cone
[158–160]. Figure 5.1 shows a conical intersection described by a double cone geometry.
At conical intersection, two direction Q1 and Q2 are distinguishable such that the poten-
tial energy function create a double cone in the vicinity of the degeneracy. The remaining
(n− 2) subspace describe the surface of the crossing. The degeneracy is lifted away from
the point of intersection in the (Q1,Q2) plane.
In the vicinity of the conical intersection, a small variation in atom positions results in
a large change in the electronic wave function. The conical intersection plays a major
role in the ultrafast radiationless processes as predicted by Teller in 1937 [161] and ex-
tremely important to understand the relaxation mechanism in the ultrafast pump-probe
experiments that are indirect ways to detect these conical intersections [162–164].
In the present and the next chapter, we study the relaxation processes where the prime fo-
cus is on the transition through these conical intersections. In doing so, the non-adiabatic
effects are ignored. There are several techniques developed to circumvent the failure of
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [165–170]. One of them is the widely recognised
algorithm, Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) where the nuclei evolve clas-
sically and their propagation along the adiabatic potential energy surface is subjected
to the stochastic hops between potential energy surfaces [165]. To get a good insight
into the role of non-adiabatic dynamics close to different conical intersections, techniques






Figure 5.1: A double cone configuration describing a conical intersection
other than the Born-Oppenheimer approximation may be employed, the surface-hopping
simulations being one among them [165]. In this thesis work, we do not employ any of
these methods.
5.8 Energy carrier in one-dimensional system
We study the results of the optical pulse excitation, generation of charge carrier, such
as spin-polaron (i.e., electron trapped in local ferromagnetic environment) and lattice-
polaron (electron trapped in local atomic distortion, also referred as just ’polaron’), etc.,
and dynamics of these carriers in the context of the one-dimensional system. Furthermore,
the role of spin and atomic degrees of freedom in relaxation of the excited system will be
examined.
Firstly, we implement the Peierls substitution technique, described in Section 5.5, to study
the optical excitation process. Secondly, the numerical solution of the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation (described in Appendix C) is used to describe the evolution of one-
particle wave functions for the eg electrons, and the two-dimensional spinor for the t2g
spins while the atoms are treated classically and their corresponding Newton equations
(Section 2.5) of motion is used. Table 5.1 summarises the parameters used in the study
of the dynamics in the one-dimensional system.
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∆t=0.040 a.u. MR = 29164 a.u. Mlc=8.0× 1010 a.u
k-points=1 Nsites = 16 (for x=0.5)
Nsites = 60 (for single electron)
A′o=0.01, 0.02
0.03 a.u.
cw= 200 fs. Polarisation direction ( ~A)= x Breathing mode (Q1) = No
Table 5.1: Parameters used to study the relaxation dynamics of one-dimensional chain. The symbols
are defined Section 2.5.2 and all other necessary parameters are given in Table 2.2
5.9 Optical absorption
We consider two cases: a single electron and a dimerised phase at x = 0.5 in the one-
dimensional chain (see Chapter 3). The calculations are performed on the 60-site one-
dimensional unit cell that consists of corner-connected O-octahedra. The single electron
in this unit cell settles down into a bonding state of a trimer. The density of the states
projected on the three sites of the trimer is shown in Figure 5.2 (a) together with the
nature of the states and the possible transitions. When the system is exposed to an
external electromagnetic field, it shows optical absorption due to the excitation of an
electron of the trimer from the low-lying bonding state of the trimer to the respective
upper empty non-bonding as shown in side schematic of Figure 5.2.
Similarly, the dimerised system at x = 0.5 being in a Zener polaronic state, discussed
in Chapter 3, shows optical absorption due to the excitation of the electrons from the
bonding state of a dimer (Zener polaron) to the corresponding anti-bonding states. The
density of states projected within the two sites of the dimer and the nature of the states
are shown in Figure 5.2 (b). There is no transition from the bonding state to the pi-states
as theses pi-states are orthogonal to the direction of the chain.
5.9.1 Single electron dynamics: Light cone behaviour
When an one-dimensional system with just a single electron in it is excited, a charac-
teristic light-cone dynamics of the localised excitation is observed. Figure 5.3 shows the
charge density dynamics for t < 100 fs. Once the electron is excited from the bonding
of the trimer to the corresponding non-bonding states, the corner and central sites of
the trimer become polarised triggering charge oscillations within the trimer. The charge
oscillations has a characteristic frequency in the range ∼ 130− 150 THz (Figure 5.3) and
last for ∼ 80 fs for the intermediate intensity-field (i.e., for Ao = 0.02 case as shown
in Figure 5.3). Its clear from Figure 5.3 that the frequency of this oscillations does not
depend on the intensity of the external field. During this time (t < 80 fs), the charge
densities at the two corner sites of the trimer oscillate out of phase to each other. In the
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(a) Density of states of a single electron projected on the trimer sites (left) and nature of the bonding,
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1st      state







(b) Density of states of a electron in the zener polaron projected on two sites of the dimer (left) and
nature of the bonding, non-bonding and pi states in case of electron in zener polaron (right)
Figure 5.2: Density of states and possible transitions for a single electron system (a) and zener polaron
system at x = 0.5 (b). The filled states shows the pi states orthogonal to the direction of the chain. The
black and white in the electron states shows opposite phases of the wave functions (c,d).
systems with nearest-neighbour interactions, these excitations in the form of quasiparti-
cles are expected to spread out from their initial position, i.e., the initial trimer position
in our case, within light like cones.
The light cone behaviour can be recognised by the charge densities spreading out to
nearby sites from Figure 5.4. The nature of evolution of the light-cone can be ballistic
or diffusive. While the scattering length or the mean-free path of the carrier in the
ballistic evolution is of the same order of magnitude as that of the sample size, the
carrier is repeatedly scattered in the diffusive evolution. Thus, the former is a feature
of a freely propagating excitation in the non-interacting environment and the latter is
for the scattering-induced propagation in the presence of interactions. We try to fit the
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Figure 5.3: Dynamics of a single electron in one-dimensional chain for three different initial intensity
of the excitations on shorter timescale (0-0.1 ps). As the electron excite from the bonding to the non-
bonding state of the trimer, a charge transfer takes place from corner to corner sites of the trimer.
The polarisation between the corner and central sites of the trimer result in dipole oscillations with the
trimer. the charge density on two corners of the sites of trimer is oscillating out of phase from each
other. While the frequency of the charge oscillation does not depend on the intensity of the external
field, the amplitude of the charge oscillation strongly depend on field intensity. Higher the field intensity,
the larger is the amplitude of oscillations.
present motion with the ballistic model. We get the characteristic velocity∼ 75×103 m/s.
This velocity in real material is related to the longitudinal velocity of sound which range
between 5000 − 7000 m/s in manganites [171, 172]. As our model is a one-dimensional
model, the direct analogy of the obtained speed is difficult to make.
It is to be noted from Figure 5.5 that the light cone behaviour exists for t < 0.50 ps. As
the excited electron goes into the non-bonding state of the trimer, the increased charge
densities at the corner sites of this trimer initiate structural dynamics at these sites. The
Q3 modes at the corner sites of the trimer start increasing and the same at the central site
of the trimer decreases. The oscillations of the O atoms around the corner sites also alter
the nearby octahedra due to the cooperative effect spreading the structural disturbance
around the trimer sites out to other sites along the chain. The coupling between the
electron and phononic system is clearly visible in Figure 5.5 which shows the Q3 mode
following the charge density.
The initial excitation localised on the corner sites of the trimer spreads outward to other
sites. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, the light cones travelling in the opposite
directions interfere with each other near the corner sites of the chain forming standing
waves at these sites, as shown in Figure 5.4 between 0.15-0.22 ps on the corner of the
chain.
5.9. Optical absorption 123
Figure 5.4: Dynamics of single electron in one-dimensional system on shorter timescale (0-0.2 ps).
Bottom- dynamics of charge density on individual sites. In all of three cases, the excitation spread to
other sites of the chain by forming a light cone in all the three cases. In low-intensity excitations, the
electron mainly remain in the ground state which is evident from the charge density present on the
initial sites of the trimer. In the high-intensity excitations, this charge density of the electron in the
ground state completely vanishes and the dynamics can be purely regarded as the evolution of the of the
excitations in the form of light cones. Top- dynamics of the Q3 mode on individual sites. The atomic
structure acts slowly (at 60 fs) and follows the charge and facilitate the spreading of the excitation to
other sites.
The nature of the excitation is preserved while spreading out from the initial trimer sites.
During the light-cone spreading, the charge separation process leads to the localisation
of charge on a few sites. It can be seen in Figure 5.6 that the charge localises around
the initial trimer sites at t ∼ 0.6 ps. At the same time, there is also a weak localisation
of charges over few sites (visible in Figure 5.6) that is around five lattice sites away
from the initial trimer sites. The charge localisation instigates the spins at these sites
forming of the polaron of same nature, i.e., the trimer polaron, which we start with. Now
onwards, the relaxation dynamics is dominated by thermally-activated polaron hopping
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Figure 5.5: Relaxation of single electron system for three different initial intensity of the excitations
on shorter timescale (0-0.5 ps). Bottom- dynamics of charge density on individual sites. Due to periodic
boundary conditions, the light cone travelling in different directions meet at the corner sites and hence,
we see standing wave of charge density on these sites (for example, on the edges between 0.05− 0.2 ps).
For the low and intermediate intensities (Ao = 0.01 and Ao = 0.02), the charge density on the initial
sites of the trimer is due to the ground state electrons. In high-intensity case, the ground state become
completely empty and no charge density is observed on the initial sites of the trimer. Top- dynamics of
the Q3 mode on individual sites. The Q3 mode follows the charge density.
which initiates at t ∼ 0.60 ps (Figure 5.6)
5.9.2 Small polaron hopping: Brownian motion
From t > 0.60 ps onwards, the spin-lattice assisted thermally-activated polaron hopping is
the dominating process. The t2g spins of the polaron and nearby sites continuously rotate
aligning themselves almost ferromagnetically to facilitate the electron to delocalise over
these nearby pair of sites. Similarly, the atomic distortion associated with the polaron
sites also penetrates to these nearby sites lowering the energy barrier of the polaron
hopping. Figure 5.6 shows the response of the charge density, spin angles and Q3 modes
5.10. Zener polaron 125
Figure 5.6: Single electron relaxation on longer timescale (0-1.25 ps). Dynamics of charge density
(Middle), Q3 mode (Left), and inter-site spin angle (Right). Once the charge get localised within few
sites at t∼0.6 ps, it forms a small polaron at these sites. Now onwards, a random motion of polaron is
observed. The Q3 mode follows the charge-density. The spins are anti-ferromagnetically arranged across
the entire chain except the initial position of trimer. The localisation of the charge alters the t2g spins of
the sites forming ferromagnetic atmosphere at the charge-rich sites. Now the t2g spins remain strongly
coupled to the electron and create a continuous ferromagnetic environment for the polaron to propagate
through the Brownian motion.
at individual sites for the one-dimensional system with a single electron in it on the larger
timescale.
We can understand the above polaron motion in the context of random motion, i.e.,
the Brownian motion of charge transport. The probability of polaron hopping in the
thermally-activated process is proportional to e−β∆E where ∆E is the energy difference
between the initial and final states of the involved polaron while β is a constant that
depends on the temperature [173]. In the present case, ∆E depends on various factors,
such as spin and atomic configurations of the nearby sites w.r.t. the polaron sites. This
lattice and the spin facilitated charge carrier propagates throughout the chain. We track
the dynamics over a few pico seconds during which this random hopping remains the
most important process. The process of polaron hopping persists at least up to t ∼ 12
ps which is the total time of the dynamics that we tracked in our study. The decay of
this polaron hopping process is suppressed as we do not employ any dissipative channel
in our present model.
5.10 Zener polaron
The one-dimensional chain at x = 0.5 shows dimerisation where the electrons are confined
over the bonding state of the ferromagnetically coupled sites of the dimer. The system
shows strong absorption at ∼ 1.5 eV due to the excitation of the electrons from the
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bonding states to the anti-bonding states of the dimer as shown in Figure 5.2. In the
next sections, we consider two cases: the low-intensity excitation and the high-intensity
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Figure 5.7: Dynamics of charge density on shorter timescale t = 0−0.1 ps at x = 0.5 for low (Left) and
high-intensity (Right) excitations. The excited anti-bonding states that are equally spread on two sites
within the dimer is highly unstable charge oscillations within each dimer are observed. The amplitude
of the charge oscillation depends on the intensity of the external field. Higher the intensity, the larger is
the the amplitude of the charge oscillations.
5.10.1 Low intensity excitation
In the dimerised phase at x = 0.5, the polarons are confined to their initial sites even after
the excitation as the atomic structure is weakly perturbed in the low-intensity excitations.
Figure 5.7 shows the initial charge dynamics during the excitation process (t ∼ 0 − 0.1
ps). As the symmetry of the bonding and anti-bonding states of the dimer (i.e., Zener
polaron) is different, charge oscillations within each dimer are observed (Figure 5.7) that
instigate the atomic oscillations on the dimer sites also. These charge oscillations on
the individual sites of dimer are out of phase. The amplitude of the charge oscillations
depends on the field strength. Higher the intensity of the excitation, the larger is the
amplitude of the corresponding charge densities within dimer sites. Figure 5.8 shows the
response of the charge density, spin angles and Q3 phonon mode at individual sites of the
16-site one-dimensional chain in the dimerised phase on longer timescale t ∼ 0.5−1.2 ps.
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Figure 5.8: Low intensity excitation. Dynamics of charge density (Left), Q3 mode (Middle) and spin
angle (Right) at individual sites at x = 0.5 on longer timescale (0.5-1.2 ps). The electron in the anti-
bonding state shows the tendency to localise on one of the site in the trimer. As the population of the
anti-bonding state is not high enough to strongly perturb the atomic and spin structure of the system, the
excitation remain confined to the respective dimers. The occupied majority states of a dimer interacts
with the empty minority states of the nearby dimer. This interaction is very weak as the nearby dimers
are anti-ferromagnetically coupled to each others.
As two nearby dimers are anti-ferromagnetically coupled, they interact very slowly and
weakly. This interaction of nearby dimers is due to the coupling of the occupied majority
states of a Zener polaron with the empty minority state of the nearby Zener polaron
anti-ferromagnetically coupled to the former. This interaction is assisted through a slow
rotation of the respective t2g spins as shown in Figure 5.8. The interaction between Zener
polarons depends on the JAF coupling. Smaller the JAF , the larger is the the interaction.
In the Figure 5.8, it is clearly seen that the perturbation of the spin and atomic structure
is not large enough to facilitate the electron to relax to ground state by localising on one
of the site of the dimer
5.10.2 High intensity excitation: Population inversion and for-
mation of JT polarons
To study the effect of the intensity of the electromagnetic field on the relaxation process,
we study the Zener polaronic phase at x = 0.5 again under high-intensity external field.
Higher the intensity of the light field, the larger is the occupancy of the anti-bonding states
of the dimer. In the high excitation field, the system may undergo population inversion
where the occupancy of the anti-bonding states of a dimer is higher than that of the
corresponding bonding state. Here, we consider this case of the population inversion.
The response of the charge, Q3 mode and spin degrees of freedom is shown in Figure 5.9.
For such a strong initial perturbation in the electronic system, the Q3 phonon modes and
t2g spins react very quickly at t ∼ 0.35 ps, see Figure 5.9, making the sites within the
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dimer highly polarised with respect to each other. The frequency of the charge density
and phonon mode oscillations is higher in comparison to the low-intensity excitation case,






























































Figure 5.9: High-intensity excitation: dynamics of electron density (Left), Q3 mode (Middle) and spin
angle (Right) at individual sites at x = 0.5. Left- Intially, the charge density is equal at each site in the
dimerised phase. The population of the anti-bonding states of individual Zener polaron go on increasing
until a population inversion situation is encountered. Middle- once the population of anti-bonding states
become larger than the bonding-states, the electronic structure become highly-unstable. The electrons
start localising on individual site by forming JT polaron. Right- the charge localisation on individual sites
of dimer is facilitated by the anti-ferromagnetic alignment of the t2g spins. Thereafter, the relaxation
process is dominated by the dynamics of the JT polarons.
Strong dipole oscillations for sites within dimer are observed; see Figure 5.7 (left).
The electrons in the anti-bondings states of the dimers have the tendency to localise over
individual sites of the corresponding dimers. The t2g spins being faster degree of freedom
react quickly to these dipole oscillations allowing the relaxation of the system through
conical intersection as the configuration of the t2g spins within the dimers turns anti-
ferromagnetic instantaneously. After the conical intersection, the electrons get trapped
into individual sites of the respective dimers lowering overall energy of the system. These
newly trapped electrons in the octahedral distortion of the individual sites that are anti-
ferromagnetically coupled to each others is nothing but ’JT polarons’. Now these JT
polarons randomly hop from one site to other when the configuration of the t2g spins
between these sites turns weakly parallel.
5.11 Summary
In this chapter, we observed clear features of spreading of the excitations within light-like
cones in the case of a single electron in the one-dimensional system on shorter timescale
just after excitation. Furthermore, the small polaron hopping is the dominating process
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on larger timescale. In the case of the Zener polaron system, a different kind of relaxation
dynamics is observed that depends on the kind of excitations. While the Zener polaron
remains the quasiparticle in weak excitation limit that happens to have long lifetime, the
formation of JT polarons through spin assisted conical intersection and the subsequent
polaron hopping constitute a major part of the relaxation mechanism in the high-intensity





Optical excitation and relaxation in
three-dimensional system
In this chapter, we study the detailed optical excitation and subsequent relaxation dynam-
ics in the real three-dimensional manganite by mean of the ab-initio molecular dynamics.
We use the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for spins and electronic system, as dis-
cussed in previous chapter. The dynamical information of the electronic, lattice and spin
part of the system is monitored to show the overall microstructure evolution. Moreover,
the nature of the charge carrier and the long lived transient states (metastable states)
formed during dynamics is analysed in detail. Firstly, we study the excitation and sub-
sequent relaxation process that involve the transition from the CE-type phase of half
doping, where the charge ordered state with the CE-type magnetic order convert to a
state without any charge ordering at low temperature. Secondly, we study the effect of
the intensity of external light pulse on the relaxation processes.
6.1 Inclusion of strain wave propagation
It is necessary that our present model adopted for studying the relaxation dynamics,
discussed in Chapter 2, must have the flexibility that allows compression and expansion
of the system in certain directions. This kind flexibility in turn permits the propagation
of a large-wavelength acoustic phonon modes that are responsible for strain effects in
manganite [174, 175]. This effect is included in our present tight-binding model by
considering the lattice constants, i.e., a, b and c of Equation 2.1 as dynamical variable
instead of mere constants. These lattice constant variables have their own equation
of motion like the other degrees of freedom. The mass of the lattice variable, Mlc, is
determined by fixing the resulting frequency of acoustic wave approximately equal to
the frequency of the strain wave ∼ 25 GHz observed experimentally in manganites. We
assume the direction of propagation of the strain wave be c and use the CaMnO3 system
to fix the mass Mlc. Table 6.1 summarises the parameters that are used for study in the
present chapter.
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∆t=0.040 a.u. MR = 29164 a.u. Mlc=8.0× 1010 a.u




( ~A vector) x+y√
2
doping (x) = 0.5
Table 6.1: The symbols are defined Section 2.5.2 and all other necessary parameters are given in Table
2.2
Before going into the result sections, we first discuss the CE-type structure at x =
0.5 in greater details (already discussed in Section 5.7). Here, we mainly focus on the
construction of the set of the Wannier states which can be used to describe this CE-type
structure and, then this set of Wannier states is used to study the subsequent dynamics
after excitation.
6.2 Initial structure: CE-type phase
We choose the half-doped CE structure with the unit cell size of 8 × 8 × 4 size as the
initial system to study the dynamics. As described in Section 5.7 of Chapter 5, the zig-zag
fashioned ferromagnetic chains arranged in the xy planes that are anti-ferromagnetically
coupled to each other in the z direction in the CE-type phase. The three-site x or y
segment of the zig-zag chain forms a trimer of parallel spin sites. The resulting electronic
structure of the trimer oriented in the x direction can be described by the Wannier states
[15] such that the filled state |w1〉 is expressed as:
|w1〉 = |c, ax〉 cos(α) + (|l〉+ |r〉)sin(α)√
2
(6.1)
Here, |c, ax〉 is the axial d3x2−r2-type orbital, which is localised over the M c central site.
|l〉 and |r〉 are the orbital on M e corner sites on left and right side of the M c central site,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6.1. The |l〉 and |r〉 orbitals on M e sites are pointing
towards M c site, i.e., in the x direction. The |l〉 and |r〉 can be written as a linear
combination of two eg orbitals on left and right side as follows:
|l〉 = (|l, d3z2−r2〉+ |l, d3x2−y2〉) 1√
2
(6.2)
|r〉 = (|r, d3z2−r2〉+ |r, d3x2−y2〉) 1√
2
(6.3)





























(a) Total Density of state projected
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(b) Four Wannier states correspond-
ing to a single trimer
Figure 6.1: Density of states of the CE-type structure at x = 0.5 (a) projected on to the four Wannier
states (b). (a) contribution from |w1〉 shown in red, |w2〉 in yellow, |w3〉 in blue and |w4〉 in cyan. (b)
The four Wannier states involving three sites of a trimer: a central M c site and two corner Me. The
density of states (x axis) versus energy (y axis) shows the low lying occupied state correspond to |w1〉
state. The states just above The Fermi level are non-bonding in nature |w2〉. Above these two state are
the orthogonal |w4〉 states localised on the central sites of the trimer. The |w3〉 states lie above all of the
states are of anti-bonding nature. Th electron from the ground state can excite to only the non-bonding
state as other transitions are forbidden.
Now the corresponding upper lying |w2〉 non-bonding state and the |w3〉 anti-bonding
state orthogonal to the |w1〉 bonding state are as follows:
|w2〉 = (|l〉 − |r〉) 1√
2
(6.4)




The |eq〉 equatorial orbital localised on theM c site of the trimer oriented in the x direction
(see Figure 6.2),
|w4〉 = |eq〉, (6.7)
is dz2−y2-type, orthogonal to the low-lying states |w1〉, |w2〉 and |w3〉.
Similarly, the Wannier states for the trimer oriented along the y direction can be expressed
by replacing the sign of the dx2−y2-type state in equations (6.3) and (6.3).
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The Wannier states defined in Equation 6.1-6.7 (i.e., |w1〉, |w2〉, |w3〉 and |w4〉) form a
complete set of basis states to understand the electronic structure of the CE-type phase.
An one-particle electron state in the CE zig-zag chain can be expressed by a linear
combination of the this basis states. The density of states of the the CE-type structure
at x = 0.5 obtained by our model projected on the above Wannier functions is shown in
Figure 6.1 with the corresponding Wannier states. Clearly, the occupied states are mainly
|w1〉-type (red) and the lowest unoccupied states above the Fermi level are mostly |w2〉
states (red). |w3〉 (blue) and |w4〉 (cyan) states energetically remain above them where
the former state lies higher in energy than the latter. The charge on the corner M e and
centralM c site is 0.5±∆, where ∆ = 0.25 is the charge disproportion. Experimentally, it
has been verified for a long time [34] that the charge ordering in the xy CE plane stacks
along the z-axis rather than being shifted by one lattice point from one plane to the next.
This kind of charge stacking can also be verified by our CE-type results [15].
6.3 Excitation process: optical absorption
The photo-excitation in manganites can occur through both d-d and p-d kind transitions
in the spectral energy range ∼ 0.5-2.3 eV [15, 176–179]. While the d-d kind transitions
are transitions between the 3d states of Mn atom, the p-d transitions are between O-
2p states and the Mn-d states [180, 181]. The strength of these transitions depend on
various factor. Primarily, it depends on the densities of the initial and final states, and
the transition probabilities between them. The transitions observed experimentally in
the optical energy spectrum centred around ∼ 0.5-0.75 eV mainly consist of the dipole
allowed transition from the occupied eg state, below the Fermi level, to higher eg states,
see Figure 6.1. The charge transfer p-d kind transitions are dominating in the higher
energy range [15, 176–179]. The study of the p-d kind transitions requires an explicit
inclusion of O-2p states that we down-fold in our present model.
Any occupied eg state |wo〉 of the CE-structure at any given time during dynamics can
be expanded in the complete basis set of the orthogonal Wannier states, i.e., |w1〉, |w2〉,





Here m = 1, 2...4
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Figure 6.1 shows the allowed and forbidden transitions in the CE-type system at x = 0.5
on the symmetry basis with the help of the Wannier states. The wide absorption band
(Figure 6.2) in our calculations is due to strong dipole allowed transition from filled the
bonding |w1〉 state to the non-bonding |w2〉 state of the trimer segment of the CE chain
as shown in 6.1. Other transitions, such as |w1〉 → |w3〉 and |w1〉 → |w4〉, are dipole
forbidden. The |w1〉 → |w2〉 transition occurs as a result of charge transfer from the M c
central toM c corner site of the trimer of the zig-zag CE chain. The band gap across which
the |w1〉 → |w2〉 transition occurs develops due to JT distortion as well as hybridisation of
the eg orbitals of three sites of the trimer which shifts the resulting bonding state lower.
Figure 6.2: Propagation of |cw2 |2 and |cw1 |2 values summed over all the trimers of the unit cell
indicating the contribution towards |wo〉 occupied state from the |w2〉 (solid lines) and |w1〉 (dashed
lines), respectively. Wannier states as a function of energy of the light pulse. The energy values of the
colorbox on the right are in eV. The system shows absorption for wide range of photon energies which
are in the range 0.80 − 1.80 eV. The maximum absorption by the system in external light pulse take
place around around 0.96 eV.
We study the excitation process in the CE-type system as a function of the energy (hν)
of the light pulse. t = 0 − 200 fs is the duration of the pulse after which the light pulse
is switched off. This is the duration of the ultrafast laser pulse used in the referred
experiment [101].
Figure 6.2 shows the energy (hν) dependence of the propagation of the projections of
the occupied states on the four Wannier states (Section 6.2) during the entire excitation
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process period. Clearly, the CE-type structure shows optical absorption in a large energy
spectrum.
It is clear from the energy hν dependence that the absorption can occur in wide energy
spectrum ranging from 0.80-1.80 eV. A maximum of absorption peak corresponds to
0.96 eV energy. The experiments attribute this broad absorption peak in the absorption
spectra to a transition between Jahn-Teller split Mn-d eg states, either occurring as an
intra-site or as an inter-site transition between Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites [15, 176–179].
Figure 6.3: Evolution of the |cwi |2 coefficients defined in Equation 6.8 as a function of the intensity
of pulse. Top- Propagation of |cw2 |2 (solid lines) and |cw1 |2 (dashed lines) values summed over all the
trimers of the unit cell. Bottom- Propagation of the (|cw3 |2 + cw4 |2) values summed over all the trimers
of the unit cell. The values of the colorbox on the right are the Ao values in a.u. units.
We use a light pulse of energy 0.96 eV, which is the energy corresponding to the maximum
absorption in Figure 6.2 to study the Intensity I dependence. We can tune the intensity I
of the light pulse by Ao (Equation 5.11) as I ∝ |Ao|2. The smaller value of Ao corresponds
to the low-intensity light pulse while the larger value of Ao means the high-intensity pulse
as described in Appendix B. We discuss the present system dynamics at four different
intensities i) Ao1=0.01 (case Ist), ii) Ao1=0.02 (case 2nd), iii) Ao3=0.03 (case 3rd) and
Ao4=0.04 (case 4th). These four intensities cases will now be referred by case Ist, 2nd,
3rd and 4th.
Figure 6.3 shows the propagation of the absolute value |cwm|2 of the coefficients of the
four Wannier states (cw1 , cw2 , cw3 and cw4) (Equation 6.8) corresponding to the occupied
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|wo〉 state for different intensities of the external light pulse. Clearly, higher the intensity
I, the lesser is the contribution from the |w1〉 state.
The excitation process not only involves the primary excitation of |w1〉 → |w2〉-type
but also involves other secondary excitation processes |w2〉 → |w3〉, |w2〉 → |w4〉 or
|w3〉 → |w4〉 types. These secondary processes are confirmed by Figure 6.3 (bottom)
which shows the total contribution of the |w3〉 and |w4〉 states in the occupied state |wo〉.
It must be also noticed from Figure 6.3 that as the intensity I ∝ |Ao|2 increases, the
population of the excited states |w2〉, |w3〉 and |w4〉 increases. It is clear that while the
|w2〉 states contribute significantly at all intensities (Equation 6.5) besides the initial |w1〉
state, the contribution from the |w3〉 and |w4〉 states is not negligible at higher intensities.
As the intensity of the external pulse significantly affects the population of excited elec-
trons, this in turn influence the overall relaxation process of the system. Interestingly, the
relaxation processfor the system subjected to the low-intensity light pulse goes through a
magnetic transition from the CE-type anti-ferromagnetic of localised polarons in a charge
ordered state to the A-type anti-ferromagnetic phase with no charge ordering. This re-
sults in a metal-insulator transition (discussed in Section 6.4.1). In the high-intensity
laser pulse, the interference of the, relatively, fast spin dynamics close to the conical in-
tersection drives the system into the G-type anti-ferromagnetic phase. The comparative
high frequency of the lattice oscillations (discussed in Section 6.4.2) ultimately leads to
the formation of single-site JT polarons. Thereafter, the relaxation process involves ther-
mally activated hopping of these JT polaron in the disordered system which has a longer
lifetime with a strong temperature dependence.
6.4 Initial high-frequency phonon modes
During the excitation, as the non-bonding states |w2〉 start populating, shown in Figure
6.4, the atomic structure of the M e corner sites alter because the non-bonding states
mainly belong to theM e sites of the trimer of the zig-zag CE chain. Here, we discuss two
cases - low-intensity relaxation physics (1st case) and high-intensity relaxation physics
(4th case).
Figure 6.5 and 6.6 illustrate dynamics of electron density, spin and Qi modes of individual
sites between time 0-1000 fs for case 1st and 2nd, respectively. Due to the charge transfer
from the M c central site to the M e corner site of the trimer as a result of the excitation
of electrons from the |w1〉 to |w2〉 (Figure 6.4), the phonons start to respond at 30 fs, as
shown in Figure 6.5 (a) and 6.6 (a). The Q2 (pink) and Q3 (green) amplitudes of the
M c sites start decreasing, and the Q3 amplitude of the M e sites start increasing with
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a.  Ao = 0.01
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b.  
c. d. 
Figure 6.4: Evolution of the absolute values of |cwm | coefficient (summed over all trimers of the unit cell)
corresponding to |wo〉 occupied state for four different intensities. The intensity of excitation increases
from (a) to (d). The |cwm | oscillations corresponds to Qi modes phonon oscillations. The |w2〉 states
(green) constitute significantly to the excited electrons in case (a) of the low-intensity excitation. As
the intensity of excitation increases, the |w3〉 and |w4〉 states contribute significantly towards the |wo〉
occupied state. In case (d), the density of excited electron is almost equal in all the excited states at
t ∼100 fs.
negative value. The octahedra around the M c sites start shrinking along the CE chain
due to decreased electron density in the |w1〉 state. On the other hand, the octahedra
around the M e sites start expanding in the ab plane (-ve Q3), i.e., the CE plane, due
to the newly occupied |w2〉 non-bonding states. The t2g spins at this timescale remain
frozen as the interaction of the partially occupied majority-spin |w1〉 or |w2〉 states with
the minority-spin state of the nearby antiparallel CE chains is still weak.
Figure 6.4 shows the evolution of the coefficients |cm|2 of the four Wannier states cor-
responding to the occupied state |wo〉 (Equation 6.8) for different intensities. This set
of Wannier states serves a good basis set only up to certain time (0-300 fs). During
the low intensity excitation process, the secondary excitation processes |w2〉 → |w3〉 and
|w2〉 → |w4〉 is negligible as shown in Figure 6.4.
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(a) dynamics of Q1 (blue), Q2 (pink) and Q3 (green) modes: The positive
and negative value of the Q2 mode correspond to expansion of the octahedron in
the x and y directions, respectively. The negative value of Q3 mode corresponds
to expansion of octahedron in the xy plane with simultaneous compression in z
direction while its positive value indicates compression in the xy plane and expansion
in the z direction.
(b) dynamics of the t2g spin angles between
pair of the Mn sites along x (pink), y
(green) and z (blue) directions
(c) dynamics of charge densities on individ-
ual Mn sites
Figure 6.5: Low-intensity excitation: dynamics of Qi modes (a), t2g spin angles (b) and charge density
(c) on individual sites of the CE-type structure. Initially, the charge densities on the M c sites is larger
than the Me sites. During excitation of the eg electron from |w1〉 state to the |w1〉 state leads to charge-
transfer from M c to Me sites resulting in increased electron density on M c sites. Initial, the strong
oscillations in the electron density is due to the oscillations of the strong Q2 mode on the M c site. The
amplitude of the Q2 mode and the charge density oscillations decrease over time. The anti-ferromagnetic
bonds between M c and the nearby Me sites of the adjacent zig-zag chain break as the planar orbital
ordering on the M c site. This result in decrease of t2g spin angles between sites belonging to adjacent
zig-zag chain from 180o to 0o − 70o within xy plane
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(a) dynamics of Q1 (blue), Q2 (pink) and Q3 (green) modes: The positive
and negative value of the Q2 mode correspond to expansion of the octahedron in
the x and y directions, respectively. The negative value of Q3 mode corresponds
to expansion of octahedron in the xy plane with simultaneous compression in z
direction while its positive value indicates compression in the xy plane and expansion
in the z direction.
(b) dynamics of the t2g spin angles between
pair of the Mn sites along x (pink), y
(green) and z (blue) directions
(c) dynamics of charge densities on individ-
ual Mn sites
Figure 6.6: High-intensity excitation: dynamics of Qi modes (a), t2g spin angles (b) and charge density
(c) on individual sites of the CE-type structure. Initially, the charge densities on the M c sites is larger
than the Me sites. During excitation of the eg electron from the |w1〉 state to the |w1〉 state leads to
charge-transfer from M c to Me sites resulting in increased electron density on Me sites. The strong
initial oscillations in the electron density is due to the oscillations of the strong Q2 mode oscillations on
the M c site. The amplitude of the Q2 mode oscillations are stronger than the low-intensity case (Figure
6.5 (a)). The ferromagnetic bonds betweenM c and the nearbyMe sites within same zig-zag chain break
due to rotation of the orbital ordering by 90o on theM c site turning the 0o t2g spin angles to 150o−180o
within xy plane at around t∼175 fs.
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The amplitude and frequency of the oscillating Q1, Q2 and Q3 modes depend on the
intensity of the light pulse. The phonons of the system subjected to the high-intensity
pulse have higher amplitude and frequency of oscillations in comparison to the system
initially subjected to the low intensity pulse. The frequency of the phonon modes for
case 1st and case 2nd (Figure 6.5 (a) and Figure 6.6 (a) ) are on terahertz timescale.
The observed charge modulation on the terahertz timescale is also detected in these class
of manganites experimentally [174, 182, 183]. The charge follows the phonon modes and
as a consequence, the electron density on individual sites fluctuate with high-frequency
oscillating behaviour simultaneously with Q1, Q2 and Q3 modes at the early stage of the
thermalisation. The frequency of the electron density fluctuations is similar to that of
the Q1 breathing mode (Figure 6.5 (c) and 6.6 (c)), which directly couples the isotropic
expansion of octahedron to the electron density on that site.
6.4.1 Low-intensity excitations: case 1st
For the low-intensity light pulse (case 1st), the density of the excited electrons is not
large enough to strongly perturb the atomic structure such that the Q2 modes of the M c
central sites of the trimer change their sign. During a complete cycle of the oscillation of
the onsite Q2 modes on the M c sites, as shown in Figure 6.5 (a), the Q2 mode does not
change its sign. The octahedron expanded initially in the x/y direction on the M c site of
the trimer relaxes into the symmetrically distorted structure in the xy plane with equally
stretched bonds in the x and y direction. During the second half cycle of the Q2 mode,
it again expands in the same x/y direction and comes back to its original structure but
now with a weaker amplitude of the Q2 mode.
We try to describe the electronic structure of the segment of the CE chain at important
instances during this complete cycle of the Q2 mode on the M c central site of the trimer
with the help of Figure 6.7. As the Q2 mode on the M c site of the trimer decreases, the
lowest axial |w1〉 state turns into planar dx2−y2-type corresponding to the atomic structure
with negative Q3 values in Figure 6.5 (a). This change of the orbital polarisation on the
M c sites from axial to planar type endorses interaction between adjacent zig-zag chains
that are anti-ferromagnetically coupled to each other. The interaction between adjacent
chains occurs through t2g spins. The spin angles between the M c↑ central site of spin ↑
trimer and nearby M e↓ corner sites of the spin ↓ chain decrease slowly. It takes several
cycles of the Q3 mode (around 1000 fs from Figure 6.5 (b)) to turn these spin angle from
180o to 0o− 70o, as clear from spin angles values of the pairs of the Mn sites in the x and
y directions.
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W2
<latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit>
W3
<latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ8 qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsIzx i8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn6G ZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpSe jrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpnk+ q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSILekS VqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ8 qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsIzx i8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn6G ZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpSe jrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpnk+ q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSILekS VqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ8 qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsIzx i8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn6G ZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpSe jrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpnk+ q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSILekS VqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ8 qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsIzx i8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn6G ZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpSe jrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpnk+ q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSILekS VqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit>
W4
<latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkVw VRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez5 VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8QHj E4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn6G ZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VCpae jrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpnk+ q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpklvSI m3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit>
Me
<latexit sha1_base64="lXwxB4GU/bzoyyniJzTuI5HZDhQ=" >AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3OPFg iu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550EN4xPy d1BMJZOnNPWR9s2rX7BzWInEKUiUFGn3zqzeIWBJAiExQpbqOHaObUomcCcgqvURBTNmYDqGraUgDUG6ar82sY60MLD+SukK0cvX3R EoDpSaBpzsDiiM1703F/7xugv6Fm/IwThBCNlvkJ8LCyJpmYQ24BIZiogllkuu/WmxEJWWoE6voEJz5kxdJ67Tm2DXn9qxavyziKJN DckROiEPOSZ1ckwZpEkZS8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrLVkFDP75A+Mzx9l3JZl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lXwxB4GU/bzoyyniJzTuI5HZDhQ=" >AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3OPFg iu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550EN4xPy d1BMJZOnNPWR9s2rX7BzWInEKUiUFGn3zqzeIWBJAiExQpbqOHaObUomcCcgqvURBTNmYDqGraUgDUG6ar82sY60MLD+SukK0cvX3R EoDpSaBpzsDiiM1703F/7xugv6Fm/IwThBCNlvkJ8LCyJpmYQ24BIZiogllkuu/WmxEJWWoE6voEJz5kxdJ67Tm2DXn9qxavyziKJN DckROiEPOSZ1ckwZpEkZS8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrLVkFDP75A+Mzx9l3JZl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lXwxB4GU/bzoyyniJzTuI5HZDhQ=" >AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3OPFg iu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550EN4xPy d1BMJZOnNPWR9s2rX7BzWInEKUiUFGn3zqzeIWBJAiExQpbqOHaObUomcCcgqvURBTNmYDqGraUgDUG6ar82sY60MLD+SukK0cvX3R EoDpSaBpzsDiiM1703F/7xugv6Fm/IwThBCNlvkJ8LCyJpmYQ24BIZiogllkuu/WmxEJWWoE6voEJz5kxdJ67Tm2DXn9qxavyziKJN DckROiEPOSZ1ckwZpEkZS8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrLVkFDP75A+Mzx9l3JZl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lXwxB4GU/bzoyyniJzTuI5HZDhQ=" >AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3OPFg iu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550EN4xPy d1BMJZOnNPWR9s2rX7BzWInEKUiUFGn3zqzeIWBJAiExQpbqOHaObUomcCcgqvURBTNmYDqGraUgDUG6ar82sY60MLD+SukK0cvX3R EoDpSaBpzsDiiM1703F/7xugv6Fm/IwThBCNlvkJ8LCyJpmYQ24BIZiogllkuu/WmxEJWWoE6voEJz5kxdJ67Tm2DXn9qxavyziKJN DckROiEPOSZ1ckwZpEkZS8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrLVkFDP75A+Mzx9l3JZl</latexit>
M c
<latexit sha1_base64="2dZYq3C8cL1HSP/LNGbj5100vZo= ">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3O PFgiu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550E N4xPyd1BMJZOnNPcv6ZtWu2TmsReIUpEoKNPrmV28QsSSAEJmgSnUdO0Y3pRI5E5BVeomCmLIxHUJX05AGoNw0X5tZx1oZWH4kdY Vo5erviZQGSk0CT3cGFEdq3puK/3ndBP0LN+VhnCCEbLbIT4SFkTXNwhpwCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiISspQJ1bRITjzJy+S1mnNsWvO7V m1flnEUSaH5IicEIeckzq5Jg3SJIyk5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvJKGb2yR8Ynz9i0pZj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dZYq3C8cL1HSP/LNGbj5100vZo= ">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3O PFgiu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550E N4xPyd1BMJZOnNPcv6ZtWu2TmsReIUpEoKNPrmV28QsSSAEJmgSnUdO0Y3pRI5E5BVeomCmLIxHUJX05AGoNw0X5tZx1oZWH4kdY Vo5erviZQGSk0CT3cGFEdq3puK/3ndBP0LN+VhnCCEbLbIT4SFkTXNwhpwCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiISspQJ1bRITjzJy+S1mnNsWvO7V m1flnEUSaH5IicEIeckzq5Jg3SJIyk5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvJKGb2yR8Ynz9i0pZj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dZYq3C8cL1HSP/LNGbj5100vZo= ">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3O PFgiu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550E N4xPyd1BMJZOnNPcv6ZtWu2TmsReIUpEoKNPrmV28QsSSAEJmgSnUdO0Y3pRI5E5BVeomCmLIxHUJX05AGoNw0X5tZx1oZWH4kdY Vo5erviZQGSk0CT3cGFEdq3puK/3ndBP0LN+VhnCCEbLbIT4SFkTXNwhpwCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiISspQJ1bRITjzJy+S1mnNsWvO7V m1flnEUSaH5IicEIeckzq5Jg3SJIyk5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvJKGb2yR8Ynz9i0pZj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2dZYq3C8cL1HSP/LNGbj5100vZo= ">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEyyCq5KIoMuiGzdCBfuANpbJ9KYdOnkwcyOWEPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cZpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3O PFgiu07W+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ey0VJZJBk0Uikh2PKhA8hCZyFNCJJdDAE9D2xldTv/0AUvEovMNJDG5AhyH3OaOopb550E N4xPyd1BMJZOnNPcv6ZtWu2TmsReIUpEoKNPrmV28QsSSAEJmgSnUdO0Y3pRI5E5BVeomCmLIxHUJX05AGoNw0X5tZx1oZWH4kdY Vo5erviZQGSk0CT3cGFEdq3puK/3ndBP0LN+VhnCCEbLbIT4SFkTXNwhpwCQzFRBPKJNd/tdiISspQJ1bRITjzJy+S1mnNsWvO7V m1flnEUSaH5IicEIeckzq5Jg3SJIyk5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvJKGb2yR8Ynz9i0pZj</latexit>Me
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(a) The first half cycle of the Q2 mode on the central M c site of the trimer along x direction
: The yellow shaded state is theW1 ground state and the grey shaded stateW2 is the excited state. The
W3 states shift lower due to decreasing Q2 mode on the M c site. The orbital ordering on the M c site
changes from d3x2−r2-type to dx2−y2-type leading to a conical intersection between W3 and W2 states.
As the orbital on theM c site points now towards theMe sites of the adjacent anti-ferromagnetic chain,
a weak ferromagnetic interaction develops between the M c and the Me sites of the adjacent CE chain.
Initial CE
 structure
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(b) Evolution of the orbital ordering and spin structure: blue and red indicate sites with
opposite spin. As the orbital ordering on theM c site changes to dx2−y2-type, the anti-ferromagnetic
coupling between the M c and nearby Me sites of the adjacent antiparallel zig-zag chain become
weak leading to emergence of ferromagnetism which is shown by faded color in the third and fourth
configuration.
Figure 6.7: Low-intensity excitations. (a) Evolution f Wannier states. (b) orbital ordering with
corresponding spin structure of a trimer segment in the CE-type chain at x = 0.5
In Figure 6.5 (a), the initial high-frequency Q2 Jahn-teller mode appears to decay slowly
and lasts up to several picosecond (not shown in the graph but we follow the dynamics
for several 6-7 picoseconds). The electron density oscillations decays much faster (see
Figure 6.5). Hence, the electron subsystem thermalises on ultrafast timescale leaving
behind the non-thermalised lattice subsystem. The subsequent thermalisation of the
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atomic system is spin assisted. The experimental studies also suggest the presence of two-
component relaxation where the fast relaxation process on ultrafast timescale corresponds
to electronic and lattice system and the lattice-spin assisted relaxation dominates on the
picosecond timescale [184, 185].
The slow decay of the Q2 modes leads to the partial destruction of the orbital polarisation
pattern on the M c site while all the Mn sites still remain spin polarised due to the large
Hund’s coupling. The orbital ordering on the M c sites of a trimer of the CE chain is
now no more axial but planar. The destruction of the orbital polarisation is furthermore
enhanced by the t2g spins which respond at sub-picosecond scale (t > 175 fs (Figure 6.5
(b)). The xy CE plane turns almost ferromagnetic around t ∼ 1000 fs (Figure 6.5). Now,
the eg electrons delocalise within the xy plane due to the emergence of ferromagnetism
in the xy plane, which is evident from Figure 6.5 (c) that indicates comparably weaker
charge disproportion on the M e and M c sites. This state with no charge ordering is a
long-lived state. We track the dynamics upto 6-7 ps, during which the no charge ordering
is established again.
6.4.2 Relaxation through conical intersection: case 4th
During the high-intensity light pulse (case 4th), the density of the excited electrons
becomes comparable to that of the electrons in the ground state |w1〉, which is shown in
Figure 6.4 (d). The large population of the excited electrons in the non-bonding states
strongly disturbs the atomic structure of theM c central sites of the trimers such that the
Q2 modes change their sign. This means during a first half cycle of the onsite Q2 mode,
the octahedron expanded initially in the x/y direction on the M c site first almost relaxes
and become symmetric in the xy plane and then, it expands again but now in the y/x
direction ( i.e., rotate 90o in the xy plane from its original configuration). During the
second half cycle, the octahedron again comes back to its original distorted geometry, as
shown in the one complete cycle of the Q2 modes on the M c sites in Figure 6.6.
The electronic structure of the system during the complete Q2 cycle is illustrated in
Figure 6.8 (a). The dx2−3r2/d3y2−r2-type |w1〉 states not only shift higher in energy but
also slowly convert first to dx2−y2-type planar states and then, to dy2−z2/dx2−z2-type axial
states in the the first-half cycle of the high amplitude Q2 oscillations. In the second-half
cycle, the |w1〉 states again convert back to the original axial type. Hence, the lowest
state |w1〉 rotates 90o in the xy plane due to the rotation of the atomic structure by 90o
in the xy plane in the first half cycle and returns back to original form in the second half.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Pgvj9wANrfO7YhHYHWWuqVTb7FA=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tPAyCVbgTQcugjWUEkwhJCHubSbJkb+/YnRXDcaWNf8XGQhFbf4Kd/8bN5QpNfDDweG9md+YFseAaPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2mjoxi0GCRiNRdQDUILqGBHAXcxQpoGAhoBeOrqd+6B6V5JG9xEkM3pEPJB5xRtFKvfNhBeMDsnSQQBtKkY2QfVKAogyRNe+WKV/UyuIvEz0mF5Kj3yl+dfsRMCBKZoFq3fS/GbkIVciYgLXWMhpiyMR1C21JJQ9DdJFsgdY+t0ncHkbIl0c3U3xMJDbWehIHtDCmO9Lw3Ff/z2gYHF92Ey9ggSDb7aGCEi5E7TcXtcwUMxcQSyhS3u7psRG0GaLMr2RD8+ZMXSfO06ntV/+asUrvM4yiSA3JETohPzkmNXJM6aRBGHskzeSVvzpPz4rw7H7PWgpPP7JM/cD5/AOcymyg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pgvj9wANrfO7YhHYHWWuqVTb7FA=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tPAyCVbgTQcugjWUEkwhJCHubSbJkb+/YnRXDcaWNf8XGQhFbf4Kd/8bN5QpNfDDweG9md+YFseAaPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2mjoxi0GCRiNRdQDUILqGBHAXcxQpoGAhoBeOrqd+6B6V5JG9xEkM3pEPJB5xRtFKvfNhBeMDsnSQQBtKkY2QfVKAogyRNe+WKV/UyuIvEz0mF5Kj3yl+dfsRMCBKZoFq3fS/GbkIVciYgLXWMhpiyMR1C21JJQ9DdJFsgdY+t0ncHkbIl0c3U3xMJDbWehIHtDCmO9Lw3Ff/z2gYHF92Ey9ggSDb7aGCEi5E7TcXtcwUMxcQSyhS3u7psRG0GaLMr2RD8+ZMXSfO06ntV/+asUrvM4yiSA3JETohPzkmNXJM6aRBGHskzeSVvzpPz4rw7H7PWgpPP7JM/cD5/AOcymyg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pgvj9wANrfO7YhHYHWWuqVTb7FA=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tPAyCVbgTQcugjWUEkwhJCHubSbJkb+/YnRXDcaWNf8XGQhFbf4Kd/8bN5QpNfDDweG9md+YFseAaPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2mjoxi0GCRiNRdQDUILqGBHAXcxQpoGAhoBeOrqd+6B6V5JG9xEkM3pEPJB5xRtFKvfNhBeMDsnSQQBtKkY2QfVKAogyRNe+WKV/UyuIvEz0mF5Kj3yl+dfsRMCBKZoFq3fS/GbkIVciYgLXWMhpiyMR1C21JJQ9DdJFsgdY+t0ncHkbIl0c3U3xMJDbWehIHtDCmO9Lw3Ff/z2gYHF92Ey9ggSDb7aGCEi5E7TcXtcwUMxcQSyhS3u7psRG0GaLMr2RD8+ZMXSfO06ntV/+asUrvM4yiSA3JETohPzkmNXJM6aRBGHskzeSVvzpPz4rw7H7PWgpPP7JM/cD5/AOcymyg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pgvj9wANrfO7YhHYHWWuqVTb7FA=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tPAyCVbgTQcugjWUEkwhJCHubSbJkb+/YnRXDcaWNf8XGQhFbf4Kd/8bN5QpNfDDweG9md+YFseAaPe/bKSwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b2mjoxi0GCRiNRdQDUILqGBHAXcxQpoGAhoBeOrqd+6B6V5JG9xEkM3pEPJB5xRtFKvfNhBeMDsnSQQBtKkY2QfVKAogyRNe+WKV/UyuIvEz0mF5Kj3yl+dfsRMCBKZoFq3fS/GbkIVciYgLXWMhpiyMR1C21JJQ9DdJFsgdY+t0ncHkbIl0c3U3xMJDbWehIHtDCmO9Lw3Ff/z2gYHF92Ey9ggSDb7aGCEi5E7TcXtcwUMxcQSyhS3u7psRG0GaLMr2RD8+ZMXSfO06ntV/+asUrvM4yiSA3JETohPzkmNXJM6aRBGHskzeSVvzpPz4rw7H7PWgpPP7JM/cD5/AOcymyg=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="G0yb5b noWztKsO98a2n7FJpLYb8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEy yCq5KIoMuiG5cV7APaECbTm3bo5MHMjVhCwF9x40IRt36HO//GaZqF th64cDjn3rlzj58IrtC2v43Kyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7Z+4fdFScSgZtFo tY9nyqQPAI2shRQC+RQENfQNef3Mz87gNIxePoHqcJuCEdRTzgjKKW PPNogPCIxTuZL1LIs67n5J5Ztxt2AWuZOCWpkxItz/waDGOWhhAhE1 SpvmMn6GZUImcC8togVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tUK0MriKWuCK1C /T2R0VCpaejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy 6BoZhqQpnk+q8WG1NJGerEajoEZ/HkZdI5bzh2w7m7qDevyziq5Jic kDPikEvSJLekRdqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFvrRjlzCH5A+PzByeklj w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G0yb5b noWztKsO98a2n7FJpLYb8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEy yCq5KIoMuiG5cV7APaECbTm3bo5MHMjVhCwF9x40IRt36HO//GaZqF th64cDjn3rlzj58IrtC2v43Kyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7Z+4fdFScSgZtFo tY9nyqQPAI2shRQC+RQENfQNef3Mz87gNIxePoHqcJuCEdRTzgjKKW PPNogPCIxTuZL1LIs67n5J5Ztxt2AWuZOCWpkxItz/waDGOWhhAhE1 SpvmMn6GZUImcC8togVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tUK0MriKWuCK1C /T2R0VCpaejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy 6BoZhqQpnk+q8WG1NJGerEajoEZ/HkZdI5bzh2w7m7qDevyziq5Jic kDPikEvSJLekRdqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFvrRjlzCH5A+PzByeklj w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G0yb5b noWztKsO98a2n7FJpLYb8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEy yCq5KIoMuiG5cV7APaECbTm3bo5MHMjVhCwF9x40IRt36HO//GaZqF th64cDjn3rlzj58IrtC2v43Kyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7Z+4fdFScSgZtFo tY9nyqQPAI2shRQC+RQENfQNef3Mz87gNIxePoHqcJuCEdRTzgjKKW PPNogPCIxTuZL1LIs67n5J5Ztxt2AWuZOCWpkxItz/waDGOWhhAhE1 SpvmMn6GZUImcC8togVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tUK0MriKWuCK1C /T2R0VCpaejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy 6BoZhqQpnk+q8WG1NJGerEajoEZ/HkZdI5bzh2w7m7qDevyziq5Jic kDPikEvSJLekRdqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFvrRjlzCH5A+PzByeklj w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G0yb5b noWztKsO98a2n7FJpLYb8=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyEy yCq5KIoMuiG5cV7APaECbTm3bo5MHMjVhCwF9x40IRt36HO//GaZqF th64cDjn3rlzj58IrtC2v43Kyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7Z+4fdFScSgZtFo tY9nyqQPAI2shRQC+RQENfQNef3Mz87gNIxePoHqcJuCEdRTzgjKKW PPNogPCIxTuZL1LIs67n5J5Ztxt2AWuZOCWpkxItz/waDGOWhhAhE1 SpvmMn6GZUImcC8togVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tUK0MriKWuCK1C /T2R0VCpaejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy 6BoZhqQpnk+q8WG1NJGerEajoEZ/HkZdI5bzh2w7m7qDevyziq5Jic kDPikEvSJLekRdqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFvrRjlzCH5A+PzByeklj w=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="3ZZvwH jF3Ivbo2J2R43/LnX1xQI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVZIi6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdJp1B277txd1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBykplj0=</latexit >
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<latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ 8qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsI zxi8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn 6GZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC pSejrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpn k+q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSIL ekSVqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ 8qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsI zxi8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn 6GZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC pSejrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpn k+q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSIL ekSVqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ 8qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsI zxi8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn 6GZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC pSejrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpn k+q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSIL ekSVqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="S7OrbN TuFVRlHzbQTJ+S9nv8IxI=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIVdFl047KCfUAbwmR60w6dPJi5EUsI+CtuXCji1u9w5984TbPQ1gM XDufcO3fu8RPBFdr2t7G0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7bRWnkkGLxSKWXZ 8qEDyCFnIU0E0k0NAX0PHHN1O/8wBS8Ti6x0kCbkiHEQ84o6glzzzsI zxi8U7mixTyrOOd555Zs+t2AWuROCWpkRJNz/zqD2KWhhAhE1SpnmMn 6GZUImcC8mo/VZBQNqZD6Gka0RCUmxVrc+tEKwMriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC pSejrzpDiSM17U/E/r5dicOVmPEpShIjNFgWpsDC2pllYAy6BoZhoQpn k+q8WG1FJGerEqjoEZ/7kRdI+qzt23bm7qDWuyzgq5Igck1PikEvSIL ekSVqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TFrXTLKmQPyB8bnDyqulj4=</latexit >
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<latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="tJ/+gW OX8XJBVhHFRWsz9KqXoZA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVdugkV wVRIp6LLoxmUF+4A2hMn0ph06eTBzI5YQ8FfcuFDErd/hzr9xmmahrQc uHM65d+7c4yeCK7Ttb2NldW19Y7OyVd3e2d3bNw8OOypOJYM2i0Usez 5VIHgEbeQooJdIoKEvoOtPbmZ+9wGk4nF0j9ME3JCOIh5wRlFLnnk8Q HjE4p3MFynkWddr5J5Zs+t2AWuZOCWpkRItz/waDGOWhhAhE1SpvmMn 6GZUImcC8uogVZBQNqEj6Gsa0RCUmxVrc+tMK0MriKWuCK1C/T2R0VC paejrzpDiWC16M/E/r59icOVmPEpShIjNFwWpsDC2ZllYQy6BoZhqQpn k+q8WG1NJGerEqjoEZ/HkZdK5qDt23blr1JrXZRwVckJOyTlxyCVpkl vSIm3CSEaeySt5M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhjlzBH5A+PzBywzlj8=</latexit >
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(a) The first half cycle of the Q2 mode on the M c site of the trimer along x direction : As the
Q2 mode on the M c site decreases, the Jahn-Teller induced gap between W1 and W3 states decreases.
Similar to the low-intensity excitation, the orbital ordering on the M c site changes from d3x2−r2-type
to dx2−y2-type. In addition to it, the orbital ordering on the M c site further changes from dx2−y2-type
to d3y2−r2 -type. Hence, the orbital ordering is rotated by 90o in the xy plane on the M c site. The Q2
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|{z}







<latexit sha1_base64="dNZ0bc6oYh8m0UQenbJbLBFGhiE=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJVuBNBy6CNZQTPBJIY9jYTXdzbPXbnxHDcX7Dxr9hYKGJrZ+e/cXO5QqMPBh7vzezOvCiRwqLvf3kzs3PzC4tLy5WV1bX1jerm1qXVqeEQci21aUfMghQKQhQooZ0YYHEkoRXdno791h0YK7S6wFECvZhdKzEUnKGT+tX9LsI9Fu9kkUwhz5pXYX9ECzmjtKklM1rleb9a8+t+AfqXBCWpkRLNfvWzO9A8jUEhl8zaTuAn2MuYQcEl5JVuaiFh/JZdQ8dRxWKwvazYJKd7ThnQoTauFNJC/TmRsdjaURy5zpjhjZ32xuJ/XifF4XEvEypJERSffDRMJUV Nx/HQgTDAUY4cYdwItyvlN8wwji7EigshmD75L7k8qAd+PTg/rDVOyjiWyA7ZJfskIEekQc5Ik4SEkwfyRF7Iq/foPXtv3vukdcYrZ7bJL3gf39l6nkI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dNZ0bc6oYh8m0UQenbJbLBFGhiE=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJVuBNBy6CNZQTPBJIY9jYTXdzbPXbnxHDcX7Dxr9hYKGJrZ+e/cXO5QqMPBh7vzezOvCiRwqLvf3kzs3PzC4tLy5WV1bX1jerm1qXVqeEQci21aUfMghQKQhQooZ0YYHEkoRXdno791h0YK7S6wFECvZhdKzEUnKGT+tX9LsI9Fu9kkUwhz5pXYX9ECzmjtKklM1rleb9a8+t+AfqXBCWpkRLNfvWzO9A8jUEhl8zaTuAn2MuYQcEl5JVuaiFh/JZdQ8dRxWKwvazYJKd7ThnQoTauFNJC/TmRsdjaURy5zpjhjZ32xuJ/XifF4XEvEypJERSffDRMJUV Nx/HQgTDAUY4cYdwItyvlN8wwji7EigshmD75L7k8qAd+PTg/rDVOyjiWyA7ZJfskIEekQc5Ik4SEkwfyRF7Iq/foPXtv3vukdcYrZ7bJL3gf39l6nkI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dNZ0bc6oYh8m0UQenbJbLBFGhiE=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJVuBNBy6CNZQTPBJIY9jYTXdzbPXbnxHDcX7Dxr9hYKGJrZ+e/cXO5QqMPBh7vzezOvCiRwqLvf3kzs3PzC4tLy5WV1bX1jerm1qXVqeEQci21aUfMghQKQhQooZ0YYHEkoRXdno791h0YK7S6wFECvZhdKzEUnKGT+tX9LsI9Fu9kkUwhz5pXYX9ECzmjtKklM1rleb9a8+t+AfqXBCWpkRLNfvWzO9A8jUEhl8zaTuAn2MuYQcEl5JVuaiFh/JZdQ8dRxWKwvazYJKd7ThnQoTauFNJC/TmRsdjaURy5zpjhjZ32xuJ/XifF4XEvEypJERSffDRMJUV Nx/HQgTDAUY4cYdwItyvlN8wwji7EigshmD75L7k8qAd+PTg/rDVOyjiWyA7ZJfskIEekQc5Ik4SEkwfyRF7Iq/foPXtv3vukdcYrZ7bJL3gf39l6nkI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dNZ0bc6oYh8m0UQenbJbLBFGhiE=">AAACEXicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDIJVuBNBy6CNZQTPBJIY9jYTXdzbPXbnxHDcX7Dxr9hYKGJrZ+e/cXO5QqMPBh7vzezOvCiRwqLvf3kzs3PzC4tLy5WV1bX1jerm1qXVqeEQci21aUfMghQKQhQooZ0YYHEkoRXdno791h0YK7S6wFECvZhdKzEUnKGT+tX9LsI9Fu9kkUwhz5pXYX9ECzmjtKklM1rleb9a8+t+AfqXBCWpkRLNfvWzO9A8jUEhl8zaTuAn2MuYQcEl5JVuaiFh/JZdQ8dRxWKwvazYJKd7ThnQoTauFNJC/TmRsdjaURy5zpjhjZ32xuJ/XifF4XEvEypJERSffDRMJUV Nx/HQgTDAUY4cYdwItyvlN8wwji7EigshmD75L7k8qAd+PTg/rDVOyjiWyA7ZJfskIEekQc5Ik4SEkwfyRF7Iq/foPXtv3vukdcYrZ7bJL3gf39l6nkI=</latexit>
M c"
<latexit sha1_base64=" Tca3B0NC8H4z2QmsZ7keflJ3dY0=">AAACCXicbVC7S gNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAza2AgRzAOSNcxObpIhs w9m7qph2dbGX7GxUMTWP7Dzb5xsttDogQuHc+6dufd4 kRQabfvLKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z2mDmPFocFDGaq 2xzRIEUADBUpoRwqY70loeePzqd+6BaVFGFzjJALXZ8N ADARnaKRemXYR7jF7J/FkDGlyecN7STeOmFLhXZr2yh W7amegf4mTkwrJUe+VP7v9kMc+BMgl07rj2BG6CVMou IS01I01RIyP2RA6hgbMB+0m2QYpPTBKnw5CZSpAmqk/J xLmaz3xPdPpMxzpeW8q/ud1YhycuokIohgh4LOPBrGk GNJpLLQvFHCUE0MYV8LsSvmIKcbRhFcyITjzJ/8lzaO qY1edq+NK7SyPo0j2yD45JA45ITVyQeqkQTh5IE/khb xaj9az9Wa9z1oLVj6zS37B+vgGrIablA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" Tca3B0NC8H4z2QmsZ7keflJ3dY0=">AAACCXicbVC7S gNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAza2AgRzAOSNcxObpIhs w9m7qph2dbGX7GxUMTWP7Dzb5xsttDogQuHc+6dufd4 kRQabfvLKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z2mDmPFocFDGaq 2xzRIEUADBUpoRwqY70loeePzqd+6BaVFGFzjJALXZ8N ADARnaKRemXYR7jF7J/FkDGlyecN7STeOmFLhXZr2yh W7amegf4mTkwrJUe+VP7v9kMc+BMgl07rj2BG6CVMou IS01I01RIyP2RA6hgbMB+0m2QYpPTBKnw5CZSpAmqk/J xLmaz3xPdPpMxzpeW8q/ud1YhycuokIohgh4LOPBrGk GNJpLLQvFHCUE0MYV8LsSvmIKcbRhFcyITjzJ/8lzaO qY1edq+NK7SyPo0j2yD45JA45ITVyQeqkQTh5IE/khb xaj9az9Wa9z1oLVj6zS37B+vgGrIablA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" Tca3B0NC8H4z2QmsZ7keflJ3dY0=">AAACCXicbVC7S gNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAza2AgRzAOSNcxObpIhs w9m7qph2dbGX7GxUMTWP7Dzb5xsttDogQuHc+6dufd4 kRQabfvLKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z2mDmPFocFDGaq 2xzRIEUADBUpoRwqY70loeePzqd+6BaVFGFzjJALXZ8N ADARnaKRemXYR7jF7J/FkDGlyecN7STeOmFLhXZr2yh W7amegf4mTkwrJUe+VP7v9kMc+BMgl07rj2BG6CVMou IS01I01RIyP2RA6hgbMB+0m2QYpPTBKnw5CZSpAmqk/J xLmaz3xPdPpMxzpeW8q/ud1YhycuokIohgh4LOPBrGk GNJpLLQvFHCUE0MYV8LsSvmIKcbRhFcyITjzJ/8lzaO qY1edq+NK7SyPo0j2yD45JA45ITVyQeqkQTh5IE/khb xaj9az9Wa9z1oLVj6zS37B+vgGrIablA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" Tca3B0NC8H4z2QmsZ7keflJ3dY0=">AAACCXicbVC7S gNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0RtAza2AgRzAOSNcxObpIhs w9m7qph2dbGX7GxUMTWP7Dzb5xsttDogQuHc+6dufd4 kRQabfvLKiwsLi2vFFdLa+sbm1vl7Z2mDmPFocFDGaq 2xzRIEUADBUpoRwqY70loeePzqd+6BaVFGFzjJALXZ8N ADARnaKRemXYR7jF7J/FkDGlyecN7STeOmFLhXZr2yh W7amegf4mTkwrJUe+VP7v9kMc+BMgl07rj2BG6CVMou IS01I01RIyP2RA6hgbMB+0m2QYpPTBKnw5CZSpAmqk/J xLmaz3xPdPpMxzpeW8q/ud1YhycuokIohgh4LOPBrGk GNJpLLQvFHCUE0MYV8LsSvmIKcbRhFcyITjzJ/8lzaO qY1edq+NK7SyPo0j2yD45JA45ITVyQeqkQTh5IE/khb xaj9az9Wa9z1oLVj6zS37B+vgGrIablA==</latexit>
M c#
<latexit sha1_base64="5n6/hTUFtYdsZNroDCVKNMQFat4= ">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ 3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLH UQ7nF6T+qLBLL06pZ5aacXjSRVKhplmVcsOxVnCvsvceekTOaoecVPE2dJCBKZoFq3XSfGbkoVciYgK3QSDTFlQ9qHtqGShqC76X SHzD40Ss8OImWORHuq/kykNNR6HPpmMqQ40IveRPzPaycYnHVTLuMEQbLZQ0EibIzsSTF2jytgKMaGUKa42dVmA6ooQ1NfwZTgLn 75L2kcV1yn4l6flKvn8zry5ICUyBFxySmpkktSI3XCyAN5Ii/k1Xq0nq036302mrPmmX3yC9bHN1IDnHs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5n6/hTUFtYdsZNroDCVKNMQFat4= ">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ 3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLH UQ7nF6T+qLBLL06pZ5aacXjSRVKhplmVcsOxVnCvsvceekTOaoecVPE2dJCBKZoFq3XSfGbkoVciYgK3QSDTFlQ9qHtqGShqC76X SHzD40Ss8OImWORHuq/kykNNR6HPpmMqQ40IveRPzPaycYnHVTLuMEQbLZQ0EibIzsSTF2jytgKMaGUKa42dVmA6ooQ1NfwZTgLn 75L2kcV1yn4l6flKvn8zry5ICUyBFxySmpkktSI3XCyAN5Ii/k1Xq0nq036302mrPmmX3yC9bHN1IDnHs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5n6/hTUFtYdsZNroDCVKNMQFat4= ">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ 3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLH UQ7nF6T+qLBLL06pZ5aacXjSRVKhplmVcsOxVnCvsvceekTOaoecVPE2dJCBKZoFq3XSfGbkoVciYgK3QSDTFlQ9qHtqGShqC76X SHzD40Ss8OImWORHuq/kykNNR6HPpmMqQ40IveRPzPaycYnHVTLuMEQbLZQ0EibIzsSTF2jytgKMaGUKa42dVmA6ooQ1NfwZTgLn 75L2kcV1yn4l6flKvn8zry5ICUyBFxySmpkktSI3XCyAN5Ii/k1Xq0nq036302mrPmmX3yC9bHN1IDnHs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5n6/hTUFtYdsZNroDCVKNMQFat4= ">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ 3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLH UQ7nF6T+qLBLL06pZ5aacXjSRVKhplmVcsOxVnCvsvceekTOaoecVPE2dJCBKZoFq3XSfGbkoVciYgK3QSDTFlQ9qHtqGShqC76X SHzD40Ss8OImWORHuq/kykNNR6HPpmMqQ40IveRPzPaycYnHVTLuMEQbLZQ0EibIzsSTF2jytgKMaGUKa42dVmA6ooQ1NfwZTgLn 75L2kcV1yn4l6flKvn8zry5ICUyBFxySmpkktSI3XCyAN5Ii/k1Xq0nq036302mrPmmX3yC9bHN1IDnHs=</latexit>
Me#
<latexit sha1_base64="kpq Lilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrx hfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+ xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8v bGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE 795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF6T+qLBLL06ha8tN OLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhN jN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8apWcHkTJHoj1Vf yZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pB i7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65Tca9PytX zeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnz zD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kpq Lilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrx hfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+ xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8v bGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE 795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF6T+qLBLL06ha8tN OLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhN jN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8apWcHkTJHoj1Vf yZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pB i7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65Tca9PytX zeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnz zD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kpq Lilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrx hfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+ xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8v bGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE 795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF6T+qLBLL06ha8tN OLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhN jN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8apWcHkTJHoj1Vf yZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pB i7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65Tca9PytX zeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnz zD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kpq Lilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrx hfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+ xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8v bGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE 795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF6T+qLBLL06ha8tN OLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhN jN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8apWcHkTJHoj1Vf yZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pB i7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65Tca9PytX zeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnz zD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit>
Me#
<latexit sha1_base64="kpqLilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=" >AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx 4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF 6T+qLBLL06ha8tNOLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhNjN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8ap WcHkTJHoj1VfyZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pBi7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65 Tca9PytXzeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnzzD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kpqLilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=" >AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx 4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF 6T+qLBLL06ha8tNOLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhNjN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8ap WcHkTJHoj1VfyZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pBi7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65 Tca9PytXzeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnzzD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kpqLilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=" >AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx 4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF 6T+qLBLL06ha8tNOLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhNjN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8ap WcHkTJHoj1VfyZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pBi7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65 Tca9PytXzeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnzzD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kpqLilhi9kDCn4LOm1MxNiNrclo=" >AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubJUGwCrsiaBm0sREimAckcZmd3E2GzM4uM3eNYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cPAqNHhg4nHPPzJ3jx 4JrdJwvK7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube8Ud/caOkoUgzqLRKRaPtUguIQ6chTQihXQ0BfQ9IcXE795B0rzSN7gOIZuSPuSB5xRNJJXLHUQ7nF 6T+qLBLL06ha8tNOLRpIqFY2yzCuWnYozhf2XuHNSJnPUvOKnibMkBIlMUK3brhNjN6UKOROQFTqJhpiyIe1D21BJQ9DddLpDZh8ap WcHkTJHoj1VfyZSGmo9Dn0zGVIc6EVvIv7ntRMMzropl3GCINnsoSARNkb2pBi7xxUwFGNDKFPc7GqzAVWUoamvYEpwF7/8lzSOK65 Tca9PytXzeR15ckBK5Ii45JRUySWpkTph5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4bzVnzzD75BevjG1UnnH0=</latexit>
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(b) Evolution of the orbital ordering and spin structure: blue and red indicate sites with
opposite spin. As the orbital ordering on the M c site is rotated by 90o, the ferromagnetic coupling
between the M c and Me sites become weak, which is shown by fading color in the third config-
uration. A weak anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the M c and Me site within the CE chain
develops.
Figure 6.8: High-intensity excitations. (a) Evolution of Wannier states. (b) orbital ordering with
corresponding spin structure of a trimer segment in the CE-type chain at x = 0.5
In Figure 6.5, the complete cycle of the Q2 modes corresponds to the conversion of the
negative Q2 mode into the positive Q2 mode and vice-versa on the M c central sites. It
is in contrast to the low-intensity pulse(case 1st) where the |w1〉 states converts only to
dx2−y2-type states during small amplitude phonon oscillations (Figure 6.7 (a)).
The rotation of the orbital ordering on the M c site (Figure 6.8 (b)) instigates the t2g
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spin degrees. The t2g spins rotate breaking the ferromagnetic bonds between the M e
and M c site within the CE chain, which is evident from Figure 6.6, where the original 0o
(ferromagnetic bond) t2g spin angles of all of the spin pairs in the x and y direction turn
slowly almost to 180o (anti-ferromagnetic bond) around ∼ 200 fs. The system undergoes
a magnetic transition from the CE-type to the G-type. Single-site JT polarons are formed
due to trapping of the eg electrons within individual sites of the trimers that are now
anti-ferromagnetically coupled to each other. This is a spin mediate conical intersection
where the bonding (|w1〉), non-bonding (|w2〉) and anti-bonding (|w3〉) states collapse
(t ∼ 175 fs in Figure 6.5) into localised states on the three sites of the trimer segment.
From now onwards (t > 200 fs in Figure 6.6), the relaxation mechanism is dominated
by thermally activated hopping of the newly formed JT polarons.
6.5 Summary
The t2g spins play an important role in the relaxation of the excited three-site polarons,
i.e., trimer PU polarons (see Section 5.2 and 5.7), into single-site JT polarons, i.e., P JT1
polarons (see Section 5.2) in the high-intensity excitation. The dynamics of the atomic
structure plays a crucial role in the former case where the rotation of the atomic structure
of the M c site of the PU polarons in the xy plane incites the t2g spins of the M e sites
of the polaron to break the ferromagnetic bond with the M c site aligning them anti-
ferromagnetically to it. Hence, the strongly disturbed lattice degrees of freedom assist the
t2g spins to relax the eg electrons through conical intersection on the ultrafast timescale.
On the other hand, the initial charge ordered state in the low-intensity excitation losses
charge ordering over time as the magnetic order changes from the initial CE-type into
the A-type with the ferromagnetic xy layers that anti-ferromagnetically coupled in the
z direction. Hence, a long-lived state with characterised by no charge ordering can be





Summary and future outlook
The perovskite manganites have been intensively studied since the experimental obser-
vation of colossal magneto resistance and multiferroicity. The materials manifest a rich
phase diagram with several electronic, atomic and magnetic orders. Many of the pecu-
liar properties across the phase diagram are still poorly understood. The observation of
long-lived states in these materials again renewed the interest in these materials towards
their photovoltaic properties. It is challenging from the theoretical perspective to predict
the nature of these long-lived states. This thesis work covers the following aspects of the
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite series from a proposed tight-binding model.
• We study the phase-diagram of a hypothetical one-dimensional manganite chain.
• The excitation and subsequent relaxation of electrons under external light pulse is
analysed in the one-dimensional case.
• We explore a complete low-temperature phase diagram of the three-dimensional
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite series.
• The role of spins and lattice degrees of freedom in the relaxation of externally
excited three-dimensional Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganites is investigated.
With the experimental observation of the CMR effect in the region of phase inhomo-
geneity The manganites , the theoretical challenges lie in describing the nature of these
inhomogeneous phases
Before understanding the complex physics, involving various degrees of freedom, of the
three-dimensional manganites, we choose to study a comparably simpler one-dimensional
system. We propose a coarse-grained polaron model for a one-dimensional manganite
system (Figure 3.1). This polaron model is capable of describing the low-temperature
phase-diagram of the hypothetical one-dimensional manganites.
When the manganite chain is subjected to a light pulse, a spreading of excitations
throughout the chain in the form of light-like cones is observed on the femtosecond
timescale (Figure 5.4). A sudden charge localisation triggers the t2g spin degrees result-
ing in the formation of polaron (Figure 5.6). On the longer timescale, the relaxation
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dynamics is dominated by the thermally activated polaron hopping once the atomic de-
gree of freedom kicks in. This thermally activated polaron hopping is characterised by
the Brownian like polaron motion.
The relevant length and time scales from the phase-diagram and relaxation dynamics
study of the one-dimensional system facilitated us to approach the three-dimensional
systems systematically.
Our model reproduces essential features of the low-temperature experimental phase dia-
gram of the three-dimensional Pr1−xCaxMnO3 manganite series. Earlier, either different
theoretical models were employed or different set of parameters were used to study in-
dividual regions of the phase digram. We put forward a comprehensive study of the
phase-diagram with a unique set of model parameters. The non-collinear spin phases,
such as spiral and canted spin, have not been yet investigated thoroughly in the context
of manganites. The flexibility to study these non-collinear spin structures is also one of
the important aspects of our model. With large system size, our model is also capable of
capturing the phase-coexistence scenerio.
Our study confirms seven distinct phases at x= 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.66, 0.75 and 0
doping. At x=0.95, our model hints towards the presence of charge-rich ferromagnetic
clusters embedded in the parent G-type electron poor system (Figure 4.2). Furthermore,
several new low-energy metastable states are obtained with characteristic magnetic and
atomic structures at x= 0.31, 0.375, 0.43, 0.53 and 0.625 (Figure 4.2). These metastable
structures are promising candidate to understand some of the key experimental findings.
We verify the earlier theoretical results showing the A-, CE- and G-type magnetic struc-
ture at x=0, 0.5 and 0, respectively. At x=0.125, the holes are localised on Mn4+ sites and
form a canted A-type magnetic structure (Figure 4.13). At x=0.25, our model predicts
an insulating phase with the B-type magnetic order. In this B-type order, a Mn4+ hole
site is surrounded by Mn3+ sites with dx2−y2/dy2−z2/dz2−x2-type orbital ordering (Figure
4.12). The lobes of the orbitals on the Mn3+ sites are pointing towards the hole.
Below x=0.5, the model predicts two distinct homogenous phases: the Wigner crys-
tal phase at x=0.66 and the C-type phase at x=0.75. While the Wigner-crystal phase
is studied earlier, our model shows a new spiral spin structure associated to it. The
Wigner crystal phase with charge-stripe has Mn3+ sites in the local environment of the
Mn4+ sites (Figure 4.17). The Mn3+ sites with d3x2−r2/d3y2−r2-type orbital ordering form
charge-stripes running diagonally in the xy plane. Introducing additional holes to the
Wigner-crystal phase drives the system into the C-type magnetic phase at x=0.75. The
charge ordering structure obtained by our model at x=0.75 agrees with the charge order-
ing within the experimentally proposed C-type magnetic order. In the C-type structure,
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the axial d3z2−r2-type orbital ordering on the Mn3+ sites are directing along the ferro-
magnetic direction (Figure 4.18 and 4.19). The electrons in the hole-rich system above
x=0.89 form ferromagnetic clusters in the parent G-type system (Figure 4.22). The
size of the ferromagnetic cluster is thirteen−sites which is in good agreement with the
experimentally verified finite size ferromagnetic clusters [51, 58].
In between the regions of the distinct phases mentioned above, several new metastable
states are obtained from our model. The metastable states in the vicinity of the CE-type
homogenous phase at x=0.5 are characterised by the localised disorders associated with
the newly added holes and electrons. The energetically low-lying metastable states at
x=0.375 shows the coexistence of two phases. These two phases have the stoichiometry of
x=0.5 and x=1 (Figure 4.10). The metastable state at x=0.31 shows the charge ordering
of x=0.5 case agreeing with the recent experimental evidences [43, 186]. Interestingly,
the non-collinear spin structure in the xy plane makes this metastable a promising state
to describe the observed CMR effect which is at maximum around x∼0.3 (Figure 4.14).
At x = 0.625, the model hints towards a mixed-stripe phase in which the Wigner-crystal
like single stripes and the CE-type double stripes coexist (Figure 4.16).
The study of the three-dimensional manganites under an external light pulse shows two
different relaxation pathways that depends on the intensity of the light pulse. When
the CE-type structure at x = 0.5 is subjected to the low-intensity light pulse, a long-
lived eg electron state with no charge ordering is observed (Section 6.4.1). The initial
charge-ordering is destroyed due to the appearance of ferromagnetism in the xy plane. In
the high-intensity light pulse, the excited electrons relax through the conical intersections
and form single-site JT polarons on sub-picosecond timescale (Section 6.4.2). The conical
intersection process is assisted by the high-amplitude oscillation of the atoms such that
the atomic distortion pattern rotate by 90o in the xy CE plane. The subsequent dynamics
that involves t2g spin degrees leads to a magnetic transition from the CE-type to the G-
type antiferromagnetic phase. The electronic system is in the ground state, but the
spin-assisted thermally activated JT polaron hopping prevails on the longer timescale.
7.0.1 Future outlook
Our three-dimensional phase diagram presented in the thesis uses the model with uniform
hopping. The effects of the steric disturbances, such as the tilting of Mn-O-Mn bond and
Mn-O bond stretching, on the overall hopping matrix elements are not incorporated in the
model. Ignoring these effects results in discrepancy in the theoretical and experimental
phase diagram in the region close to x=0 in the phase diagram where the JT splitting and
tilting of Mn-O-Mn bond is strong [25]. A careful study with a site-dependent hopping
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model can describe this region better. Furthermore, studying the effect of tilting in
the other regions of the phase diagram may answer several unanswered questions. For
example, the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 system at x = 0.4 shows the Zener polaronic phase without
any charge-ordering [54]. The non-uniform Mn-O-Mn tilting pattern between the sites
within a x or y segment of the zig-zag chain in the CE-type structure may lead to the
dimerisation within the segment.
With the Monte-Carlo like simulations, our proposed one- and three-dimensional coarse-
grained polaron model can be used to describe the phase diagram of the manganites at
high temperatures, which theoretically still remains largely unexplored. In spite of exten-
sive theoretical work on manganites in recent years, a number of questions still remain
open. For example, the presence and role played by these polarons near insulator-to-metal
transition temperature or if the percolation of metallic regions within the background of
a non-conducting matrix is responsible for the spontaneous decrease in resistivity in the
CMR region of phase diagram. These interesting aspects can be looked into and anal-
ysed in greater details by the time-dependent study of the excitation and relaxation
processes. In the present thesis work, we implemented techniques, such as Peierls substi-
tution method and time-dependent Schrodinger equation to study the relaxation in the
simple one-dimensional and three-dimensional systems. It would be interesting to study
the relaxation dynamics in the high temperature region by incorporating the Nose-Hover
thermostat (briefly discussed in the thesis). The study will help us to understand the
physics of the metal-insulator transitions, CMR effect as well as the presence and nature




Here, we extract the onsite Coulomb energy in the subset of the eg orbitals. We use
the cubic harmonics d3z2−r2 and dx2−y2 for the eg orbital. Starting with the general









































































where α, β, γ, δ  {a, b} (a=d3z2−r2 and b=dx2−y2).
The number of possible matrix elements Wα,β,γ,δ are 24= 16. From A.2, it can also be
shown that in the eg subset, the matrix elements which have odd number of orbitals of
particular symmetry vanish [187]. Furthermore, using the identities Wα,β,γ,δ=Wγ,β,α,δ=
Wα,δ,γ,β=Wγ,δ,α,β for real orbitals, many of these matrix elements turn out to be same.
The following table lists these 16 possible matrix elements in terms of four parameters
U , J , J ′ and U ′:
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α a a a a a a a a b b b b b b b b
β a a a a b b b b a a a a b b b b
γ a a b b a a b b a a b b a a b b
δ a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b
Wα,β,γ,δ U 0 0 J
′(=J) 0 U ′ J 0 0 J U ′ 0 J ′(=J) 0 0 U
Out of these four different parameters, the parameter J ′, termed as pair hopping ampli-
tude [187], is not independent as the way Wα,β,γ,δ are defined (see Equation A.2), J ′ is
equal to J [187]. At last, the Coulomb Energy can be expressed by just three independent
parameters U , U ′ and J which are also known as Kanamori parameters [188]. These are
U = Waσ,aσ′,aσ,aσ′
= Wbσ,bσ′,bσ,bσ′
U ′ = Waσ,bσ′,aσ,bσ′
J = Waσ,bσ′,bσ,aσ′
= Waσ,aσ′,bσ,bσ′ . (A.3)















































We define the diagonal matrix element of density matrix as
nσ,α = ρσα,σα. (A.5)
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Determination of amplitude of the
vector potential (A′o)
The quantities usually measured during experiments are the laser energy and its distri-
bution in space and the pulse duration Γo. They are used to evaluate the laser intensity.
The laser intensity is






which is defined in Equation 5.11 and its SI unit is W/m2.
We use the information given in the reference [101] to obtain the value Ao.
No. of pulse per second Np = 440s−1 = 1.064× 10−14 a.u.
Pump power Pp = 350× 10−6W = 0.00194187896 a.u.
Energy per pulse Ep =
Pp
Np
= 800× 10−9 J= 5360.42 a.u.
Single pulse duration Γo = 100fs = 100× 10−15 s=4134.13 a.u.
There is additional information given: averaged surface power density 2.5× 1010 W/cm2
at the focal spot of a diameter of 200 µm. This is the pump intensity which is same that
we defined above by I.
The spot size area ba = 3.14× 10−8 m2








(100× 10−15)(3.14× 10−8) = 2.547× 10
14 W/m2 (B.3)
This value is similar to what is given as power density I in the experimental detail. The
total energy transferred by the laser beam per pulse per unit area which last for 100 fs is
given by
Ep = IΓo = 2.5× 1014 × (100× 10−15) = 20.5 J/m2 (B.4)
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Now for our model, we consider the pulse as Gaussian function in time. Writing A′o(t) as




The width (FWHM) of the function is given by the variable cw and the maximum value
of the function is given by the pre factor Ao. We define the width of the Gaussian pulse
such that the full width at tenth of the maximum is equal to the pulse duration Γo used
in the experiments. The Γo = 100fs value gives us the width c10 of the Gaussian function
at tenth of its maximum value.














picw) = 20.5 (B.7)
Now we have the following information about the pump experiments
FWHM = 2
√








The factor Ao can be calculated by using the above information of experiments. We
integrate over the time domain to get the total energy Eo radiated per unit surface area










cw × c (B.11)
Below we find out the Ao value by adopting the atomic units:
Ep =
20.5×(5.2918×10−11)2
4.3597×10−18 = 11.3736 a.u.
Wfwhm =
100×10−15




c = 137 a.u ,
ω = Eex
h¯
= Eex as h¯ = 1 a.u.





pi × 20.5× (5.2918× 10−11)2 × 2.3548× 2.4188× 10−17
4.3597× 10−18 × 100× 10−15 × 137 (B.12)
A2oω




= 0.0109 a.u. (B.14)
This above Ao value is extracted from the experimental details provided in reference





Numerical integration of TDSE
equation
work credit: Prof. P. E. Blöchl
We use the integration method inspired by the second-order differential method proposed
by A. Askar et al. [189] to solve the time dependent Schrodinger equation of wave function
which describes eg electrons and spinors which describes the spin degrees of freedom of
t2g states.













































































































We use C.3 for the propagation of the electron eg and t2g spinors.
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The propagation of wave functions of the state n is














Following are two considerations that need to be fulfilled to study the time evolution
with C.4
• initial conditions are specified by choosing






• regular correction steps during dynamics project out backward solution
|ψn(0)〉 = |ψn(0)〉+ 1
4
(





Peierls substitution: initial state for
optical excitation
work credit: Prof. P. E. Blöchl




(~p− q ~A)2 + V (~r) (D.1)
in a basis of local orbitals |χα〉










where the integral of the vector potential is path dependent. Furthermore, we assume
that the path is a straight line from the central atom ~Rα to the position ~r. substituting
the above ansatz D.1, we get












































































































d~r′ ~A(~r, t) +
∫ Rβ
~r





















d~r′ ~A(~r, t) +
∫ Rβ
~r
d~r′ ~A(~r, t) +
∫ ~r
Rβ
d~r′ ~A(~r, t). (D.6)











is the Peierls phase which vanishes in large wave-vector limit.











[H˜α,β − nO˜α,β]cα,n = 0 (D.7)
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with
H˜α,β = 〈χα|e ih¯Φα,β(~rHˆo|χβ〉



















The Peierls substitution is without approximation if Φα,β(~r) is kept finite. The basis set
needs to be local and can be non-orthogonal.
D.1 Electromagnetic field









Φ(~r, t) = 0
g(t) is a smooth envelope function which is normalized to one. We take it as a real
number Ao is a complex amplitude. Now we take the long-wave length limit





































The equation of motion, which is second order differential equation in the presence of
friction is expressed by
mx¨ = F (x)− γx˙ (E.1)
where m is the mass of the classical particle, x(t) is the displacement vector at time t,
F (x) = is the force on the particle and γ is the term responsible for friction which is
proportional to the velocity of the particle.
Equation E.1 is discretised by choosing a time step ∆ > 0 and replacing the first and
second order derivative by,
x˙ → x(t+ ∆)− x(t−∆)
2∆




















By exploiting the Bloch theorem for a periodic system, it is possible to replace any
integrals in real space over the entire system (infinite system) by integrals over the (finite)
first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space. In practice, we choose a finite k-space grid as we
assume the solutions to the Schroedinger equation changes smoothly with k, and we take
summation over all the points in k-space grid instead of integral over entire k space.
We find out the choice of dimensions of k-space grid by repeating a sequence of calcula-
tions for size of k-space grid and choosing the one that gives us converged results.
Let us assume our unit cell has N1, N2 and N3 Mn sites in the x, y and z directions,
respectively. The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors are following:
Ga =
2pi ×N2 ×N3
N1 ×N2 ×N3 (F.1)
Gb =
2pi ×N1 ×N3
N1 ×N2 ×N3 (F.2)
Gc =
2pi ×N1 ×N2
N1 ×N2 ×N3 (F.3)
Now we set our k-space grid. Let us take a k-points grid of Nk1 , Nk2 and Nk3 dimensions.
The k-space vectors K~j,i1,i2,i3 that we include in our calculations and falls in first Brillouin
















+ (i3 − 1) Gc
(Nk1 ×Nk2 ×Nk3)
(F.6)




Hamiltonian matrix elements from the
generalized Dos
The present content is from appendix section of Sotoudeh et al. [15].
work credit: Prof. P. E. Blöchl
Here we show how the Hamilton matrix elements can be obtained from the generalised
Density of states of a first-principles calculation.
G.1 Hamiltonian of a non-orthonormal basis set
Let |ψn〉 be the Kohn-Sham states of a density- functional calculation and let fn be their
occupation. The Kohn Sham states are eigenstates of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian Hˆ
with energies n. We construct a basis-set of local orbitals |χα〉 by projecting the projector
functions |pα〉 onto the Kohn-Sham states in a given energy window [a, b]. We denote





Hamilton and overlap matrix for this basis-set can be expressed by the generalised Density





The matrix elements Hα,β of the Hamiltonian and those, Oα,β of the overlap matrix
elements are
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G.2 Hamiltonian of an orthonormal basis set
We assume an orthonormal basis set for the proposed tight-binding model. Here, we







The new Hamiltonian h in the {|χ′α〉} basis set is evaluated to first order in the off-diagonal































− αδα,β − α + β
2
∆α,β (G.10)
The diagonal elements of the matrix t of the hopping parameters vanishes. The Hamilton-
matrix elements used to extract the hopping parameter thop are obtained from Equation
G.7 by inserting Equations G.3 and G.4.
G.3 Splitting of onsite orbitals
To obtain the hopping parameters, the orbitals are expressed in a local coordinate system
suitable for a individual Mn-O-Mn bridge. The d3z2−r2 orbitals are assumed to be along
the local z-axis and directed towards the bridging oxygen atom of the Mn-O-Mn bridge.
The three onsite energies α obtained from the onsite energies of the three octahedral axes
contain the full information for the onsite Hamiltonian of a given Mn-site. The quantity
of interest for the parameterisation is the energy separation of the two onsite levels,
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which enters the parameter determination as ∆↑ and ∆↓, respectively. For each site, we
obtain the onsite hamiltonian expectation values h¯i,i for three non-orthonormal orbitals
d3x2−r2 , d3y2−r2 , d3z2−r2 aligned with the three octahedral axes from the corresponding
level energies α. The bar on top of the symbol h¯i,i shall avoid confusion with the matrix
elements in the basis {|a〉, |b〉}



















Additional data: measurable quantities
Here, we include the measurable physical quantities for different set of magnetic orders
for the entire range of doping in the P1−xCaxMnO3 series manganites. The calculations
are performed in two ways:
Collinear spins: The calculations with collinear spins are performed by optimising the
structure by keeping the spin degrees of freedom fixed.
Non-collinear spins: The non-collinear calculations are performed by following the
above scheme of the collinear spins calculation unless the system is close to convergence.
Thereafter, the spins are allowed to optimise themselves with other degrees of freedom.
During the calculations, two precautions are needed:
• Before we continue with the non-collinear spin calculations, there must be sufficient
kinetic energy available to the variable degrees of freedom to come out of the local
minima of the atomic and collinear spin arrangement. This way we allow the system
to explore the new minima in the nearby phase-space which has lower energy than
the one we start with.
• On the other hand, we also make sure to not continue with the non-collinear spin
calculations far away from the convergence where the variable degrees of freedom
have large kinetic energies. If we do not follow this, we may end up with high
energy metastable states with point defects characterised by several local spins and
atomic disorders. Sometimes, we need to repeat these calculations several times to
obtain the low-lying metastable states.
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Table H.1: Energy per Mn, average Mn-Mn length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively,
and the band gap as a function of number of electron Ne. The symbol A1 and A2 refers to collinear and
non-collinear calculations, respectively for the A-type magnetic phase. Ne indicates the total number of
electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot magnetic structure E/Mn [eV] La (Ao) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
16 64 A1 1.2315 3.9341 3.8370 0.2267
18 64 A1 1.3879 3.9426 3.8377 0.0343
20 64 A1 1.5434 3.9518 3.8374 0.1273
22 64 A1 1.7001 3.9598 3.8393 0.1244
24 64 A1 1.8564 3.9683 3.8401 0.2727
26 64 A1 2.0155 3.9743 3.8460 0.0005
28 64 A1 2.1728 3.9801 3.8523 0.2291
30 64 A1 2.3310 3.9895 3.8513 0.1709
32 64 A1 2.4883 4.0026 3.8430 0.2762
34 64 A1 2.6531 4.0191 3.8280 0.0035
36 64 A1 2.8165 4.0285 3.8271 0.0030
38 64 A1 2.9821 4.0299 3.8421 0.0120
40 64 A1 3.1391 4.0119 3.8960 0.1480
42 64 A1 3.3002 4.0139 3.9099 0.2144
44 64 A1 3.4627 4.0111 3.9333 0.2411
46 64 A1 3.6246 4.0189 3.9358 0.2280
48 64 A1 3.7895 4.0154 3.9606 0.3355
50 64 A1 3.9538 4.0174 3.9745 0.2525
52 64 A1 4.1149 4.0132 4.0007 0.3377
54 64 A1 4.2834 4.0153 4.0144 0.3165
56 64 A1 4.4378 4.0077 4.0476 0.6653
56* 64 A1 4.7166 3.9094 3.8175 0.7170
58 64 A1 4.6087 4.0120 4.0569 0.3826
60 64 A1 4.7673 4.0067 4.0853 0.5597
62 64 A1 4.9312 4.0041 4.1085 0.5532
64 64 A1 5.0931 4.0009 4.1326 0.9698
72 72 A1 5.0932 4.0007 4.1326 0.9708





5.3619 3.9796 3.7928 0.9192
42 64 A2 3.2919 3.9967 3.9443 0.4977
44 64 A2 3.4555 3.9977 3.9601 0.5200
46 64 A2 3.6183 4.0094 3.9548 0.4346
54 64 A2 4.2778 4.0153 4.0145 0.4343
56 64 A2 4.4345 4.0068 4.0494 0.6493
58 64 A2 4.6054 4.0099 4.0611 0.4414
60 64 A2 4.7656 4.0068 4.0851 0.5744
62 64 A2 4.9305 4.0044 4.1079 0.7181
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Table H.2: Energy per Mn, average Mn-Mn length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively,
and band gap as a function of number of electron Ne. The symbol B1 and B2 refers to collinear and
non-collinear calculations for the B-type magnetic phase, respectively. Ne indicates the total number of
electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot
magnetic
structure E/Mn [eV] La (A
o) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
16 64 B1 1.2345 3.9031 3.8990 0.0079
18 64 B1 1.3868 3.9077 3.9076 0.0152
20 64 B1 1.5409 3.9136 3.9136 0.0022
22 64 B1 1.6962 3.9200 3.9186 0.0000
24 64 B1 1.8528 3.9234 3.9299 0.0000
26 64 B1 2.0093 3.9286 3.9374 0.0008
28 64 B1 2.1664 3.9358 3.9409 0.0005
30 64 B1 2.3248 3.9400 3.9503 0.0000
32 64 B1 2.4833 3.9470 3.9543 0.0019
34 64 B1 2.6424 3.9533 3.9595 0.0016
36 64 B1 2.8026 3.9611 3.9617 0.0016
38 64 B1 2.9642 3.9670 3.9679 0.0000
40 64 B1 3.1261 3.9726 3.9747 0.0008
42 64 B1 3.2894 3.9780 3.9817 0.0008
44 64 B1 3.4529 4.0111 3.9333 0.2411
46 64 B1 3.6170 3.9870 3.9994 0.0000
48 64 B1 3.7704 3.9970 3.9974 0.2060
50 64 B1 3.9389 4.0040 4.0012 0.0095
52 64 B1 4.1062 4.0098 4.0076 0.0014
54 64 B1 4.2750 4.0147 4.0157 0.0016
56 64 B1 4.4443 4.0210 4.0210 0.0109
58 64 B1 4.6148 4.0275 4.0257 0.0014
60 64 B1 4.7856 4.0320 4.0347 0.0005
62 64 B1 4.9552 4.0412 4.0343 0.0506
64 64 B1 5.1238 4.0448 4.0448 0.6659
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Table H.3: Energy per Mn,average Mn-Mn length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively,
and band gap as a function of number of electron Ne. The symbol C1 and C2 refers to collinear and
non-collinear calculations, respectively for the C-type magnetic phase. Ne indicates the total number of
electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot
magnetic
structure E/Mn [eV] La (A
o) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
16 64 C1 1.2172 3.8625 3.9800 0.4931
18 64 C1 1.3809 3.8663 3.9904 0.1132
20 64 C1 1.5432 3.8675 4.0060 0.0778
22 64 C1 1.7034 3.8661 4.0266 0.0014
24 64 C1 1.8629 3.8673 4.0420 0.0027
26 64 C1 2.0206 3.8692 4.0562 0.0024
28 64 C1 2.1781 3.8700 4.0725 0.0000
30 64 C1 2.3331 3.8695 4.0913 0.0008
32 64 C1 2.4869 3.8700 4.1083 0.4963
34 64 C1 2.6522 3.8817 4.1028 0.4446
36 64 C1 2.8148 3.8956 4.0928 0.4615
38 64 C1 2.9824 3.9088 4.0843 0.3840
40 64 C1 3.1429 3.9197 4.0803 0.5584
42 64 C1 3.3051 3.9294 4.0789 0.5437
44 64 C1 3.4689 3.9406 4.0744 0.5948
46 64 C1 3.6318 3.9513 4.0708 0.5448
48 64 C1 3.7943 3.9597 4.0719 0.6351
50 64 C1 3.9584 3.9702 4.0688 0.6082
52 64 C1 4.1232 3.9828 4.0615 0.6218
54 64 C1 4.2885 3.9939 4.0572 0.6204
56 64 C1 4.4611 4.0073 4.0484 0.6207
58 64 C1 4.6192 4.0144 4.0519 0.8294
60 64 C1 4.7856 4.0252 4.0483 0.5992
62 64 C1 4.9614 4.0384 4.0397 0.5546
64 64 C1 5.1221 4.0473 4.0400 0.7304
16 64 C2 1.2160 3.8634 3.9783 0.5372
16 64 C2 1.2159 3.8630 3.9790 0.5372
18 64 C2 1.3752 3.8751 3.9727 0.2362
20 64 C2 1.5319 3.8892 3.9625 0.1867
22 64 C2 1.6904 3.9005 3.9578 0.0014
24 64 C2 1.8497 3.9106 3.9555 0.4580
26 64 C2 2.0200 3.8735 4.0475 0.0493
28 64 C2 2.1691 3.9328 3.9470 0.2846
30 64 C2 2.3330 3.8708 4.0888 0.0166
32 64 C2 2.4869 3.8700 4.1083 0.4963
34 64 C2 2.6506 3.8817 4.1028 0.4327
36 64 C2 2.8081 3.9552 3.9737 0.3889
38 64 C2 2.9679 3.9508 4.0004 0.4689
40 64 C2 3.1331 3.9472 4.0254 0.3646
42 64 C2 3.2949 3.9656 4.0065 0.3540
44 64 C2 3.4583 3.9621 4.0314 0.4585
46 64 C2 3.6211 3.9702 4.0330 0.4667
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Table H.4: Energy per Mn, average Mn-Mn length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively,
and band gap as a function of number of electron Ne. The symbol G1 and G2 refers to collinear and
non-collinear calculations, respectively for the G-type magnetic phase. Ne indicates the total number of
electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot
magnetic
structure E/Mn [eV] La (A
o) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
16 64 G1 1.2424 3.8970 3.9111 0.8780
18 64 G1 1.3994 3.8991 3.9248 0.0465
20 64 G1 1.5600 3.9127 3.9156 0.0188
22 64 G1 1.7158 3.9028 3.9532 0.0389
24 64 G1 1.8767 3.9123 3.9520 0.5483
26 64 G1 2.0365 3.9281 3.9383 0.5978
28 64 G1 2.1963 3.9729 3.8666 0.7225
30 64 G1 2.3573 3.9417 3.9470 0.7078
32 64 G1 2.5189 3.9470 3.9542 0.7761
34 64 G1 2.6816 3.9564 3.9533 0.7625
36 64 G1 2.8440 3.9578 3.9684 0.7763
38 64 G1 3.0066 3.9636 3.9748 0.8036
40 64 G1 3.1701 3.9756 3.9687 0.7861
42 64 G1 3.3331 3.9791 3.9795 0.8517
44 64 G1 3.4965 3.9845 3.9867 0.8702
46 64 G1 3.6607 3.9831 4.0074 0.8406
48 64 G1 3.8237 3.9715 4.0483 0.9334
50 64 G1 3.9878 4.0297 3.9498 0.9597
52 64 G1 4.1514 3.9858 4.0556 0.9769
54 64 G1 4.3154 3.9936 4.0578 1.0044
56 64 G1 4.4795 4.0024 4.0581 1.0354
58 64 G1 4.6437 4.0177 4.0454 1.1132
60 64 G1 4.8082 4.0482 4.0023 1.1467
62 64 G1 4.9726 4.0417 4.0332 1.1715
64 64 G1 5.1374 4.0447 4.0450 1.1578
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Table H.5: Energy per Mn, average Mn-Mn length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively,
and band gap as a function of number of electron Ne. The symbol CE1 and CE2 refers to collinear and
non-collinear calculations, respectively for the CE-type magnetic phase. Ne indicates the total number
of electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot
magnetic
structure E/Mn [eV] La (A
o) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
22 64 CE1 1.6983 3.9588 3.8411 0.4155
24 64 CE1 1.8532 3.9653 3.8461 0.4977
26 64 CE1 2.0096 3.9717 3.8512 0.4901
28 64 CE1 2.1656 3.9758 3.8608 0.5374
30 64 CE1 2.3215 3.9838 3.8629 0.5385
32 64 CE1 2.4771 3.9895 3.8693 0.7216
34 64 CE1 2.6440 3.9830 3.9001 0.4678
36 64 CE1 2.8069 3.9717 3.9407 0.7377
38 64 CE1 2.9753 3.9724 3.9571 0.4601
40 64 CE1 (I-type) 3.1280 3.9781 3.9635 0.6460
40 64 CE1 (II-type) 3.1393 3.9807 3.9582 0.5701
42 64 CE1 3.3030 3.9859 3.9659 0.4446
44 64 CE1 3.3030 3.9961 3.9634 0.2958
46 64 CE1 3.6335 4.0007 3.9720 0.5725
48 64 CE1 3.7994 3.9948 4.0019 0.5774
22 64 CE2 1.6926 3.9323 3.8942 0.4084
24 64 CE2 1.8532 3.9650 3.8466 0.4868
26 64 CE2 2.0096 3.9715 3.8515 0.4838
28 64 CE2 2.1656 3.9758 3.8608 0.5374
30 64 CE2 2.3215 3.9838 3.8629 0.5385
31 64 CE2 2.3993 3.9758 3.8608 0.5374
33 64 CE2 2.5608 3.9891 3.8789 0.4863
34 64 CE2 2.6432 3.9837 3.8987 0.3611
36 64 CE2 2.8053 3.9718 3.9405 0.5668
38 64 CE2 2.9679 3.9794 3.9430 0.4792
40 64 CE2 3.1288 3.9857 3.9484 0.4601
42 64 CE2 3.2934 4.0041 3.9295 0.4136
44 64 CE2 3.4570 4.0047 3.9461 0.2713
46 64 CE2 3.6154 3.9961 3.9814 0.2471
48 64 CE2 3.7797 4.0079 3.9755 0.4463
24 72 WC1 1.6352 3.9472 3.8583 0.5488
24 72 BS1 1.6372 3.9512 3.8504 0.3760
24 72 WC2 1.6341 3.9483 3.8560 0.6087
24 72 BS2 1.6372 3.9425 3.8678 0.5132
48 128 DS2 1.8489 3.9602 3.8561 0.5300
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Table H.6: Energy per Mn, average Mn-Mn length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively,
and band gap as a function of number of electron Ne. The symbol E1 and E2 refers to collinear and
non-collinear calculations, respectively for the E-type magnetic phase. Ne indicates the total number of
electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot
magnetic
structure E/Mn [eV] La (A
o) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
26 64 E1 2.0236 3.9848 3.8250 0.5573
28 64 E1 2.1820 3.9925 3.8276 0.5415
30 64 E1 2.3388 4.0085 3.8133 0.5690
32 64 E1 2.4942 4.0222 3.8038 0.6449
34 64 E1 2.6589 4.0254 3.8153 0.5554
36 64 E1 2.8219 4.0257 3.8326 0.5976
38 64 E1 2.9839 4.0245 3.8530 0.5750
40 64 E1 3.1453 4.0218 3.8762 0.6697
42 64 E1 3.3071 4.0231 3.8915 0.7755
44 64 E1 3.4713 4.0229 3.9097 0.7336
26 64 E2 2.0095 3.9585 3.8777 0.4903
28 64 E2 2.1658 3.9613 3.8898 0.4650
30 64 E2 2.3227 3.9711 3.8882 0.4708
32 64 E2 2.4784 3.9801 3.8881 0.7086
34 64 E2 2.6433 3.9616 3.9428 0.4612
36 64 E2 2.8087 3.9732 3.9376 0.4343
38 64 E2 2.9698 3.9891 3.9238 0.3883
40 64 E2 3.1348 4.0020 3.9158 0.4754
42 64 E2 3.2987 4.0020 3.9338 0.5478
44 64 E2 3.4601 4.0044 3.9468 0.4672
Table H.7: Ferromagnetic clusters in the 0.89<x<1 doping region: Energy per Mn, average Mn-Mn
length La and Lc in the x/y and z direction, respectively, and band gap as a function of number of
electron Ne. The symbol PBri and P
Lr
j refers to the presence of i number of five-site breathing polaron
and j number of thirteen-site large polarons in the system. G1 refers to pure G-type magnetic order. Ne
indicates the total number of electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Ne Ntot
polaron type or
magnetic order E/Mn [eV] La (A
o) Lb (Ao) band gap [eV]
1 216 G1 -0.0210 3.8554 3.8543 0.2667
2 216 PBr1 0.0022 3.8561 3.8557 0.3083
3 216 PLr1 0.0258 3.8567 3.8573 0.2667
6 216 PLr2 0.0966 3.8588 3.8612 0.3083
9 216 PLr3 0.1671 3.8605 3.8652 0.2419
12 216 PLr4 0.2375 3.8620 3.8701 0.3048
15 216 PLr5 0.3085 3.8649 3.8720 0.3047
18 216 PLr6 0.3794 3.8675 3.8745 0.2133
21 216 PLr7 0.4503 3.8699 3.8772 0.2370
24 216 PLr8 0.5212 3.8803 3.8722 0.2601
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Table H.8: Amplitude of octahedral distortion on various sites for individual doping case below x = 0.5
doping. The PUMc and PUMe sites indicate the central and corner sites of the PU polaron, respectively.
Ne indicates the total number of electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit cell.
Abbreviation used: A1- collinear A-type, A2- collinear A-type, B1- collinear B-type, CE2- non-collinear






















64 64 A1 P JT1 0.289 0.153 0.110 0.327 0.345
60 64 A2
P JT1 0.285 0.098 0.090 0.303 0.317
P JT2 0.000 0.374 0.100 0.374 0.388
PH 0.000 0.082 0.137 0.082 0.160
56 64 A2
P JT1 0.283 0.036 0.070 0.287 0.295
P JT2 0.003 0.344 0.081 0.344 0.353
PH 0.000 0.049 0.155 0.049 0.162
48 64 B1
P JT2 0.153 0.159 0.294 0.239 0.379
PH 0.005 0.010 0.110 0.011 0.110
44 64 A2
P JT2 0.140 0.206 0.284 0.278 0.398
PH 0.015 0.017 0.092 0.024 0.096
40 64 CE2
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274 0.292 0.400
P JT2 0.156 0.224 0.287 0.273 0.397
PUMe 0.021 0.018 0.088 0.033 0.094
40 64 CE2 I-type (1st xy plane)
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274 0.292 0.400
P JT2 0.156 0.224 0.287 0.273 0.397
40 64 CE2 I-type(2nd, 3rd & 4th xy plane)
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274 0.292 0.400
PUMe 0.030 0.009 0.097 0.032 0.102
40 64 CE2 I-type(3rd xy plane)
PUMc 0.242 0.137 0.274 0.292 0.400
P JT2 0.001 0.035 0.070 0.035 0.078
36 64 CE2
PUMc 0.290 0.085 0.273 0.305 0.409
P JT2 0.182 0.166 0.273 0.247 0.368
PUMe 0.010 0.028 0.074 0.032 0.082
34 64 CE2
PUMc 0.272 0.132 0.264 0.305 0.404
P JT2 0.196 0.095 0.250 0.218 0.332
PUMe 0.006 0.030 0.077 0.031 0.088
32 64 CE1
PUMc 0.259 0.163 0.257 0.306 0.400
PUMc 0.000 0.033 0.074 0.033 0.081
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Table H.9: Amplitude of octahedral distortion on various sites for x = 0.375 doping. The PUMc and
PUMe sites indicate the central and corner sites of the PU polaron, respectively. Ne indicates the total























40 64 CE2 II-type
PUMc 0.258 0.096 0.270 0.289 0.396
P JT2 0.150 0.214 0.289 0.261 0.390
PUMe 0.029 0.023 0.085 0.042 0.095
40 64 CE2II-type (1st xy plane)
PUMc 0.258 0.096 0.270 0.289 0.396
P JT2 0.150 0.214 0.289 0.261 0.390
40 64 CE2 II-type(2nd, 3rd & 4th xy plane)
PUMc 0.258 0.096 0.270 0.289 0.396
PUMe 0.029 0.023 0.085 0.042 0.095
Table H.10: Amplitude of octahedral distortion on various sites for individual doping case above x = 0.5
doping. The PUMc and PUMe sites indicate the central and corner sites of the PU polaron, respectively.
Ne indicates the total number of electrons and Ntot indicates the total number of Mn sites in the unit
cell. Abbreviation used: G1- collinear G-type , C2- non-collinear C-type, WC2- Wigner crystal phase,






















0 64 G1 P JT1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16 64 C2
PUMc 0.003 0.281 0.222 0.281 0.359
PUMe 0.002 0.042 0.045 0.042 0.062
PH 0.005 0.007 0.016 0.009 0.018
16 64 C2
PUMc 0.003 0.281 0.222 0.281 0.359
PUMe 0.002 0.043 0.046 0.043 0.063
PH 0.005 0.007 0.016 0.009 0.018
24 72 WC P
UMc 0.226 0.166 0.238 0.280 0.368
PH 0.036 0.030 0.046 0.047 0.066
62 128 DS P
UMc 0.203 0.186 0.240 0.283 0.371
PUMe 0.020 0.024 0.054 0.035 0.067
28 64 CE2
PUMc 0.249 0.159 0.243 0.299 0.385
P JT2 0.000 0.307 0.275 0.307 0.412
PUMe 0.009 0.027 0.065 0.031 0.076
30 64 CE1
PUMc 0.249 0.167 0.253 0.303 0.395
P JT2 0.009 0.297 0.272 0.297 0.403




Atomic and spin structure
Here, we include the plots of the atomic structure and spin order directly obtained through
our calculations for each of the doping case, which is discussed in Chapter 4. Below is
the scheme to read the graphs.
The top part of each figure show the atomic structure plot and the bottom part shows
the corresponding spin structure in the consecutive xy planes (Z=1,2,3...) of the unit
cell. The dashed black grid is the grid of Mn sites. The integer values on the y and x
axis indicate the indexing (x,y) of the Mn sites in the xy plane.
Top: The horizontal and vertical line (i.e., green or red) at each Mn site indicate the
deviation of the O-O bond length of the MnO6 octahedra surrounding that Mn site, from
the CMO system in the x and y directions, respectively. The radius of the circle indicate
the deviation of the O-O bond length in the z direction. The green and red imply
the positive (increase in the bond length) and negative (decrease in the bond length)
deviations of these O-O bond lengths, respectively.
Bottom: The horizontal and vertical lines (i.e., green or red lines) at each Mn site
indicate the components of the t2g spin in the x and y directions, respectively. The radius
of the circle around each Mn site shows the z component of the t2g spin of that Mn atom.
The green and red imply the positive and negative spin components, respectively.
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Figure I.1: x = 0: with variable lattice constants
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Figure I.2: x = 0: with experimental lattice constant
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Figure I.3: x = 0.125: with variable lattice constants
Figure I.4: x = 0.125: with experimental lattice constant
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Figure I.5: x = 0.25: with variable lattice constants
Figure I.6: x = 0.25: with experimental lattice constant
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Figure I.7: x = 0.31
Figure I.8: x = 0.375 I-type
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Figure I.9: x = 0.375 II-type
Figure I.10: x = 0.436
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Figure I.11: x = 0.469
Figure I.12: single electron doped in the CE-type structure at x = 0.5
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Figure I.13: x = 0.5
Figure I.14: single hole doped in the CE-type structure at x = 0.5
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Figure I.15: x = 0.53
Figure I.16: x = 0.563
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Figure I.17: Wigner crystal phase at x = 0.66
Figure I.18: Bistripe phase at x = 0.66
194 Appendix I. Atomic and spin structure
Figure I.19: first of the two degenerate state at x = 0.75
Figure I.20: second of the two degenerate state at x = 0.75
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